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Abstract
New trends in literacy studies shifted their focus from looking at the consequences and
gains of literacy to examining its uses by various cultural groups. These new trends try
to situate literacy practices in different spheres and contexts as literacy varies across
cultural, social, individuals, geographical, and historical timeframes. Wittingly, some
scholars argue that the field of education seems to have downplayed the development
of adolescents’ literacies since major literacy projects and initiatives seem to favor
either child’s early and emergent literacy or remediated adults. This study tried to trace
the myriad of literacy practices of high school students at home and school spheres in
the United Arab Emirates by using the philosophies of Deleuze and Guattari (1987) as
a backdrop against the studies’ exponents. The study used a convergent concurrent
mixed method. In the quantitative data base, the participants (n=531) responded to a
survey about their literacy practices; whereas the qualitative data base featured indepth interviews conducted with 9 participants. Findings revealed that the UAE high
school students’ inside-school literacy practices were uniformed in nature, where
students felt that in order to do well they had to adhere to rules and guidelines set by
the textbook and/or the teachers. Furthermore, the findings showcased the complexity
of students’ literacy practices, particularly outside-school literacies, rendering them to
fall under the overarching concept of the rhizome as well as the New London Group’s
(1996) definition of Multiliteracies. The findings also revealed that wherever
permissible students inject their outside-school literacy practices against the cracks in
the walls of inside-school literacy practices. The students also indicated that they
predominantly discussed their literacy practices with their friends and same-aged
peers, however; they revealed they did not hold discussions with their teachers. The
study offers some recommendations for research, teachers and curriculum planners to
provide meaningful learning experiences for the students by ways of mitigating inside
and outside school literacy practices.

Keywords: New Literacy Studies, Multiliteracies, Rhizome, Social literacy.
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)Title and Abstract (in Arabic

سبر أغوار الممارسات القرائية والكتابية لطالب الثانوية العليا باإلمارات
الملخص

أخذت الدراسات الحديثة في تطور القراءة والكتابة منعطفا ً جديدا ً فبدالً من النظر للقراءة والكتابة
من منظور الكسب الضيق إلى منظور آخر وهو ممارساتها الحقيقة داخل الثقافات المتعددة .هذا
المنظور الحديث يضع هذه الممارسات في فضاءات :الثقافة ،التاريخ ،اإلرث االنساني ،الفردي،
الجغرافي والتاريخي .لقد أشار بعض التربويون أن مجمل البحوث في القراءة والكتابة ركزت
على المراحل الدنيا ولم تولي اهتماما ً بالمراحل التعليمية العليا .ستحاول هذه الدراسة سبر أغوار
الممارسات القرائية والكتابية المتعددة لدى طالب الثانوية بدولة اإلمارات في فضاءات مختلفة
مثل المنزل والمدرسة .وقد تم تأطير المنحنى الفلسفي لهذه الدراسة على مفهوم التشعبية
) (Deleuze and Guattari, 1987وقد استخدمت هذه الدراسة المنهج المختلط لتحقيق تلك
الغاية .وقد شارك في هذه الدراسة  531طالبا ً حيث قاموا بملء استبيان حول ممارستهم القرائية
والكتابية ،وشارك أيضا  9طالب في مقابالت هدفت إلى استبطان آرائهم حول هذه الممارسات.
لقد أظهرت نتائج هذا الدراسة ان ممارسات القراءة والكتابة داخل المدرسة اتسمت بالصرامة،
حيث أشار الطالب ان نجاحهم األكاديمي يرتبط ارتباطا وثيقا باتباع النظم واألحكام الصادرة من
المعلمين واتباع المنهج التعليمي .أما فيما يخص ممارساتهم خارج المدرسة فقد اتسمت بالتعقيد
مما يضعها تحت إطار التشعبية ومفاهيم مجموعة لندن الجديدة .كذلك أظهرت الدراسة أن الطالب
يقحمون ممارساتهم الخارجية داخل اإلطار المدرسي كلما سنحت لهم سانحة لذلك .وأشار الطالب
أنهم يناقشون نشاطاتهم التعليمية بصورة أكبر مع أصدقائهم وأقرانهم وليس مع معلميهم .هذه
الدراسة أعطت بعض التوصيات في مجال البحث ،للمعلمين ومخططي المناهج.
مفاهيم البحث الرئيسية :الدراسات الحديثة حول المهارات القرائية والكتابية ،التشعبية ،التعددية
في المهارات القرائية و الكتابية  ،المجتمعية في المهارات القرائية و الكتابية.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Introduction
This chapter provides a snapshot of the current study into the literacy practices
of students—both within and outside the school premises—in the hopes of attaining a
better understanding of such practices of literacies. The study deals with this issue in
depth by shedding light on the myriad literacy practices of high schoolers in the context
of the United Arab Emirates (UAE). The study also strives to show the intricacies of
these literacy practices. Primarily, this introductory chapter provides background
information on the study of literacy and offers a pertinent historical overview. It
explains the manner in which the understanding of literacy as a uniform entity has
changed towards a more socially situated one. Additionally, this chapter seeks to
rationalize the research by clarifying the research problem, purpose, and significance.
Moreover, it elucidates some technical issues by defining key terms and concepts and
explaining some of the study’s limitations and delimitations.
1.2 Literacy and the Making of an Enlightened Individual
The ability to read and write is highly coveted, as people have long perceived
literacy as an emancipatory skill that promises to facilitate ascent on the social ladder.
For decades, and possibly even centuries, societies throughout the world have been on
a mission to abolish illiteracy in the hope of attaining growth and prosperity. However,
such convictions have romanticized the role of literacy at the individual and
community levels (Collins & Blot, 2003; Gee, 2008b). According to Gee (2008b), it
is precisely this perspective that has caused people to view literacy as a “great divide”
between cultures—that is, “oral cultures” versus “literate cultures.” Gee (2008b)
clarified that:
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At the cultural level, literacy is supposed to be the sine qua non of ‘modern,’
‘sophisticated,’ ‘complex’ cultures; at the individual level it is supposed to lead
to higher orders of intelligence. However…literacy has different effects in
different social settings, and none apart from such settings. (p. 67)
Moreover, since schools are a representation of society and its culture, it is
important to examine literacy and its benefits from a social lens comprising
multiliteracies, for doing so will allow for “links to be made between what goes on in
education and what happens in other domains of activity, such as everyday life”
(Barton, 2012, p. 4).
1.3 Statement of the Problem
Despite the paradigmatic shifts in approaches to conducting literacy studies,
scholars have yet to extend these shifts implacably to school systems, arguing that
schools continue to function within a unified literacy framework (Collins & Blot,
2003; Purcell-Gates et al., 2012). This framework permeates the conviction that there
is one form of literacy that is far superior to, and far more valid than, any other. Moje
(2002) argued that “despite arguments about the complex nature of literacy that abound
in the field, and despite calls for the broadened conceptions of literacy, the neglect of
youth literacies makes clear that literacy as a construct remains rooted in narrow
conceptions of schooled, basic literacy processes” (p. 224). This perception is
problematic because literacy is a manifestation of social practices—that is, “the
general cultural ways of utilizing written language which people draw upon in their
lives” (Barton & Hamilton, 1998, p. 6). However, these practices are not necessarily
observable, as they are embedded in complex human properties, such as emotions,
human relationships, values, etc. Literacy is a multiplicity of entities that take on
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different forms and shapes in different societies. As Collins and Blot (2003) stated:
There is no universality to literacy; there are many literacies. To describe
only one set of uses and functions (those associated with school or essayist
literacy) is to miss the myriad other uses and functions found among the
literacies of communities throughout the world. (p. 44)
Indeed, holding such a limited view of literacy puts students at a disadvantage
because it causes clashes between the literacy practices that they use at home and at
school (Barton & Hamilton, 1998; Heath, 1983), and whenever there is a discontinuity
between home and school, learning opportunities are thwarted.
1.3.1 Literacy Issues in the UAE
According to the statistics of UNICEF (2013), between 2008 and 2012, the
literacy rate among UAE males aged 15–24 years was 93.6%, and about 97% among
females. These statistics also shed light on the digital literacy rate of individuals living
in the UAE. UNICEF estimated that in 2012, the number of Internet users in the UAE
was 85% of the total population. Despite the rather high literacy in the UAE, the
literacy practices of students within the academic realm depict a different reality. The
PISA standardized test, administered in 2015, ranked the participating students from
the UAE 48th in reading skills among the 72 participating countries (Pennington,
2016). Speaking of the 2009 results, Ahmed (2010) indicates that “the poor
performance of Dubai's government school students in the results of an international
study released… are a portent for public schools across the country” (para. 1). It is not
only the statistics regarding school-based literacy practices that are alarming, but also
the ones dealing with personal literacy—outside-school literacy. For instance,
according to the Fourth Annual Cultural Development Report of the Arab Thought
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Foundation (FIKR), the average Arab reads very little compared to the Americans or
the British (FIKR, 2005). While many people have debunked the FIKR’s claims as a
myth, the conventional thought is that Arabs are not prolific readers, and this includes
the UAE, which is thought to have an oral, rather than a reading, culture (O’Sullivan,
2004). According to Ahmed (2011) “The Trends in International Mathematics and
Science Study (TIMSS) for 2007 found that 44 per cent of pupils in Dubai had fewer
than 25 books in their home, and only 12 per cent owned more than 100 books” (para.
3).
Primarily, in the UAE context, there is recognition of three sorts of literacies—
namely, school-based, digital, and national literacies. These literacies manifest in the
many goals and visions of institutions such as the Ministry of Education, Abu Dhabi
Educational Council (ADEC), and Knowledge and Human Development Authority
(KHDA). For instance, on its official website, the UAE Ministry of Education
indicates that among its goal are “the education of information technology, eradication
of computer illiteracy, preserving social values and ethics, and promoting traditional
values among the youth” (The UAE Lifestyle, n.d.). This scope, as adept as it is, is not
all-encompassing. It does not fully adopt a stance that recognizes multiliteracies. This,
in turn, prevents us from appreciating the relationship between the various forms of
literacy, particularly those used and encouraged in the school and those used outside
the school for personal and social purposes, because, as we have heard time and again,
all these literacies inform and feed on one another (Bakhtin, 1981; Barton, 2007;
Collins & Blot, 2003; Heath, 1983).
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1.3.2 Focus on High Schoolers
Moje (2002) argued that the field of education seems to have neglected the
development of adolescents’ literacies, for in the United States, the development of
literacy policies or advancement of funding projects ensure that youth culture and
literacy remain inconspicuous, as the funding generally targets either children’s
emergent literacy or programs for remediating adults who have missed the opportunity
to attain formal literacy instruction. Whether deliberate or not, Moje (2002) explained
that this is, in part, due to the assumption scholars hold that literacy development
occurs in childhood and ceases to develop after that. This argument is not only
pertinent to Western contexts, such as the United States, but also to that of the UAE.
Due to such suppositions, when youth graduate from high school in the UAE, we often
find that they have inadequate basic school-based literacy skills. Statistics, (as cited in
Gitsaki & Alabbad, 2012) indicate that 94% of UAE students are required to enroll in
remedial English courses before taking up undergraduate courses.
1.4 Purpose of the Study
Given the argument that literacy is context-bound, this study strove to examine
the literacy practices of UAE high school students. The study focuses on adolescents
because, as Moore, Bean, Birdyshaw, and Rycik (1999) stated, this is the age of
information, and with information coming at them from every angle, adolescents will
be required “to read and write more than at any other time in human history. They will
need advanced levels of literacy to perform their jobs, run their households, act as
citizens, and conduct their personal lives…[and] to feed their imaginations so they can
create the world of the future” (p. 99).
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The impetus behind this study comes from the conviction that understanding
the literacy practices that high schoolers occupy in and out of school in the UAE will
highlight the implications for literacy practices and those in schooling that are
compatible with the ones that students use outside of school. Such an understanding
should not only spark actions geared towards improving the academic achievements
of these high schoolers but also inspire stakeholders to view the students’ outsideschool literacy practices as legitimate, instead of looking down on them as trivial or
secondary to their school-related literacy practices. Accordingly, the study aimed to
answer the following questions:
1. What are the literacy practices of UAE high school students in schools?
2. What are the literacy practices of these high school students outside of school?
3. How, if any, are these practices rhizomatic?
1.5 Definitions of Terms
Literacy: Literacy is a ubiquitous term, embedded in the discourses of various
disciplines. Even within the educational realm it has different connotations and
denotations, and is used in different ways. For the specific purpose of this study,
literacy is considered to be multimodal: defined in both print-based and digitalmediated terms. This is so because of the great impact of technology and
communicative devices in UAE society. Additionally, formal schooling in this
context is expected to predominantly take place through the use of print and digital
media. To confine the study to incorporate either one would be to limit the essence of
the study’s findings. This said, then, literacy, in this study, incorporates Street’s
(2003) views of literacy—the use of reading and writing as they are entrenched in
thoughts of epistemology, beliefs, identities, and being. This use is rooted in social
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practices and bound to particular contexts. In discussing literacy, one should not only
include the practices revolving around traditional printed text but also nonlinear and
nontraditional texts. For the purposes of this study, I limit the concept of literacy
practices to that which emerges from the data as practices that participants engage in,
which I anticipate to include typical pastimes of adolescents, such as playing video
games, e-mailing, conversing via the Internet, participating in social networks, and
watching movies (Ma’ayan, 2012).
Situated literacy: Situated literacy is the set of literary practices that take
place within specific contexts (Barton, Hamilton, & Ivanic, 2000). Literacy studies
have shifted to “focus on what we can do with literacy, what we can accomplish with
the use of scripts and texts; they shift emphasis from the consequences of literacy for
society to the study of its uses by individuals and its functions in particular groups”
(Collins & Blot, p. 36). Therefore, as Lancester (2012) attests, all literacy events and
all literacy practices that are manifested in people’s everyday lives, which
understandably vary across cultures and during different periods of time, are part of
what is considered situated literacy. As such, the experiences of individuals in their
lived worlds diverge sharply, patterning the cultural values, principles, behaviors,
and demeanor with which they were reared and, thus, influencing their literacy skills.
Digital literacy: Digital literacy can be defined as “multiple and interactive
practices, mediated by technological tools such as the computer, cell phones, instant
messaging (IMing), and video games that involve reading, writing, language, and
exchanging information in online environments” (Lewis, 2011, p. 432).
Functional literacy: This term is often relegated to the literacy needed for all
practical purposes in a complex society.
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New Literacy Studies: As scholars began to question the validity of the
traditional perspectives of literacy in the 1970s and 1980s, they started to conduct
studies that viewed literacy as socially situated. This body of work has been coined
“New” Literacy Studies (Gee, 2008b).
Multiliteracies: Multiliteracies is a term coined by the New London Group
(1996). It expands on the understanding of literacy by taking into account a variety of
texts, not limited to print exclusively. Perry (2012) argued that this term is also
“associated with a rapidly changing social context” (p. 59) and as such, account for
cultural and linguistic diversity that are the results of these changes.
Outside-school literacy: Otherwise known as personal literacy, outside-school
literacy is a term describing literacy practices that do not conform to those that
schools establish. Rather, it encompasses wider conceptualizations of literacy
practices, such as multiliteracies, and pertains to other activities, whether they take
place inside or outside of school, for various purposes other than academics.
Rhizome: A rhizome is a philosophy emphasizing the existence of multiple
realities. Describing literacy as rhizomatic means that the territory of the knowledge
within the field of literacy is infinite; that is, there is no beginning and no end to what
constitutes various forms of literacy (Deleuze & Guattari, 1987), and, for example,
school literacy and personal literacy are so entangled that one cannot state with
certainty which specific practice belongs to which form. Through a rhizomatic
perspective it could be said that literacy encompasses a set of useful cognitive skills
that do not immediately reveal themselves upon possession (Fernandez, 2001).
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1.6 Limitations and Delimitations
1. The study focused solely on public high schools, consisting of both all-girls and
all-boys high schools located in the regions under the mandate of the Ministry of
Education. In addition, the study incorporated schools under the supervision of
ADEC, in Abu Dhabi and in Al Ain. As such, the study did not include private
schools. This is limiting because, as Creswell (2009) argued, the confinement of a
particular study to a particular research setting renders it difficult to replicate in
other settings with different samples.
2. Since the qualitative part of this study consisted of qualitative data collection
methods, different researchers might be able to analyze and interpret the data in
entirely different ways. Moreover, one can even assume that readers might be able
to interpret the reviewed results differently.
3. The number of participants in the semi-structured interviews was relatively small.
Thus, the results of the qualitative semi-structured interviews may affect the
findings and might impede their generalizability. However, the use of quantitative
methods was used in the hopes of rectifying this and extending the results to a
wider sample.
4. Since I performed the role of a quasi-insider in this study, one foreseeable
limitation is what Dwyer and Buckle (2009) described as that of the “insider [who]
might raise issues of undue influence of the researchers’ perspective” (p. 59). In
other words, there was always the risk that I could perceive the phenomenon under
investigation according to my own perspective, as an insider to the culture, as
opposed to the participants’ perspectives. Having said this, I addressed this issue
through “disciplined bracketing and detailed reflection on the subjective research
process, with a close awareness of one’s own personal biases and perspective [to]
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reduce the potential concerns associated with insider membership” (Dwyer &
Buckle, 2009, p. 59). This is discussed in detail in the third chapter.
1.7 Significance of the Study
I anticipate that this study will bridge the gap in the research in the context of
the UAE. Not only is there a paucity of studies dealing with literacy; the research on
this subject has tended to be experimental in nature, not all-encompassing. What is
also troubling is that there does not seem to be a term in Arabic that translates to
“literacy.” As such, the framing of any issue pertaining to literacy usually occurs from
the “illiteracy” point of view (Jurdak, 2016; Touati, 2012). One need look no further
than the visions and goals of the educational institutions in this region to see that the
understanding and emergence of literacy indeed occur through a literacy/illiteracy
dichotomy.
It is imperative for teachers, administrators, and other educational personnel to
possess sufficient knowledge of students’ literacy practices in their respective
communities when establishing literacy practices pertinent to formal schooling. Such
understanding may prove significant for verifying the correspondence between the
literacy practices for personal purposes and those of the school. As such, this study
might shed some light on useful ways of incorporating literacy practices into formal
schooling that adhere to the needs and expectations of UAE high schoolers. The study
may also bring to the fore prominent issues that will open up opportunities for further
research.
Finally, Giroux (1998) indicated that any discussion on youth is a
representation of the “social practices that structure adult society” (p. 3). By this token,
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shedding light on adolescents will open a treasure trove in terms of understanding not
only the youth but also the adults that make up the UAE society.
1.8 Organization of the Study
The current study is organized in five subsequent chapters. This chapter
introduced the proposed area of research, the purpose of studying it, its potential
significance, and any remaining research questions. Chapter Two presents an extensive
review of the recent literature that is of relevance to the subject at hand. The literature
review begins with a discussion of the philosophical underpinnings and the theoretical
framework of this study, starting with the a discussion of the philosophical views of
Deleuze and Guattari (1987) on the rhizome, followed by sociocultural theory, and the
Multiliteracies framework proposed by the New London Group (1996). Next, the
literature review showcases some of the definitions of literacy and its importance.
Then the chapter provides an overview of the perceived versus the actual gains that
literacy can help people make. The chapter also touches on the distinction between
literacy practices and literacy events. The literature review also strives to elucidate the
relationship between literacy and the social context and the 21st century concern of
digital literacy. Finally, the literature review ends with a discussion of adolescent
literacy, including the revelations and themes in the extensive body of research within
its realm. Chapter Three includes a description of the procedures for conducting the
study. It provides information regarding the study’s participants, the data collection
methods, the research design and procedures, and the instruments for collecting and
collating the data, as well the modes used for data analysis. The fourth chapter details
the most significant findings reached through both the quantitative and qualitative
instruments. Finally, the fifth chapter discusses and interprets the findings reached in
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Chapter Four; it elucidates the implication of these findings and provides suggestions
for further research.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
2.1 Introduction
This chapter starts with the discussion of the philosophes of the rhizome as
posited by Deleuze and Guattari (1987). Next, the chapter focuses on the theoretical
framework including studies into literacy, such as the sociocultural theory and the of
multiliteracies framework, established by the New London Group (1996). This chapter
also delves into the historical background of the study of literacy and its
transformation. It zeros in on the attempts that notable scholars, such as Collins and
Blot (2003), Barton and Hamilton (1998), Gee (2008b), Street (2003), Heath (1983),
Wagner (1993), Bakhtin (1981), and Vygotsky (1978), have made to describe it, the
difference between its perceived and actual benefits, the practices and events that
constitute literacy practice, and the role of the social context in formulating literacy.
In addition, this section of the paper attempts to illustrate what adolescent literacy is
and what the related studies have concluded.
2.2 The Philosophy of the Rhizome
Literacy in its broadest definition can be understood as a set of useful cognitive
skills one holds that do not immediately reveal themselves upon possession
(Fernandez, 2001). The term literacy should not be limited merely to rigidly defined
skills, such as reading or writing. To be literate can refer to the ability to comprehend
a street sign, to text a friend, or to create a Facebook account. Wagner (1993) argues
that “because literacy is a cultural phenomenon, adequately defined and understood
only within each culture, it is not surprising that definitions of literacy may never be
permanently fixed” (p. 11). He elaborates: “whether literacy is thought of as including
computer skills, mental arithmetic, or civic responsibility, for example, will vary
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across countries, depending on how leaders of each society define this most basic of
basic skills” (p. 11). As a result of broad and all-inclusive definitions, literacy can be
equated with human experience (Fernandez, 2001). To better understand what it means
for literacy to represent human experience, one must turn to a similarly broad, allinclusive philosophy and Deleuze and Guattari’s (1987) concept of the rhizome
provides a fitting metaphor for describing literacy as a human experience.
Rhizomes are botanical roots (e.g., ginger) that constantly develop
underground before they emerge in various, unpredictable locations (Compton-Lily &
Halverson, 2014). Thus, a rhizome is an entanglement of roots that is unpredictable in
nature: “it has neither beginning nor end, but always a middle (milieu) from which it
grows and which it overspills… A plateau is always in the middle, not at the beginning
or the end. A rhizome is made of plateaus” (Deleuze & Guattari, 1987, p. 12). The use
of rhizomes as a metaphor for literacy is quite fitting and serves to assist an
understanding of knowledge within this field of study as “unlimited and infinitely
expandable” (Fernandez, 2001, p. 82). This definition also speaks to literacy as an
intersecting point of mixed cultures and context-bound conventional knowledge.
Deleuze and Guattari’s rhizome philosophy can be understood as a product of
poststructuralist philosophy, which understands truth as chaotic, unpredictable,
nonlinear, and unorthodox. Cherry-Hoimes states that “poststructuralism shows
meanings to be shifting, receding, fractured, incomplete, dispersed, and deferred” (as
cited in Pinar, Reynolds, Slattery, & Taubman, 1995, p. 61). Poststructuralism raises
constant debate as to the so-called objectivity, fixity, and certainty of sets
“conventional meanings.” Bakhtin’s (1981) dialogic aspect of a text, in which a text
projects different voices, shares these views. Consequently, a text can have endless
meanings according to the subjectivities of its creator and receiver (reader or listener).
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Just as one text can have different interpretations, literacy differs depending on the
context and the culture in which people construct it. According to Chapman and
Routledge (2005), Bakhtin’s position was that “an individual speech act derives its
meaning from other speech acts to which it is historically or socially related,” (p. 25)
and thus, meaning is always intertextual, depending on the relationships between texts
or speech acts and their overlapping points, since the speaker must always draw on the
utterances of other speakers.
In attempting to deconstruct the literacy/illiteracy binary, one can find oneself
locked into rigid definitions of each one that do not allow for a broad and inclusive
understanding of literacy (Fernandez, 2001). According to Wagner (1993), “literacy is
a remarkable term. While it seems to refer to individual possession of the
complementary mental technologies of reading and writing, literacy is difficult to
define in individuals and to delimit within societies, and the term itself is charged with
emotional and political meaning” (p. 2). While many scholars and specialists associate
the term literacy with the acts of reading and writing, there remains uncertainty as to
what sorts of skills literacy includes. Thus, it is best to keep the definition open to
rhizomatic interpretation, as it is contextually and culturally bound.
To grasp the rhizomatic interpretation of literacy studies, one can turn to the
original principles of Deleuze and Guattari (1987) in their explanation of the
characteristics of a rhizome. The first principle is that of connection and heterogeneity.
Literacy, as perceived in new literacy studies, is strongly connected to historical,
economic, social systems (Collins, 1989). Literacy is not a separable entity that can be
examined apart from its ties to these systems (Pérez, 1998), or, as Luke (1992) argued,
it is “not a set of decontextualized skills, but is a demonstrably significant cultural
practice” (p. 5). The second principle of a rhizome is multiplicity. Deleuze and Guattari
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write that “an assemblage is precisely this increase in the dimension of a multiplicity
that necessarily changes in nature as it expands its connection. There are no points or
positions in a rhizome, such as those found in a structure, tree, or root. There are only
lines” (p. 8). It can be said that literacy, too, is comprised of an assemblage of various
experiences that are interconnected and difficult to separate from one another. As Gee
(2008b) contends:
It is next to impossible to separate anything that stands apart as a literacy
practice from other practices. Literacy practices are almost always fully
integrated with, interwoven into, constituted part of, the very texture of wider
practices that involve talk, interaction, values, and beliefs. (p. 45)
Deleuze and Guattari (1987) further discuss that a rhizome is not acquiescent
to any given shape or form. Likewise, new literacy studies hold the argument that
literacy is not a uniform unit (Barton & Hamilton, 1998; Collins & Blot, 2003; Gee,
2008b). Taking a ginger root as an example of a rhizome, Fernandez (2001) defined
the root as have no beginning or end. Thus, we cannot view the root as a limited
territory: “only portions of it can be isolated and manipulated” (p. 82). Applying this
metaphor to literacy, when we look at literacy from an academic, social, or economic
perspective, we examine only one microscopic portion of it rather than examining it
as a whole. This is not to say that it is useless to examine the minute components of
literacy unto themselves, but rather to bear in mind than in doing so we may fail to
recognize its other components. This understanding of literacy prompts an inevitable
question: If literacy is an assemblage, does the sum of its components make up a
cohesive whole? It would appear they do not, which is why new literacy studies
scholars have argued for an all-encompassing, contextually bound approach to
examining literacy.
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2.3 Theoretical Framework
Under the rhizome philosophy are two theoretical frameworks that befit its
positions, that of the sociocultural theory and multiliteracies.
2.3.1 Sociocultural Theory
Due to the influence of the works of Vygotsky (1978), sociocultural theory
centers on the premise that language develops socially and culturally. Accordingly,
language is a social practice influenced by the dyadic interaction that a child has with
others within certain social settings. The language experiences that individuals have in
their lived experiences diverge sharply, patterning the cultural values, principles,
behaviors, and demeanor relating to their upbringing. Also applicable to the
aforementioned views, is Vygotsky’s theory of enculturation. According to Vygotsky,
learning is a process of enculturation; we learn best by interacting with others in social
activities. Vygotsky (1978) argued that “human learning presupposes a specific social
nature and a process by which children grow into the intellectual life of those around
them” (p. 88). As we become increasingly involved in a particular social group, we
internalize the meaning, values, and conventions that the members of this group
constructed.
The sentiments of Bakhtin (1981) resemble those of Vygotsky, as he, like
Vygotsky, contented that social interaction generates a milieu for the production of
knowledge. Bakhtin (1981) indicated that the language that specific cultural groups
use represents a jointly constructed activity that the group’s beliefs, norms, and values
influences. Therefore, Bakhtin (1981) stated that:
Each generation at each social level has its own language; moreover, its own
vocabulary, its own particular accentual system that, in their turn, vary
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depending on social level, academic institution (the language of the cadet, the
high school student, the trade school student are all different languages) and
other stratifying factors. All this is brought about by socially typifying
languages, no matter how narrow the social circle in which they are spoken. (p.
290)
Barton (2002) translated these views into a literacy phenomenon, calling it
the ecology of literacy. Similar to sociocultural theory, Barton (2002) stated that “an
ecological approach is concerned with how the [literacy] activity…is part of the
environment and at the same time influences and is influenced by the environment”
(p. 138). This means that the sociocultural milieus that the members of a given culture
live within direct them to practice certain literacies that enable them to take part in the
day-to-day experiences pertaining to this culture. Further, people’s cultural needs and
interests direct these conventional day-to-day experiences and activities. Heath’s
(1983) study provides an example of this. According to her (1983), the language
experiences of individuals are significantly linked to the types of literacy practices that
the social group to which they belong value and practice. For instance, Heath (1983)
found that children socializing in mainstream middle class communities, or
Townspeople, often received encouragement to partake in literary literacy practices
imitating those of the school system, such as reading books and stories, questioning
and answering, describing events, etc., as the members of this community valued
school. Needless to say, for those children, the transition into the school’s culture was
smooth because the values, behaviors, and beliefs of their cultural group matched those
of the school. The children of the Townspeople did well in school due to the balanced
ecosystem between home and school. Influenced by these notions, this study will adopt
a model of literacy based on the belief that literacy constitutes practices rooted in
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specific social and cultural contexts. Time and again, scholars have argued that
successful teaching relies on minimizing the distance between the students’ home
culture and that of the classroom, and ensuring that the culture in the classroom is on
par with that in the home (Cushner, McClelland, & Safford, 2012; Delgado-Gaitan,
1990; Delpit, 1995; Heath, 1983; Philips, 1983; Zeichner, 1996). The issue of the
disconnection between the school and the home seems to be a global educational issue,
and the UAE is no exception. Badri (1998) argued that such a disconnection stems
from the fact that teachers in the UAE are expatriates, and while most of them are wellversed in Arabic, “they often have their own problems of acculturation, and have little
knowledge of their students’ home background, their culture and the nature of the
students’ social environment outside the school. [As such,] marked cultural differences
can lead to confusion on pupil’s part and mistrust between home and school” (p. 130).
Farah and Ridge (2009) indicated that creating a national body that can construct and
modify the national curriculum is a challenge, as this body must consist of local
professionals, who have the expertise to develop and revise proposed changes to the
curriculum. Therefore, for the learning to be successful, it is imperative to include
cultural knowledge and national literacy in the curriculum in order to shorten the
distance between the values of the school and those of the community. With this said,
it is important to note that the persistent gap between home and school is not only
attributable to the nationality and cultural backgrounds of the school staff; it may
persist with local teachers working in the field, as is the case with studies conducted
in the western region of the world.
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2.3.2 Multiliteracies
Looking at literacy through a sociocultural lens allows for the adoption of the
notion of multiliteracies or multiple literacies. Collins and Blot (2003) maintained that
oral and written literacies are not so much dichotomous as they are complementary. I
agree with their argument in that, rather than succumb to the convictions of the literacy
thesis that purports to argue that only writing in a formal text is the true form of
literacy, we should change our perception to one of multiliteracies, which would
“[enable] us to inquire into the relation between everyday language use (including
literacies) and institutionally regulated use, without forgetting that the one always
informs the other” (Collins & Blot, 2003, p. 33). The concept of multiple realities also
offers a fitting framework, since scholars have argued that language is a
multidimensional phenomenon. One notable theorist who viewed language as such is
Bakhtin. According to Chapman and Routledge (2005), Bakhtin insisted that
“language cannot be understood as a unitary phenomenon…[It] is always heteroglossic
because it consists of different styles, genres, and registers. Therefore, linguistic
meaning does not exist independently of the level of words, sentences, or even
individual discourses” (p. 25). The notion of multiliteracies can easily fit into the
philosophies of the rhizome as it abolished all thoughts of duality and dichotomy with
regards to literacy. A thought posited by Deleuze and Guattari (1987) is that “every
rhizome contains lines of segmentarity according to which it is stratified,
territorialized, organized, signified, attributed, etc., as well as lines of
deterritorialization down which it constantly flees. . .These lines always tie back to one
another. . .That is why one can never posit a dualism or dichotomy” (p. 9). Driven by
thoughts of pluralism, this theory has been primarily developed by the New London
Group (1996) to discuss two essential aspects of literacy: the multiplicity and diversity
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of cultural and linguistic background, as well as the multiplicity of texts that are within
reach in this day and age. Both trends apply to the United Arab Emirates, the context
of the study. The United Arab Emirates (UAE) has a multicultural identity with over
200 nationalities, and the extent of the convergence of digitalized and nontraditional
texts used in the everyday life of UAE residents is undeniable. The scholars in the New
London Group project argue that the theory of multiliteracies revolves around the
notion of the increasing complexity and interrelationship of different modes of
meaning in which language is often inseparably related to other modes of meanings.
The theory is driven by thoughts of multimodality which validate modes of meaningmaking other than language, “including visual meaning (images, page layouts screen
format) audio meaning (music, sound effects); gestural meaning (body language,
sensuality); spatial meaning (the meaning of environmental space, architectural
spaces); and multimodal meanings” (New London Group, 1996, p. 80). The foci of the
New London Group’s learning process and meaning-making is design, which consists
of three elements: available designs, designing, and the redesigned. Available designs
are any semiotic resource available out there that one can use to make meaning and
thus engage in what is known as designing. The redesigned is “a new layer of meaning
and a transformation of the initial available design” (Jacobs, 2013, p. 11). The
redesigned then becomes an available design for others to use—thus “completing the
ongoing loop of creating meaning” (Jacobs, 2013, p. 11). The concept of
multiliteracies is, I believe, a lens through which we can regard literacy phenomena by
the understanding of its users, thus refuting the notion that there is one form of literacy
that is far superior to, and far more valid than, another. Influenced by proponents of
the sociocultural theory, the New London Group (1996) believes that what we know
of the world is “embedded in social, cultural, and material context” (Jacobs, 2013, p.
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11). They argue that with the convergence of technology and with the change that is
occurring in social life around the globe it is important for schools to adopt a pedagogy
of literacy that is in line with these changes. Instead of looking at literacy through a
literacy thesis lens, the New London Group look at literacy through a pluralistic lens.
Their rationale for this framework is that students will be equipped with tools that will
help them be successful citizens in the ever-changing globalized world of the 21st
century.
2.4 Formal literacy: Is it the Ultimate Form of Literacy?
During the 19th century, individuals revered having a reputation of being
literate, as those who could not read or write bore the labels “barbaric” and
“uncivilized.” Tylor (as cited in Collins & Blot, 2003) described the historical
significance of literacy thusly:
The invention of writing was the great movement by which mankind rose from
barbarism to civilization. How vast its effect was, may be best measured by
looking at the low conditions of tribes still living without it, dependent on
memory for their traditions and rules of life, and unable to amass knowledge
as we do by keeping records of events, and storing up new observations for the
use of future generations. Thus it is no doubt right to draw a line between
barbarian and civilized where the art of writing comes in, for this gives
permanence to history, law, and science. Such knowledge so goes with writing,
that when a man is spoken of as learned, we at once take it to mean that he has
read many books, which are the main source men learn from. (p. 9)
This view of literacy, as prejudicial as it may sound today, was widely shared
throughout the Western world. Only quite recently has literacy began to be viewed
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from a macro perspective. Collins and Blot (2003) stated that illiteracy in the 19th
century was regarded as a form of poverty, lawlessness, and general lack of
intelligence. Basically, those who were deemed illiterate at that time were considered
substandard members of society. Similarly, Wagner (1993) indicated that “Not long
ago, newspapers and scholars referred to whole societies as ‘illiterate and uncivilized,’
in effect equating these words; and the terms illiterate still carries a negative
connotation, sometimes reinforced by agencies determined, in their own words, to
‘stamp out’ or ‘eradicate’ illiteracy” (p. 2).
With regard to today, Hirsch (1988) has inquired as to why literacy is of such
great importance in the modern era. In his discussion of cultural literacy in the United
States, Hirsch states that the importance of literacy is not limited to its contribution to
financial and economic-related gains, as is widely perceived, rather it promotes
successful participation in cultural events, as well as social interactions. He writes:
“the complex undertakings of modern life depend on the cooperation of many people
with different specialties in different places. Where communication fails, so do the
undertakings” (Hirsch, 1988, p. 2). However, it is important to note that while Hirsch
(1988) was concerned about national literacy, in reality, all forms of literacy are
important—be they academic, functional, or cultural.
Currently in the Arab world, the priority is school-based literacy, perhaps due
to the concerning illiteracy rates that seem to afflict these populations. In the
ethnographic study that he conducted in Morocco, Wagner (1993) found that even
illiterate parents supported formal schooling and perceived education as an opportunity
for their children to seek change. Consequently, those parents perceived academic
achievement as the optimum form of literacy. Wagner (1993) explained that many
parents have adopted a modernist view “of education and literacy because it has built
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so well upon traditional education values… the parents’ generation seems at once more
locked in tradition and more confident” in change (p. 57). While those parents might
still espouse overambitious traditional views, this is not to say that these traditional
views are entirely invalid in the context in question. Wagner (1993) himself found that
the literacy of formal schooling somewhat helped children “acquire a variety of
literacy skills that are also relevant to literacy tasks outside of school” (p. 203), such
as sending letters and reading and understanding prescriptions. However, Wagner
(1993) cautioned that although reading and writing in school did help students in
school, these skills were insufficient to ensure the efficiency of numerous literacy tasks
performed outside of the school environment.
Thankfully, the view of literacy is changing in the Arab world today, such that
people are letting go of the idea that reading and writing are the sole features of
literacy. Hammoud (2006) stressed that literacy is an urgent issue in the adult
education agenda in Arab countries, and that besides the practice of reading and
writing, it also covers “language and computer skills and other relevant skills needed
to cope in modern society and fully participate in all aspects of life” (p. 3).
Due to the rapid economic and social changes taking place, Arabs are starting
to look at literacy beyond an essayist’s lens, and they are recognizing the importance
of mastering skills besides reading and writing for being active members of their
rapidly changing societies.
For a long time, the perception of literacy has been solely the ability to read
and write (Pérez, 1998), and its definition has relied on the literacy/illiteracy
dichotomy, or the haves and have-nots (Street, 1994). Along with these perceptions
was the notion of the great divide (Gee, 2008b) that has justified categorizing societies
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as well as the members of those societies into distinctive tiers. Thus, those who were
able to read and write received the label “literate,” which entailed being educated,
modern, forward-thinking, and civilized—exemplar citizens. In contrast, those
sporting the label “illiterate,” who were unable to read and write in the conventional
sense, received the designation of primitive (Gee, 2008b). This notion caused scholars,
such as Gee (2008b), to identify the literacy myth—a term for the understanding that
literacy has no effect on the betterment of people and society. Street (2003) called this
myth the “autonomous model of literacy,” and elucidated this concept as follows:
The standard view in many fields, from schooling to development programs,
works from the assumption that literacy in itself—autonomously—will have
effects on other social and cognitive practices. Introducing literacy to poor,
“illiterate” people, villages, urban youth, etc. will have the effect of enhancing
their cognitive skills, improving their economic prospects, making them better
citizens, regardless of the social and economic conditions that accounted for
their “illiteracy” in the first place. (p. 77)
Researchers such as Street (2003) and Gee (2008b) fiercely challenged the
veracity of this notion. Furthermore, ethnographic studies reinforced the arguments
against the notion that literacy will improve society. Scribner and Cole’s (as cited in
Gee, 2008b) study, which they conducted on the Vai in Liberia, corroborated the idea
that “literacy in and of itself led to no grandiose cognitive abilities, and formal
schooling ultimately led to rather specific abilities that are rather useless without
institutions which reward ‘expository talk in contrived situations’ (such as schools,
courts, bureaucracies)” (p. 59). Additionally, Gee (2008b) recounted how, before the
end of the 18th century, Sweden was able to achieve near-universal literacy. Yet the
country failed to achieve the benefits that people tend to believe accompany literacy,
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such as prosperity, economic growth, and social mobility. According to Gee (2008b),
the failure to attain such benefits was due to the fact that formal schooling was not part
of the literacy equation in Sweden. This finding lends itself to the idea that literacy
alone, without essential reinforcement, cannot lead to individual and communal gains.
Similarly, Finnegan’s (1988) ethnography yielded comparable results
concerning the Limba community of Sierra Leone. This study depicted that the
members of the non-literate group (in the mainstream sense) Limba community,
possessed significant metalinguistic abilities as well as astounding reflective
sophistication in their knowledge of language. As Collins and Blot (2003) argued, this
“provides ample ammunition to debunk the claims of those…who would view
nonliterates as incapable of abstract thought, or incapable of a detached view of
language” (p. 48).
Street (1984) conducted yet another literacy ethnography that found similarly
that members of the Cheshmeh community in Iran used various forms of discourses in
a wide range of settings. The members of this community, who had acquired their
education through a “Maktab” literacy system—Quranic learning—adapted the
literacy systems to commercial practices and those of trade. Following the adoption of
these “commercial” literacy practices, they experienced economic growth. This being
said, Collins and Blot (2003) underlined that Street (1984) was careful not to claim
that literacy causes economic growth: “‘Maktab’ Literacy in Cheshmeh facilitated the
development of ‘commercial’ literacy and ‘commercial’ literacy enabled economic
growth” (p. 58).
The reluctance to associate growth with literacy stems from the conviction that
literacy is a multifaceted phenomenon. To insist that formal literacy has an exceptional
role in fostering growth would cast an undue shadow over other literacy practices.
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2.5 Literacy Events and Practices
If it is inaccurate to think of literacy as merely the skills of reading and writing,
and if literacy does not promote growth and prosperity on its own, then what is it
exactly, and what does it do? Over the years, social literacy scholars have presented
an alternative view of literacy, What Collins and Blot (2003) call a “relativist,
sociocultural, or situated” literacy (p. 4). This view of literacy as described by Street
(2003) looks at literacy as the following:
Literacy is a social practice, not simply a technical and neutral skill; that it is
always embedded in socially constructed epistemological principles. It is about
knowledge: the ways in which people address reading and writing are
themselves rooted in conceptions of knowledge, identity, and being. It is also
always embedded in social practices, such as those of a particular job market
or a particular educational context and the effects of learning that particular
literacy will be dependent on those particular contexts. (pp. 77–78)
This relativist model supports the notion of a multifaceted literacy—
multiliteracies. It conjures a reformed view of literacy, from one that is neutral to one
that is socially imbued.
Barton and Hamilton (1998) indicated that literacy is a manifestation of social
practices—that “literacy is essentially social, and it is located in the interaction
between people” (p. 3). Further, they defined these practices as “the general cultural
ways of utilizing written language which people draw upon in their lives” (p. 6). These
practices, they argued, are not necessarily observable, as they are embedded in
complex human properties, such as emotions, human relationships, values, etc.: “The
notion of literacy practices offers a powerful way of conceptualizing the link between
the activities of reading and writing and the social structures in which they are
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embedded and which they help shape” (p. 7). Influenced by such views of literacy, the
New Literacy Studies emerged in the 1970s and 1980s (Gee, 2008b). These studies
understood literacy to be socially situated. Literacy, therefore, perceived not as how
individuals come about acquiring the abilities to read and write but how they go about
their lives, doing the things that they are supposed to do through the means of reading
and writing or employing other relevant literacy tools.
In this discussion of literacy practices, one must distinguish between the two
terms, practices and events. According to Barton and Hamilton (1998), events are
activities in which literacy plays a role: “Usually there is a written text, or texts, central
to the activity and there may be talk around the text. Events are observable episodes
which arise from practices and are shaped by them…The notion of events stresses the
situated nature of literacy, that it always exists in a social context” (p. 7). Thus, one
can infer that events are platforms through which one projects literacy practices.
Literacy practices are abstract and unobservable, while events are tangible and more
concrete. As such, studies of literacy essentially measure and track the literacy events
that lead to an understanding of the literacy practices, as “many literacy events in life
are regular, repeated activities” (Barton et al., 2000, p. 9). With this said, it is important
to note that throughout this study, the term literacy practice is used to describe the
overarching experiences of students with various literacy events.
2.6 Literacy and Social Context
Perhaps the impetus for those scholars’ convictions in literacy studies concerns
the fact that social contexts are in constant change, as Dewey (as cited in Null, 2011)
vehemently argued. If we are to consider literacy as a social tool that is culturally and
contextually bound, then surely it must change as the environment to which it belongs
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changes (Pérez, 1998). In fact, Gee (2008b) argued that “literacy is changing
dramatically. What appears to be crucial for success now are abilities to deal with
multimodal texts (texts which mix words and images), nonverbal symbols, and with
technical systems within specific, and now usually highly collaborative, institutional
practices” (p. 40). It seems reasonable to expect that with the changes occurring in the
lived worlds of our contemporary societies, so, too, shall the literacy practices change.
To better understand literacy, one must view it as existing within a context.
Various settings, such as the home, school, and workforce, all call for the development
and maintenance of distinct forms of literacy. Barton and Hamilton (1998) indicated
that “the home domain is often identified… [as] central to people’s developing sense
of social identity” (p. 9). To honor the social identity of the students, schools must
provide a space where the student body can practice, and find validation for, the
cultural capital that it brings from home. However, scholars do not believe that the
schools value the cultural and literacy capitals that students acquire from home. This
sentiment echoes the finding of Heath’s (1983) ethnography that children in Trackton
used printed texts to fulfill everyday functions in groups, such as reading manuals on
assembling toys or reading in church to participate in its activities; yet the members of
this community never read in solitude. Thus, Heath (as cited in Delpit, 2003) observed
the following:
When these children arrived in school they faced another reality. They were
required, instead, to “learn to read,” that is, they were told to focus on the
process of reading with little apparent real purposes in mind other than to get
through a basal page or completed worksheet and much of this they were to
accomplish in isolation. Needless to say, they were not successful at the
decontextualized, individualized school reading tasks. (pp. 260–261)
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Additionally, Pérez (1998) argued that:
The discourses acquired to deal with everyday life within sociocultural
contexts that centre around print or written text are literacy practices that Gee
(1992) argued are much more than reading and writing but rather are a part of
a larger communicative societal system or sociopolitical entity” (p. 28).
Consequently, the argument is that to understand literacy, one must place it
within a Discourse (with a capital D) (Gee, 2008b). Discourses are channels through
which people project their behaviors, values, thoughts, convictions, and beliefs, as well
as their literary skills of reading and writing that are supposed to be conventional
representations of the particular group to which they belong, be it familial,
occupational, cultural, etc. Those socially constructed, conventional representations
lead discourses to be “products of history” (Gee, 2008b). Further, Gee (2008b) stated
that:
It is sometimes helpful to say that it is not individuals who speak and act, but
rather that historically and socially defined Discourses speak to each other
through individuals. The individual instantiates, gives body to a Discourse
every time he or she acts or speaks, and thus carries it, and ultimately changes
it, through time. (p. 162)
The emphasis here is that discourses are “socially situated identities” (Gee,
2008, p. 3) and that literacy is one way of representing these identities. This leads to
the declaration that just as there are abundant discourses in which language resides, so
are there manifold literacies (Gee, 2008b).
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2.7 Affinity Spaces
Central to the idea of literacy as a social practice is the idea of learning through
participation in social communities. Among the first to discuss this idea were Lave and
Wenger (1991) who coined the term legitimate peripheral participation. Their idea
revolves around social apprenticeship—a process by which individuals become
members of what Wenger (2001) calls a community of practice in a social community
by functioning in its culture and forming an identity that is in sync with its practices.
As such, a community of practice comprises an assembly of people who share an
interest in something and learn to do it better as they work together (Wenger, 2001).
The notion of people coming together because of a shared interest or passion is
something that is recurrent in and pivotal to the discussion of adolescent literacy. In
recent years, Gee and Hayes (2012) discussed what is known as affinity groups or
affinity space, an idea that is like the community of practice posited by Wenger (2001)
but with some differences. Gee and Hayes (2012) claimed that the community of
practice “was originally based on studies of face-to-face groups that do not bear much
resemblance to the geographically distributed, technologically mediated, and fluidly
populated social groupings” (p. 106). Thus, he contended that the community of
practice does not cater to communities pertinent to adolescence, such as online game
sites or many of the pop cultural fandoms available online and offline. Gee and Hayes
(2012) also criticized the notion of a community of practice as he believed it permeated
the feeling of close-knit belonging to the community which might not always be true
for all individuals who share an affinity for the content upon which a community is
built. Knowing that adolescents spend a substantial amount of time online (Gross,
2004), I thought it essential to choose a concept that is pertinent to social grouping that
permitted the mediation of technology as well as face-to-face groupings; for that
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reason, I choose to use Gee and Hayes’ (2012) affinity groups and affinity spaces as
opposed to Wenger’s (2001) community of practice. But it must be noted that Gee and
Hayes’ affinity spaces are used to discuss social groupings online far more than faceto-face groupings.
Like Wenger’s definition of a community of practice, Gee (2004) defines an
affinity space as “a place or set of places where people affiliate with others based
primarily on shared activities, interests, and goals, not shared race, class culture,
ethnicity, or gender” (p. 67). An affinity space has eleven qualities, but Hayes and Gee
(2010) argue that it is impossible to find all qualities in one particular space. The first
aspect is the common endeavor (passion or interest) around which the space revolves.
Neither the race, class or gender of the individuals produce this space, but rather the
endeavor. The second feature is that everyone who has an affinity for this endeavor
shares the space. The space is not just for experts or masters or hardcore fans, but
rather “the whole continua of people from new to experienced, from unskilled to highly
skilled, from minorly interested to addicted, and everything in between, is
accommodated in the same space” (Hayes & Gee, 2010, p. 188). The third aspect
indicates that a space allows for the design of new signs and semiotics with regards to
the signs preexistent in the affinity. Meaning, everyone, in affinity space, can be a
producer if so they wished. The fourth feature indicates that preexisting original
content in the affinity space is transformed through the interaction that takes place
between members of the space. Gee (2005) explains this by describing a video game
fan site: “the content of AoM [the Age of Mythology video game] as a space is
transformed by the actions and interactions of players acting and interacting on sites
like AoM Heaven” (p. 226). Fifth, such spaces encourage the spread of both intensive
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(specialized) and extensive (broad) knowledge among members of the space. Sixth,
the space encourages people to gain knowledge for themselves and to contribute to
distributed knowledge that is to be shared with others. Seventh, Gee (2005) indicates
that such a space encourages dispersed knowledge, meaning knowledge that is to be
gained from other sources or other sites. One more aspect is based on the principle that
participants are not segregated by age, and age does not determine who is in charge.
The last three aspects are that the space also uses and honors tacit knowledge, permits
various forms of participation by its members (whether peripherally or centrally), and
supports a fluid leadership with no one real boss being in charge.
2.8 Digital Literacy and Multimodality
It is imperative to discuss the role of digital media and technology when
discussing contemporary forms of literacy. The literacy practices of the students in the
UAE have changed drastically in the past few decades. According to McTaggart
(2009), the literary literacy practices in this region of the world have moved from being
solely based on the learning of the Quran to being mediated by high-end digital media
and technologies. According to McTaggart (2009), “the new web generation or
generation W2 is fully versed in the technologies of today. Indeed, the web generation
learners in the UAE communicate skillfully via texting, blogging, Facebook, Twitter,
SMS, chat, video call, and Online Games” (p. 4).
The primary reliance on technological forms of communication calls for a
redefinition of literacy that permits the incorporation of various modes of
communication and interaction. Jewitt (2003) indicated that “all teaching and learning
in the school classroom involves a range of modes including speech, writing, gesture,
gaze, body-posture, movement, and so on—in other words teaching and learning are
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multimodal” (p. 83). What a multimodal framework does is providing students with
various modes of engaging with a text. It is in the combination of modes that meaning
is reached higher than if one mode of representation was used (Dressman, 2010; Jewitt,
2005b). Multimodality most often involves the use of digital technology and owing to
the development of technology, this perspective on literacy has manifested in the
current century.
Today, technology permeates many different areas of human activity, similar
to literacy. In the past several years, networked technological tools and equipment have
undergone many changes. They have become omnipresent tools in many social and
educational contexts and have influenced the ways in which individuals teach, learn,
and acquire the elements of literacy. Leu and Kinzer (2000) observed that “the
convergence of literacy instruction with Internet technologies is fundamentally
reshaping the nature of literacy instruction as teachers seek to prepare children for the
futures they deserve” (p. 111). Further, Haley and Austin (2004) added that the
integrated use of technologies has affected how we understand and produce literacy
skills. They also suggested that such technologies affect how we read, write, and use
written language to learn and communicate with others (p. 308).
It goes without saying that the social scene in the UAE is basking in the golden
age of technology, particularly among the youth. As such, to omit discussions of digital
literacy when dealing with contemporary literacy events would severely limit the
scope of the study’s results. If anything, the ideas above highlight the complexity of
literacy. However, despite its complexity, documenting the literacy practices of a given
cultural group can provide a profound understanding of how we use literacy in our
everyday lives, how teachers teach it in school, and how to bridge the two types of
literacy.
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2.9 Literacy and Adolescents
As Lesko notes (2001), adolescents are often viewed in a negative light:
“Typically teenagers appear in our cultural talk as synonymous with crazed hormones,
as delinquents, deficiencies, or clowns, that is, beings not to be taken too
seriously…and with decidedly mixed emotions we talk about ‘the trouble with
teenagers’” (p. 1). Perhaps adolescents in the Arab world are not perceived as harshly
as depicted in Lesko’s, they are nevertheless stereotyped. Herrera (2010) writes of
adolescence in the Arab world: “adolescence…represents a critical juncture in young
people’s lives since it is a time when they are considered in need of intensified adult
supervision and surveillance” (p. 129). Similarly, Alhyas, Elarabi, El-Kashef
Wanigaratne, Almarzouqi, et al. (2015) found that parents in the UAE perceive
adolescence to be:
a transitional period to adulthood, while others perceived it as a dangerous
period associated with the initiation of many risky behaviors…parents
associated adolescence with specific behaviours including smoking
cigarettes, flirting, car racing, using drugs and alcohol, delinquency,
picking up contemporary fashion and style. (pp. 2-3)
Scholars agree that such negativity stems from this image of adolescents being
promulgated by the media, an image which has been encouraged by the works of
psychoanalyst Anna Freud (Arnett, 2007). Erik Erikson (as cited in Johnson, 2014)
also reinforced this view, for he argued that human beings go through psychological
stages throughout their life span. Specifically, he indicated that adolescents experience
an identity crisis and role confusion that stimulate their irrational behavior. The
challenge that adolescents face, he argued, is finding an appropriate identity from the
plethora of identities that exist in society and then setting themselves up to live the
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prescribed social role. Furthermore, many adolescents have numerous options to
choose from and face pressure to “grow up” and make the right selection (Erikson, as
cited in Johnson, 2014). In addition, although adolescents at this stage have an almost
fully formed identity that reflects their inner selves, they confront two crossroads: on
the one hand, the adolescent wants to be a unique individual, and on the other, he or
she wants to gain access to a certain cultural group, which adds to the complexity of
this crisis (Erikson, as cited in Johnson, 2014). Moreover, Joan Erikson (1997) stated
that society applauds adolescents who strive to be members of the groups that it
recognizes; “however, society can feel deeply and vengefully rejected by the
individual who does not seem to care to be acceptable, in which case society
thoughtlessly dooms many whose ill-fated search for community (in gang loyalty, for
example) it cannot fathom or absorb” (p. 72). What is important to note here is that the
proposed study does not aim to validate or criticize these well-renowned views but to
underscore that these often-cited works continue to contribute to the public conviction
that views adolescence as a challenging time in life.
Perhaps such negative perceptions also stem from a lack of understanding as
to what adolescents really means. In various disciplines adolescence is often perceived
in terms of a biological and developmental stage (Wood & Blanton, 2009). What
prevails in various disciplines is a misplaced understanding “assumes that young
people between the ages of 12 and 18 have naturally occurring, largely biologically
generated characteristics, behaviors, and needs. In this view biology is destiny, in that
the adolescent body with hormone induced growth spurts creates psychological,
emotional, and interpersonal problems” (Lesko, 2001, p.7).
Various educational and academic entities, such as the International Literacy
Association (ILA), and renowned journals, such as The Journal of Adolescent and
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Adult Literacy and The Reading Teacher, have viewed adolescents through a limited
lens of age and/or grade (Bean & Harper, 2009). This has resulted in educational
studies, practices, and policies neglecting to examine literacy in relation to
adolescence, because government initiatives have established early intervention
programs focusing on ensuring that all students are capable of reading by the time they
reach the third grade (Bean & Harper, 2009; Cumming & Wyatt-Smith, 2001). The
other problem with viewing adolescence solely in terms of age and grade is that, in
doing so, the understanding of adolescent literacy is often limited to the same, when
in fact literacy is more so defined by flexibility, multiplicity, and pluralism.
In their article, “General, Social and Academic Self-Concepts of Gifted
Adolescents,” Van Boxtel and Monks (1992) article General, Social and Academic
Self-concepts of Gifted Adolescents, post that adolescents are understood as individuals
growing in the hope of attaining independence, autonomy, and self-assertiveness.
Moreover, Moje (2002) calls for scholars to disregard their assumptions of adolescence
as a “storm and stress period” (Hall, 1904, p. 73) in favor of “youth culture”
perspectives. Such perspectives shed light on the “resources (including literacy
practices and textual resources), contexts, and spaces, to which youth have access as
they live their everyday school and social lives” (p. 216). Unless we do this, Moje
argues, “we will continue to develop incomplete theories of literacy learning,
development, and practice, and we will overlook a group of people with much to offer
educational theory and the world” (p. 225).
2.9.1 The Complexity of Adolescent Literacy
The subject of the current study falls under the general category of adolescent
literacy, a field of study that explores how adolescents form complex and intricate
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relationships that consolidate the worlds they inhabit, which are rich in symbols,
language, and discourses (Luke & Elkins, 2000). To promote adolescent literacy today,
Luke and Elkins (2000) advised educators to “develop and shape new social,
intellectual, and discourse relations to these worlds where adolescents live and work”
(p. 397). This is possible by “address[ing] complex issues around adolescents' access
to and alienation from social institutions; their positions and identities within cultural
fields of community life and work, education, and consumption; and their engagement
with texts and discourses of power” (p. 397).
Studies that share this view have indicated some integral understandings for
future adolescent literacy studies (Moje, Young, Readence, & Moore, 2000). First,
adolescent literacy should encompass multiliteracies, including diverse forms of texts,
including “film, CD-ROM, the Internet, popular music, television, magazines, and
newspapers, to name a few” (p. 11). Second, adolescents’ sense of identity is shaped
by literacy. Finally, in order to engage in multiliteracies and with multimodal texts,
adolescent students require appropriate spaces within a school’s physical and
incorporeal environment.
Moore, Bean, Birdyshaw, and Rycik (1999) have provided goals for
educational reform that aim to fulfill many of the above-mentioned ideas. These
include providing adolescents with ample access to multiple reading materials of
interest, using pedagogical instructions that hone student reading skills, implementing
assessment tools that best illustrate students’ areas of strength and struggle so as to
inform teachers’ instructions, modelling studying and reading strategies for students,
assisting struggling readers by providing individualized assistance, appreciating and
responding to the unique individualities of students, and finally (and perhaps most
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importantly), providing supportive, positive environments where adolescents’ efforts
to attain higher levels of literacy are applauded and supported.
Both governmental and private entities have advanced many initiatives to
invest in the youth of the UAE. With the appointment of the youngest minister, H.E.
Shamma Al Mazrui, as Minister of State for Youth Affairs in early 2016, the UAE has
established the Emirates Youth Council. This council is a forum where Emirati youth
meet to discuss social and policy issues, and to energize the community and youth
leadership. Each youth council works to answer one main question via discussion and
recommendations (Emirates Youth Council, 2016).
Another such campaign is the International Youth Leadership Conference
(IYLC) Dubai (2014). This conference is part of the IYLC international youth
leadership conference aimed at raising awareness as well as enhancing the leadership
skills of exceptional youth in the region in various fields, affording special attention to
politics and economics (IYLC Dubai, 2014). The most recent IYLC conference, in
Dubai in December 2014, enabled the participating youth to meet and greet some
leading businessmen and diplomats. They also had the opportunity to conduct
meetings with representatives from the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) and
participate in pertinent debates and panel discussions. These discussions varied from
issues concerning environmental sustainability to Arabic law and Islam, etc. (IYLC
Dubai, 2014).
Whereas the IYLC is a non-governmental youth program, the Emirates
Foundation is a government entity. The Emirates Foundation places emphasis on the
involvement of youth in voluntary and charitable and communal services. Some of the
projects that the foundation endorses include various volunteering opportunities,
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public service, and programs that teach youth how to manage their finances (Emirates
Foundation, n.d.).
An initiative that has campaigned for creating a reading culture is the Abu
Dhabi Reads campaign, initiated in 2013. The campaign targets students of all cycles,
including high schoolers, in the ADEC monitored schools in the emirate of Abu Dhabi
and its surrounding cities, supporting both private and public schools. The campaign
has also set as one of its goals supporting reading in both English and Arabic (Abu
Dhabi Education Council, n.d.). In 2015, the campaign included awards for the
outstanding short stories of students of various grades. In addition, the campaign
included an award for language teachers’ innovative reading strategies for both
English and Arabic (The National Staff, April 23, 2015). Other activities included “a
competition for schools that seeks out the best and most creative local inauguration
ceremony based on community engagement, creativity, student participation and
emphasis on reading for fun, knowledge, and inspiration” (The National Staff, April
23, 2015, para. 3).
In 2016, H.H. Sheikh Khalifah Bin Zayed Al Nahyan declared the year to be
the UAE Year of Reading. “The Cabinet issued directives to start preparing an
integrated national literacy strategy and a framework to produce a reading generation
and establish the UAE as the capital of cultural and knowledge content” (United Arab
Emirates: The Cabinet, 2016, para. 1). Based on such directives, H.H Sheikh
Mohammed Bin Rashed Al Maktoum launched a 50-book reading challenge as an
initiative for Arab children to develop the habit of reading Arabic books. Schools
across the UAE have encouraged their students to participate in this challenge, and it
is estimated that over 50,000 students in the UAE have taken part (Khamis, 2016).
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Adolescence, for UAE high school students, is a challenging time. Students at
this stage of life ask many “what next?” questions. Not only is it a time when students
are thinking of going to college, but also employment, marriage, and a host of other
issues that concern Emirati youth. Among these issues are others that the Emirati
adolescents have in common with their counterparts in the West (Russell, Coughlin,
El Walily, & Al Amri, 2005). Among these issues are those that relate to friendships,
relationships with parents, peer pressure, decision-making about further education
and/or career, self-dependence and autonomy, and identity development. Therefore, it
would be interesting to understand the role that literacy plays at such a stage in the life
of adolescents in the UAE.
2.10 Recurring Themes in Adolescent Literacy Studies
It is difficult, if not impossible, to clearly, concisely, and conclusively present
the findings of the studies that have explored adolescent literacy, as these studies are
not only abounding but also highly diverse. Researchers have conducted these studies
in different contexts, under different conditions, with diverse participants, and in
varying situations and circumstances. In preparation for my own study, I have read
through many studies conducted within this realm. The following are some, but by no
means all, of the studies that I have come across: “I Ain’t Belong to Nobody but
Myself: Framing Critical Literacy and Self-Identity of Incarcerated Female
Adolescents” (Omar, 1999); “Out-of-School Activities by Affluent Early Adolescents:
Selective Competencies and Hidden Needs” (Hester, 2012); “A Study of the Literacy
Practices of Three African American Male First Year College Students” (Shahid,
2011); and “Literacy from a Different Perspective: Listening to the Voices of
Adolescents from a Multicultural Context” (McKoy-Lucas, 2009), to name but a few.
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Despite the diversity of this literature, it is helpful to examine the findings,
results, and implications of past studies to better understand the common literacy
practices of adolescents. Choice and agency, social membership and solidarity seem
to be among the common themes of the studies on adolescent literacies.
In a study of the out-of-school reading habits of 49 adolescent middle and high
school males of different ethnicities, social class, and academic achievements,
Wilhelm and Smith (2014) found that choice was an important element that drove
boys’ engagements in reading. They wrote:
The boys in our study also wanted to exercise control over their reading.
Indeed, some of them went so far as to say that it's not the book so much that
fosters enjoyment but rather the power to choose the book. As one reluctant
reader put it: “I don't like it if I have to read [a book], but if I read it on my own
then it would probably seem a little better”…Our informants felt empowered
by their freely chosen reading because it gave them a sense of being an agentive
person who made meaningful and satisfying choices. (p. 274)
Similar results were found in a study conducted by Alvermann, Young, Green,
and Wisenbaker (1999). The researchers, who studied 20 adolescent students enrolled
with two adults in a Read and Talk book club in a public library, found that the notion
of choice was a significant factor when the adolescents chose books to read. Instead of
agreeing to read the same book for discussion, the club members decided that each
member should read whatever they wanted and then discuss recurring themes in these
books during their weekly discussions. The researchers found that “all groups stood
firm on their preference for reading different materials of their own choice. They told
us they liked coming to the discussions to hear about different books and to get ideas
about what to read” (p. 246).
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Choice was not only a recurring theme in reading but also with writing. In their
study of sixteen middle school adolescents enrolled in a before-school voluntary
writing program in a poverty-stricken school with low achievement test scores, Ruben
and Moll (2013) found that choice takes the center stage in adolescent literary
practices. When students were told to write about any topic, most of them had no
problem finding a topic and staying with the assignment through the four months of
sessions.
With choice comes agency (Irvine, Code, and Richards, 2013), defined by
McIntyre (2006) as “the active, ongoing participation of students” (p. 360) in taking
control to shape and construct their learning experiences. O’Brien, Spring, and Stith
(2001) study found that adolescents who engaged in critical literacy projects where
they presented their views and analyses through images, audio files, video clips, etc.,
benefitted from the opportunity to present their ideas through these media. The
students’ process of planning, designing and critiquing strengthened their ideas while
at the same time; it heightened their sense of agency and self-confidence. These
students were given the opportunity to project their views and analyses through various
modes, such as images, audio files, clips, etc.
The lack of choice also leads to a lesser sense of agency. Citing the works of
Reeves (2004), Lenters (2006) noted that adolescent resistance and demotivation
towards school literacy was attributed to the lack of choice they had towards their
literacy practices. Reeves’ 2004 study (as cited in Lenters, 2006) indicated that while
children and adults have had the choice of reading whichever book they desired, such
choice and agency were absent for adolescents and youth, thus contributing to their
feelings of boredom, demotivation, anger, and resistance.
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For adolescents, literacy serves as a tool for maintaining social solidarity with
the members of the group to which they belong. In studying adolescent girls, Ma’ayan
(2012) found that the girls used literacy to indicate their status as either insiders or
outsiders of certain groups or cliques. The students who participated in Ma’ayan’s
(2012) study not only used conventional print-based literacy to refute or embrace
group membership; they also used other markers as text. For example, “markers such
as choice of music, hairstyle, language accents, and dress indicate race, class, and
gender identity performances. These performances constitute a form of literacy as
students use their bodies as texts to communicate belonging and identification” (p. 29).
Thus, solidarity not only manifested in such terms but also emerged in print-based
forms of literacy. In Moje’s (2000) study, penmanship and orthography expressed
group membership. In a hand-written note that a female student passed to a male
student affiliated with a gang, Moje (2000) found that small Xs appeared below Os to
signify distance from, and rivalry with, another gang. In another example of literacy
as a tool for expressing membership and solidarity with a group, Moje (2000) gave the
example of a student who deliberately misspelled words that included the letters “ck”
(e.g., “picked” became “picced”) to express his affiliation with a gang. This particular
student and gang member, Moje (2000) explained, used these deliberate misspellings
because “ck” served as an acronym for “Crip Killer.” As a member of the Crip gang,
“not only did [the student] refuse to identify as a crip killer with this move, but he also
very explicitly—if the reader is literate in the code—identified [himself] as a Crip” (p.
669).
Solidarity and loyalty to group membership were also recurring themes in
Finders’ (1998) study. The social queens, dubbed as such because of their popularity
in school—rarely engaged in individual activities, literate or otherwise. Hence, they
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often engaged in writing individual assignments together in the cafeteria, on the bus,
through the telephone, etc. Further, these girls valued group projects and group work,
since they provided them the opportunity to spend time together in class as well as
opportunities to meet outside the classroom and after school.
It is undeniable that the ways in which adolescents use literacy are linked to
their identity development. The recurring themes of choice and agency, solidarity,
group membership, and transition into adulthood all seem to be manifestations of how
adolescents use literacies to express and represent the developmental phases that they
go through. Moreover, these themes go hand in hand with issues that adolescents
throughout the world experience. Russell et al. (2005) specified the issues that
adolescents go through as follows:
developing and maintaining supportive friendships and peer relationships;
coping with a shift in alliance from parents to peers, and managing the impact
of this shift on relationships with parents; resisting negative peer pressure;
engaging in problem behaviors such as…substance use and abuse; making
choices in education and about future careers; achieving a sense of autonomy
and self-efficacy; gaining and receiving support from significant others,
especially parents and teachers; overcoming a self-conscious focus on the self;
managing fluctuating self-concepts and self-esteem; experimenting with and
developing an identity. (p. 194)
Indeed, it is not surprising to see that the literacy practices of adolescents relate
to the issues that they face, since what we experience as humans in different stations
of life we project through various literate activities (Fernandez, 2001).
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2.11 Inside-School Vs. Outside-school Literacy Practices
Researchers have found that the outside-school literacy accomplishments of
students overshadowed their inside-school literacy accomplishments (Hull & Schultz,
2001). Alvermann et al. (1999) found that adolescents’ outside-school literacy
practices were complex, multifaceted, and decidedly personal. A study conducted by
Farnan (1996) found that middle school students seemed to find outside-school literacy
“’fun’ and far more removed from what goes on in their classrooms” (p. 438).
Adolescents also prefer outside-school literacy “for issues of time, ownership, choice,
voice, and response” (Haneke, 1998, p. 25). Such attitudes were not found to be held
by adolescents toward inside-school literacy; adolescents thought of school literacy
activities as boring, meaningless, and highly irrelevant to their personal lives (Dunston
& Gambrell, 2009; Myers, 1992; Nagle, 1999). Students minimally did what they
could to get by, receive passing grades, and meet expectations with little effort and
motivation towards literacy tasks at hand (Dunston & Gambrell, 2009).
In a study conducted by Nagle (1999) it was found that the literacy practices
that the students engaged in outside the school premises were hampered by the
“practices and values attached to literacy in school” (p. 183); the way the school system
worked did not allow for transfer of literacy practices that the participants engaged in
outside school to impact achievement in literacy practices students engaged in within
the school walls. Similar sentiments were shared by Garcia (2012). In his classroom
research, he and his ninth-grade students explored ways in which they could utilize
digital media tools in classroom literacy practices. He found that:
The funds of knowledge that students now bring into [his] classroom are flush
with literacy skills that are valuable assets for succeeding within ELA
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classrooms. However, the types of textual production, reading content, and
modes of communicating with which students are largely proficient are not
encouraged or embraced in many classrooms. (Garcia, 2012, p. 94)
Despite such discrepancies between adolescent students’ attitude toward inside
and outside-school literacy practices, scholars caution against viewing these practices
as dichotomous (Hull & Schultz, 2001; Vasudevan & Hill, 2008). In their book,
School's Out: Bridging Out-of-school Literacies with Classroom Practice, Hull and
Schultz (2002) indicate that some new literacy studies tend to contribute to widening
the gap between inside-school and outside-school literacy practices by attributing
positive experiences to outside-school literacy practices and everything negative and
“repressive” (p. 3) to inside-school literacy experiences. Scholars, on the hand, insist
that the distinction between the two is blurred. Studying the role of literacy in the lived
experiences of a community in Lancaster, England, Barton and Hamilton (1998) stated
that during their study, they found “the distinction between the home and other
domains is less clear-cut than [they] first imagined” (p. 188) and that proponents of
each domain were mingled together.
2.12 Family, Peers, and Influences on Adolescents’ Literacy Practices
Parental influences affect a learner’s motivation towards reading. A literature
review by Baker, Scher, and Mackler (1997) found that “parents who believe that
reading is a source of entertainment have children with more positive views about
reading than do parents who emphasize the skills aspect of reading development” (p.
69). McCelland, Kessenich, and Morrison (2003) indicate that:
The family learning environment is predictive of children's early literacy skills
in preschool and early elementary school. For example, research by Morrison
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and colleagues found that the literacy environment (e.g., number of reading
materials at home, frequency of library visits, parents’ independent reading and
parent-child shared book reading, and frequency of nonliteracy related
activities) predicts children's reading and vocabulary skills. (p. 421)
McKenna (2001) indicates that “membership in smaller social units, such as
families, classrooms, clubs, gangs, cliques, and friendship, may well exert stronger
normative influences” on reading attitudes (pp. 133-134). Indeed, one prevalent aspect
about the adolescent years is the influence of peer groups and friends on their lived
experiences (Doepker & Ortlieb, 2011). By this token, the influence of peers on the
literacy practices is expected. In fact, many studies document the influence of peers on
the reading habits of adolescents. One survey study conducted by Partin and Hendricks
(2002) on the attitudes of adolescents towards reading found that another important
factor in a positive attitude toward reading is one’s peers. If adolescents can discuss
books with friends and share ideas on what to read, they have a more positive attitude
toward reading. Another survey study conducted by Hopper (2005) in southwest
England with 707 adolescents ranging from the ages of 11 to 15 concluded that one of
the reading habits that increased a positive attitude toward reading was choosing to
read books recommended and previously enjoyed by peers. Hopper also noted that the
influence of peer recommendation on the reading habits of adolescents suggests the
lack of value adolescents hold toward the recommendation of those who are older than
them, particularly teachers.
2.13 Summary
This chapter has outlined the theoretical underpinning, terms and definitions,
concepts, and general research findings that pertain to the study’s topic—the
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rhizomatic literacy practices of high schoolers in the UAE. This chapter zeroes in on
literacy through a social lens. It argues against the uniform and autonomous notion of
literacy, in that in and of themselves formal reading and writing lead to the betterment
of the life of individuals. Instead, this chapter sets the tone of the rest of the study that
the view of literacy is socially and contextually bound. The chapter also highlighted
what is meant by adolescent literacy and why such a specialized look at literacy is
warranted. Although research on adolescent literacy abounds, the chapter focused on
some of the most recurring themes that emerge in such studies, including choice and
agency as well as social membership and solidarity. The next chapter discusses the
methodology, methods, instruments and means of analysis used in this research study.
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Chapter 3: Methodology
3.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the methods employed in this study for exploring the
literacy practices of high schoolers in the United Arab Emirates. It provides a detailed
description of the study’s methods, data collection procedures, and instruments used
in data collection, which were both quantitative and qualitative and included a
background survey, a literacy survey, and semi-structured interviews. In addition, this
chapter describes the participant demographics, the manner in which participants were
selected, and the context in which the study took place. This chapter also outlines the
techniques that were used to analyze the data, including descriptive analysis for the
background survey, literacy survey, and thematic analysis for the semi-structured
interviews. In addition, the chapter discusses the efforts made to maintain the ethical
implications of this study including the reliability and validity of the instruments.
3.2 Mixed-Methods Approach
In literacy studies, research is typically conducted through a purely
ethnographic orientation, as exemplified in the works of Heath (1983), Barton and
Hamilton (1998), Street (1984), and Fenningan (1988). Barton, Hamilton, and Ivanic
(as cited in Taylor, 2006) explain that ethnography is often used in literacy studies
“because it focuses attention on cultural aspects and the different ways people engage
with literacy through vernacular and informal learning practices” (p. 503). However,
because students’ literacy practices are broad and intricate, this study deviates from
the typical use of ethnographic studies by using mixed methods instead. A convergent
and a concurrent qualitatively-driven mixed-methods approach was adopted to gather
as much information as possible regarding high schoolers’ literacy practice and thus
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obtain a broad and comprehensive understanding of literacy in the UAE. The other
rationale for using mixed-methods is to countervail the drawbacks of quantitative and
qualitative research.
Mixed-methods research is defined by Teddlie and Tashakkori (2011) as an
inquiry that is conducted by “selecting and then synergistically integrating the most
appropriate techniques from a myriad of QUAL, QUAN, and mixed methods” (p. 286).
Several of these techniques were used in this study, including the mixed-methods
model’s emphasis on research questions, the adoption of paradigm pluralism, and the
utilization of various methodologies (Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2011).
Methodological eclecticism is a hallmark of mixed-methods research and
allows the researcher to select a suitable mixture of methods and tools with which to
conduct the study. That said, the fixed mixed-methods design used in this study
ensures that “the use of quantitative and qualitative methods is predetermined and
planned at the start of the research process, and the procedures are implemented as
planned” (Creswell and Clark, 2011, p. 54). Additionally, in this study, quantitative
and qualitative data were collected separately but concurrently. They were then mixed
at the interpretation level, in Chapter 5, the discussion.
As mentioned, this study adopts a concurrent, qualitative, and dominant mixedmethod approach, which is known as “the type of mixed research in which one relies
on a qualitative, constructivist-poststructuralist-critical view of the research process,
while concurrently recognizing that the addition of quantitative data and approaches
are likely to benefit most research projects” (Johnson, Onwuegbuzie, & Turner, 2007,
p. 124). This mixed-method design was used because it is the most useful strategy
when a study is qualitatively-oriented (even when quantitative instruments are used)
and extensive, quantitative data pertinent to the topic are unavailable.
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Not much is known about the specific literacy habits, patterns, practices, and
behaviors of high school students in the UAE. To reach somewhat generalizable
conclusions about such patterns, a quantitative survey was distributed to a large
number of participants (n=531). The use of quantitative methods was done with the
intention that the results of these inquiries would help to initiate and support further
research in this area.
Semi-structured interviews were conducted within a subset of the study
population. The interviews were used to help validate and strengthen the quantitative
research by determining patterns that emerge during both data collection databases. In
studying the literacy practices of a particular community at a particular time, this study
integrated elements of a case study approach in its qualitative phase to highlight
themes and patterns found among members of a particular group (UAE high
schoolers).
It has already been established that this study examines literacy through a
comprehensive social lens. Influenced by the works of the New London Group (1996),
this study considers literacy as a component of students’ lived experiences. It is
therefore befitting for the qualitative part of this study to channel these stances by
using “an intensive, holistic description and analysis of a single instance, phenomenon,
or social unit” (Merriam, 1998, p. 27), which a case study approach provides.
Qualitative case studies provide an in-depth understanding of an issue in a specific
time and space (Creswell, 2012). Scholars also agree that qualitative case studies
involve more than one source of data collection (Duff, 2008).
Qualitative case studies are also known to be “particularistic, descriptive, and
heuristic” (Merriam, 1988, p. 16). A case study is particularistic in its focus on a
particular situation, context, individuals, or institutions (Merriam, 1988) and is
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descriptive in that it provides a “thick description” (Denzin, 1989, p. 83) of the study
underway. This means that “the researcher provides details when describing a case or
when writing about a theme” (Creswell, 2012, p. 252). Finally, by being heuristic, case
studies “illuminate the readers’ understanding of the phenomenon under study”
(Merriam, 1988, p. 30) so much so that they add up and extend to the readers’
experiences of the phenomenon at hand (Corcoran, Walker, & Wals, 2004). Due to
these attributes, the qualitative part of this study was based on the case study approach,
as this method highlighted the literacy practices of nine students enrolled in UAE high
schools. Analysis of qualitative data was conducted using inductive reasoning and thus
focused on identifying the overarching themes from the semi-structured interviews
regarding the participating students’ literacy practices inside or outside the school
premises.
3.3 Participants
3.3.1 Quantitative Participants
To answer the research questions and gain a better understanding of the literacy
practices in UAE public schools, a sample of 531 participants completed the survey
from an initial pool of 800 students in Cycle 3 public schools across the nation. The
participants were recruited via random selection. The Ministry of Education (MOE)
sent out the survey to all the public schools under its supervision. Around five schools
responded to the ministry’s request and distributed the survey to their students and
contacted me in order to return the completed surveys. However, the majority of the
schools did not distribute the surveys. In an effort to maximize the number of
participants, schools were contacted randomly using an online telephone directory, and
surveys were distributed and collected by myself, the researcher. At three schools I
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was given the opportunity to distribute and administer the surveys myself. At these
schools, students were personally briefed about the purpose of the research and
students could ask me any questions they had. The sample also included schools that
fall under Abu Dhabi Education Council’s (ADEC) supervision, including areas of Al
Ain and Abu Dhabi. The survey was distributed to all seven Emirates: Abu Dhabi,
Ajman, Dubai, Fujairah, Ras Alkhaima, Sharjah, Um Al Quain, and the city of Al Ain.
The 531 participants were all high school students enrolled in public schools.
In the subsequent analyses, the total number of participants change because certain
participants did not answer certain questions. Of the 530 participants, 393 (74.15%)
were in twelfth grade, 122 (23%) were in eleventh grade, and 15 (2.8%) were tenth
graders. This descriptive data is presented in Table 1.
Table 1: Participants’ Grade Level
Grade Level

Number

Percent

10

15

2.8%

11

122

23%

12

393

74.2%

Total

530

100%

The surveys were distributed nearly equally to male and female students, as 266
(50.1%) were male and 265 (49.9%) were female. This information is shown in Table
2.
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Table 2: Participants’ Gender
Gender

Number

Percent

Male

266

50.1%

Female

265

49.9%

Total

531

100%

The participants’ ages ranged from 14 to 21 years old, with a mean age of 16.9 (n=527).
This data is presented in Table 3.
Table 3: Participants’ Age Information
Age

Number

Percent

14

2

0.38%

15

15

2.85%

16

101

19.17%

17

293

55.60%

18

103

19.54%

19

9

1.71%

20

3

0.57%

21

1

0.19%

Total

527

100%

As for the participants’ nationalities, 433 (88.5%) were Emirati, 15 (3.1%) Omani, 8
(1.6%) Yemeni, 7 (1.4%) Palestinian, 7 (1.4%) Egyptian, 5 (1%) Syrian, 4 (0.8%)
Jordanian, 2 (0.4%) Saudi, 2 (0.4%) Sudanese, 1 (0.2%) Bahraini, 1 (0.2%) Kuwaiti,
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1 (0.2%) Iraqi, 1 (0.2%) Iranian, 1 (0.2%) Moroccan, and 1 (0.2%) Somali. This data
is presented in Table 4.
Table 4: Participants’ Nationalities
Nationality

Number

Percent

UAE

433

88.5%

Oman

15

3.1%

Yemen

8

1.6%

Palestine

7

1.4%

Egypt

7

1.4%

Syria

5

1.0%

Jordan

4

0.8%

Saudi Arabia

2

0.4%

Sudan

2

0.4%

Bahrain

1

0.2%

Kuwait

1

0.2%

Iraq

1

0.2%

Iran

1

0.2%

Morocco

1

0.2%

Somalia

1

0.2%

Total

489

100%

Of the participants, 528 (99%) indicated Arabic as their primary language spoken at
home, while 1 (0.2%) student indicated that English was their mother language, and
one other student (0.2%) reported Hindi as their primary language. This data is
presented in Table 5.
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Table 5: Participants’ Mother Language
Language

Number

Percent

Arabic

528

99.6%

English

1

0.2%

Hindi

1

0.2%

Total

530

100%

The average overall grades of the participants (n=487) was 85.4, with a standard
deviation of 8.8, as indicated in Table 6.
Table 6: Participants’ Average Overall Grade
Average Overall Grade

Number

Percent

50-59

2

0.4%

60-69

17

3.5%

70-79

92

18.9%

80-89

196

40.2%

90-99

175

35.9%

100

5

1.0%

Total

487

100%

Mean = 85.4; SD = 8.8
3.3.2 Qualitative Participants
To recruit participants for the qualitative part of the study, permission was
granted to interview students of the schools in which the survey was distributed.
Though students were selected randomly, schools were specifically asked to provide
participants who were not audio-shy and could openly talk about their experiences. All
three school administrations provided above average to high achieving students,
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believing that such students were the best choice to answer the interview questions. In
the first school, students were recruited by the English teacher. In the second school,
three students were recommended by the Arabic teacher and one by the principal
herself. In the third school, the students were recommended by the school’s social
worker. Eight students were from the UAE, and one student’s nationality was
unknown. Eight participants were in 12th grade and one was in 10th. Of the eight
students, six were enrolled in the scientific track and two were in the arts track.
Additionally, the 10th grader, Manal, was in an advanced track recently implemented
by the MOE. Of the nine interviewees, two had completed the surveys while the
remaining seven had not, as they were not included in the sample of students who
received the survey. Table 7 illustrates demographics of these seven students. All
names are pseudonyms.

Table 7: Description of the Interview Participants
Student

Gender

Grade

Academic
Track

Recommended by

Omar

Male

12

Scientific

English Teacher

Hamdan

Male

12

Scientific

English Teacher

Ahmed

Male

12

Scientific

English Teacher

Sara

Female

12

Arts

Arabic Teacher

Raisa

Female

12

Scientific

Arabic Teacher

Manal

Female

10

Advanced

School Principal

Jassim

Male

12

Scientific

Social Worker

Saeed

Male

12

Scientific

Social Worker

Wadhha

Female

12

Arts

Arabic Teacher
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3.4 Research Site
Both the quantitative and the qualitative segment of the study were conducted
in all-male and all-female public high schools across different Emirates in the UAE.
Whereas the surveys, as previously mentioned, were conducted across all seven
Emirates including the city of Al Ain, the interviews were conducted in two different
Emirates for the sake of convenience. Public schools were purposefully selected
because their student bodies were more likely to reflect typical cultural practices of the
UAE. Students who are enrolled in private schools in which they are exposed to several
different cultures and ways of living may develop literacy practices that are influenced
by these factors. As such, their literacy practices may not necessarily be typical of the
culture in the UAE. Furthermore, this study included students in public schools
because the teaching in these schools is standardized by the Ministry of Education and
ADEC. In addition, choosing public high schools as the research sites was not only
fitting because they provide a spontaneous milieu in which to investigate unprompted
literacy practices, but these schools are also convenient for interviewing and surveying
students in a non-intrusive (as opposed to other potential setting such as private
homes).
3.4.1 The UAE and Public Education
Before the discovery of oil, what is today known as the United Arab Emirates
(UAE) was a relatively poor nation (Davidson, 2008). However, in 1971, the UAE
underwent an economic boom, when six emirates, excluding Ras Al Khaimah,
decided to form a constitutional federation, as opposed to the tribe-based societal and
political structure that existed up to that time. Right after the establishment of this
federation, education became the fuel for driving the nation to development, since,
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according to the 23rd constitutional article, education was to be provided free of
charge to all citizens through different educational levels. Before the federation, the
ability to read and write was the exception, not the rule; even in 1971, “literacy rates
for the over-16s were still below 50% for males and 30% for females” (Davidson,
2008, p. 642). Today, as previously indicated, the literacy rate for 15–24 year olds
stands at 93.6% for males and 97% for females (UNICEF, 2013). Not only do
females outdo males in literacy rates, but they also do so in academic achievement.
According to Russell and Kleyn (2013) “the percentage of girls to receive a top grade
(90 to 100%) on the school certificate exam was triple the number of boys to receive
the top grade in 2005” (p. 182). Further, students are gender-segregated from cycle 1,
the equivalent of elementary school, up to cycle 3, the equivalent of high school in
order to reflect societal structure and maintain the cultural values of the country.
While all-girls public schools are predominantly staffed by Emirati females, 70% of
all-boys public schools are staffed by non-Emiratis from other Arab nationalities
(Russell & Kleyn, 2013).
The student body in public schools mainly consist of Emirati students,
together with students from other Arab nationalities who pay an admission fee of
about AED 6000 (Russell & Kleyn, 2013). It is difficult to identify with certainty the
socioeconomic status of these students, since the UAE is a welfare state that provides
free education, healthcare, and a plethora of other services to its citizens. To date,
statistics pertaining to socioeconomic status is not available to the public. This said,
it is anecdotally understood that Emirati students from families with higher
socioeconomic status seem to be enrolled in private schools and not public schools.
In the UAE, high school students in public schools range between 14 and 21 years of
age. After 21, students who wish to continue their studies must enroll in adult
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education. As of 2016, it was found that 667 public schools existed in the whole of
UAE (Ministry of Education, 2016). Schools are available in cities, towns and rural
areas. In some rural areas, where the student body is low, a school caters to more
than one education level. For instance, the school could host both elementary and
preparatory school students. All students in public schools are believed to be
Muslims and, overall, follow the teachings of Islam. It is also believed that most, if
not all, students are Arabic native speakers.
3.5 Data Collection
3.5.1 Background Survey
A background survey was used to obtain demographic data about the
participants, including the students’ age, gender, grade level, grade point average,
mother tongue, and other languages spoken at home, as well as hobbies, the results of
which are shown in Tables 1 to 7. Including demographic questions is essential for
recognizing components that could alter or impact the results. Furthermore, by
classifying the participants according to these criteria, the background survey aided in
the understanding of students’ responses and experiences as well as their literacy
practices on and off school premises. Additionally, the collation of demographic data
provided the quantitative backbone of the study (see Appendix A).
3.5.2 Literacy Survey
Because the study employed a mixed-methods approach, the quantitative part
of the study included a literacy survey. Surveys are efficient for collecting large
amounts of data from a large number of participants (Dörnyei, 2003). However, as
literacy studies are often conducted through purely qualitative research methodologies,
it was not entirely surprising to find that few studies regarding the use of surveys for
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examining literacy studies have been conducted. As such, this study followed the
advice of Isaac and Michael (1982), who urge researchers not to make use of surveys
that are not specifically tailored to a study’s purpose, participants, and context. Thus,
a unique survey was designed for this study. First, a pool of items was compiled by
adapting interview questions and protocols from other literacy-related studies (e.g.,
Finders, 1994; Hanake, 1998; Hardman, 1994; Kelly, 2010; Ma’ayan, 2006; Pyo,
2015; Sturman, 2012) and creating quantifiable questions. Moreover, the interview
protocols used in some of these studies were treated as points of departure from which
the survey questions for this study were established. The most common questions
posed in these interviews, and only those questions that were pertinent to the study’s
topic, were adapted. Dörnyei (2003) explains that “questions that have been used
frequently before must have been through extensive piloting” (p. 52); therefore, such
questions can be considered valid and reliable, as they have already been scrutinized.
The literacy survey can be found in Appendix B; it is primarily comprised of
multiple choice questions and checklists. The questions helped gather information
about the number of books available at home and the number of technological tools
and gadgets accessed by the participants. These and the other questions in the survey
highlighted participants’ reading and writing habits (see Appendix B). Instead of
containing open-ended questions as in the interviews, the survey primarily consisted
of fixed alternatives. This said, the survey also included an open-ended option labeled
“Other—please specify” to give the participants the option to state other, unmentioned
alternatives. Although the participants made use of this option sparsely, responses
provided some qualitative data. Not only that, but this option also gave students the
opportunity to convey their own personal experiences and opinions. This option was
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especially beneficial for tweaking the survey statements and alternatives during the
piloting phase.
To ensure the validity and reliability of the survey, a preliminary piloting
(field-testing piloting) of the survey was conducted to iron out any issues with regards
to general layout and content before the survey was distributed to the research
participants. To do so, the survey was administered to 67 students (37 females; 30
males) who met the demographic criteria of the study’s population—that is, public
high school students enrolled in the UAE. Following the completion of the pilot
survey, the survey was scrutinized regarding its comprehensibility, ease of use, and
the sensitivity of the questions. The survey was also checked for validity and reliability
by a panel of three professors working in the College of Education at the United Arab
Emirates University. The survey was translated into Arabic from English to ensure its
comprehensibility to the participants. The accuracy of the translation was verified by
a former high school Arabic teacher and a freelance translator as well as the
researcher’s advisor.
Permissions was sought from four different entities. First, permission was
sought from the United Arab Emirates University’s (UAEU) institutional review
board, the Social Sciences Research Ethics Committee (ERS_2016_5489). Second,
permission was sought from the Ministry of Education to gain access to the research
sites (i.e., the public high schools) for the conduction of surveys. Then, permission was
sought from ADEC to conduct the surveys in schools that were under their supervision.
Next, permission was sought from the high schools in which the surveys were
distributed. Finally, permission was sought from the guardians of the students who
answered the surveys.
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Because the survey was intended for distribution to high school students,
administering it to groups of students in classrooms was thought to be the most
convenient method. Dörnyei (2003) states that “the typical targets of the surveys are
language learners studying within institutional contexts, and it is often possible to
arrange to administer the instrument to them while they are assembled together, for
example, as part of a lesson or slotted between certain other organized activities” (p.
82). It is much more convenient and logical to directly administer surveys to groups of
students than to administer them individually, and because this survey was distributed
to a large number of students, such convenience was required to collect the data
efficiently. The school administrators were briefed about the survey’s purpose,
content, and layout. They were asked to emphasize that the data provided was
anonymous and confidential and were informed of the significance of the participants’
insights. Once the survey was distributed and later collected, the quantitative data was
analyzed.
3.5.3 The Interviews
Because the bulk of this study is qualitative in nature, semi-structured
interviews were used to better describe and understand literacy practices in this
context. Kvale (1996) defines a qualitative interview as “an interview whose purpose
is to obtain descriptions of the life world of the interviewee with respect to interpreting
the meaning of the described phenomena” (pp. 5–6). Semi-structured interviews were
chosen as the core mode of data collection for several reasons. First, qualitative
researchers indicate that the best source of qualitative data is acquired through
interviews (Bernard & Ryan, 2010; Creswell, 2012; Kvale, 2007). Second, semistructured interviews allow the interviewer to co-construct meaning. They also enable
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the interviewer to stray from the original plan, giving them the freedom to clarify and
elicit more in-depth information as required or revealed by the participants.
To obtain rich data from the participants, some of the interview questions were
developed in advance. Some of these interview questions were adapted from other
literacy studies such as Finders (1994), Hanake (1998), Hardman (1994), Kelly (2010)
Ma’ayan (2006), Sturman (2012), and others (See Appendix C). The interview
questions were specifically constructed to help illuminate students’ views of
themselves and their literacies in different contexts: home, school, social networks,
etc. The first set of questions elicited information about the students’ literacy practices
at school, the second set of questions elicited information about their literacy practices
at home, the third set of questions engaged the students in conversations about their
social groups, and the fourth set of questions concerned students’ digital and
multimodal literacy. However, it is important to mention that such a strict, linear plan
was not followed during the interviews themselves, but rather, the questions that were
asked flowed in a non-linear manner according to the participants’ revelations. Some
questions were added, omitted, or modified in accordance with unanticipated
information provided by the interviewees.
Like the Literacy Surveys, permissions for conducting the interviews were
sought from four different entities. First, from the United Arab Emirates University’s
(UAEU) institutional review board. Then, from the Ministry of Education to gain
access to the schools. Then, permission was sought from ADEC, although it is worth
noting that the interviews did not take places in any school under their supervision for
convenience’s sake. Next, permission was sought from the high schools in which the
interviews were conducted. Finally, permission was sought from the guardians of the
participating students.
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To achieve validity, the interviews and the types of questions asked were
constantly checked against the research questions. Furthermore, Kvale (2007)
indicates that the validity of an interview pertains to the quality of its craftsmanship,
which “rests on the quality of the researcher’s craftsmanship throughout an
investigation, continually checking, questioning, and theoretically interpreting the
findings” (p. 123). Thus, in an attempt to achieve validity, the data was examined
through a critical lens during the course of the interviews and two strategies were used.
The first involved follow-up on unexpected revelations and asking the interviewees
for feedback and further clarification. The other strategy was the verification of the
interpretations. During the interviews, I attempted to confirm that interpretations were
in line with the interviewees’ disclosures and understandings. What is more, when
faced with perplexing revelations I followed-up with such perplexities through email,
to ensure that my understanding of the participants’ articulations were true to what
they had disclosed.
Reliability is a term that is nearly interchangeable with consistency: “it is often
treated in relation to the issue of whether a finding is reproducible at other times and
by other researchers” (Kvale, 2007, p. 122). For this research to be considered reliable,
the semi-structured interviews followed predetermined questions and topics whilst
remaining flexible enough to include open-ended questions, which allowed the
participants to describe their experiences at length.
In addition, achievement of validity was sought by identifying and separating
the interviewer’s presuppositions from the interviewees’ responses. Thus, before
conducting the interviews, the researcher was bracketed by elucidating subjective
stances and personal experiences regarding the topic at hand. To this end, I, the
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interviewer, was interviewed by a master’s student using the same interview questions
developed for the participants of the study.
Conduction of the interviews were initially planned as follows: each interview
with each participant would be divided into four 30- to 45- minute sub-interviews, in
which each sub-interview would tackle one segment of the interview protocol.
However, such a plan was not feasible with the school administration. Instead, an hourlong interview or so was conducted with each participant, in which all themes were
discussed during that interview. What is more, the original interview protocol included
asking students personal questions about their identities and their perceptions of self
at the offset, so this section was weighty. To avoid being intrusive and to make the
interviewees feel as comfortable as possible, these questions were asked towards the
end of the interview, after a sufficient amount of trust had been established between
the participant and the interviewer.
After the conduction of each interview, the interviews were transcribed using
simple tools such as a laptop computer, headphones, an Infinity USB Transcriber Foot
Pedal, and a SONY voice recorder—on which the interviews had been recorded. The
interviews were transcribed in vernacular Emirati Arabic word-for-word verbatim,
which means transcriptions included pauses, stutters, false starts, and repetitions.
Similarly, when transcripts were translated into English, verbatim was maintained as
much as possible. However, clean verbatim was used when referencing the transcripts
in this report to ensure their readability.
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3.6 Data Analysis
Given that an eclectic set of instruments were used to collect the data in this
study, both quantitative and qualitative means of analyses were utilized to answer the
research questions. This section includes an overview of these types of analyses.
3.6.1 Analysis of the Background Survey
The demographic data elicited through the background survey, which was
distributed to the 531 participating students, was analyzed through descriptive
statistics with the help of SurveyMonkey (a software for building and analyzing
surveys), into which survey responses were manually entered. Specifically, the
frequency and percentage of the responses to the fixed-alternative questions were
analyzed. For some questions, the standard deviation as well as the mean was analyzed,
which were provided in the Participants Description section of this chapter.
3.6.2 Analysis of the Literacy Survey
Just as in the background survey, responses to the literacy survey were
manually entered into SurveyMonkey. To prepare the survey for analysis, numeric
codes were assigned. The code SF# was used for surveys completed by female students
and SM# for surveys completed by males. The surveys were then scrutinized before
data entry. Surveys that were missing a substantial amount of responses or surveys
with random selections were excluded from being entered. After tabulating and
cleaning the data, the responses were manually entered into the electronic version of
the survey constructed on SurveyMonkey. After that, the data was analyzed through
the software for simple descriptive statistics that were then downloaded into Excel
sheets, complete with graphs that represented each survey question, which in turn,
were incorporated into the study.
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3.6.3 Analysis of the Interviews
Because this study follows a concurrent mixed-methods design, the analysis of
the qualitative data occurred at the same time that the collection and analysis of the
quantitative data took place although the processes were conducted separately.
Thematic analysis was used to analyze the data gathered from the interviews. In a
thematic analysis, a researcher strives to identify, analyze, and report the themes that
he/she finds within his/her collated data (Clarke & Braun, 2013). Citing Taylor and
Bogdan, Aronson (1995) defined a theme as follows: “Themes are defined as units
derived from patterns such as ‘conversation topics, vocabulary, recurring activities,
meanings, feelings, or folk sayings and proverbs’” (p. 2). In their book, Analyzing
Qualitative Data: Systematic Approaches, Ryan and Bernard (2003) identified eight
observational techniques for finding themes, three of which were used heavily in this
study: repetitions, transitions, and similarities and differences. The first refers to the
frequency of words, terms, or phrases used in the qualitative data. The authors define
transitions as the “naturally occurring shifts” (p. 90) observed in speech, which can
include things like “pauses, changes in voice tone” (p. 90). The third technique
involves examining similarities and differences within data. This not only helps
generate overarching themes out of different responses, but also helps in searching for
outliers—data that is inconsistent with the majority of other data.
In conducting the thematic analysis, the guidelines proposed by Braun and
Clarke (2006) were followed. Audio from each interview were listened to twice to
ensure familiarization before transcription. Transcripts were each read twice following
completion of transcription. Next, with the help of Nvivo®, Strauss and Corbin’s
(1990) open coding was used to code the data in the interview transcripts. This means
that the codes were data driven as opposed to theory-driven.
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The third step involved searching for themes, which is a process that “involves
sorting the different codes into potential themes, and collating all the relevant coded
data extracts within the identified themes” (Braun & Clarke, 2006, p. 89). It is here
that Bernard and Ryan’s (2010) three techniques for identifying themes were used.
This was followed by reviewing themes, the stage in which themes are reviewed,
refined, and modified. Here, themes were merged with other themes or were broken
down into smaller units of sub-themes. Then, in accordance to Braun and Clarke’s
(2006) fifth stage, themes were defined and named in a manner that ensured the themes
represented the essence of the data.
Finally, excerpts from the interviews that best represented the themes were
selected to be used as evidence for the themes themselves in the final report, all the
while consulting the philosophical and the theoretical frameworks that underpin the
study. It is important to note that the qualitative part of analysis was broken down into
two parts, a and b. Part a reported the data gathered from all nine participants in the
interviews, while part b reported the data gathered from three specific participants of
the nine that were involved in the interviews. Both parts a and b of the qualitative
analyses were conducted using thematic analysis, however, they differed in the
reporting tone. Part a was written in a descriptively analytical tone by situating the
participants’ literacy practices. Part b was written with an interpretive narrative tone
by using thick descriptions and with the inclusion of the participants’ voices and an
extensive use of the Deleuze and Guattari’s works as metaphors for interpreting the
literacy practices of the three involved participants. It was done so in the hopes of part
a giving off a situatedness tone of the students’ practices while part b giving off a
transcendental account of the three participants’ literacies. Presenting different tones
of the analyses in parts a and b was deliberate to ensure better contextualization of the
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rhizome in part b and to answer the third research question in depth. Moreover, this
was done to create a fluid transition between the quantitative and qualitative parts of
the study. As such, the quantitative analysis was numerical, part a of the qualitative
study was descriptively analytical, and part b of the qualitative study was interpretive.
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Chapter 4: Results
4.1 Introduction
This study is aimed at exploring the literacy practices of UAE high schoolers,
inside and outside of the school premises, the study used a mixed method design to
fathom the rhizomatic nature of literacy as a social practice, henceforth, this study tried
to capture the total literacy practices, inside and outside of the school. The main
research questions that the study strove to answer included the following:
1. What are the literacy practices of UAE high school students in schools?
2. What are the literacy practices of these high school students outside of school?
3. How, if any, are these literacy practices rhizomatic?
This study consists of two databases, the first quantitative database includes a
random sample (n=531) that participated to give the quantity of the literacy practices.
The second database featured a qualitative means that tried to fathom in a
transcendental zeal the depth of literacy practices (n=9). In order to answer the
questions posed in this study, a convergent qualitatively-driven concurrent mixed
method design was employed. This mixed method design helped in exploring and
validating the findings that were obtained from quantitative and qualitative data sets
of the study. The quantitative database comprised of a quantitative descriptive analysis
of the data collected through the questionnaires. The findings were entered, calculated
and analyzed through the use of the software SurveyMonkey, which in turn were
illustrated in this section of the analysis through the use of diagramed charts. The
findings presented UAE high schoolers’ inside-school and outside-school literacy
practices. The other part of the mixed method study featured qualitative analysis of the
data acquired through the semi-structured interviews. In order to provide a thorough
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exploration of these data, the analyses were run through thematic analysis. The first
consisted of a thematic analysis of the interviews, which when transcribed, tabulated
and coded, produced some emergent themes under the first research question; atttiudes
toward school, conventional process of writing, craving for creative work,
(ir)relevancy of school texts, “knotted loops”; and these in response to the second
research question: reading for pleasure, writing for pleasure, and engagement with pop
culture. The following themes also emerged that fell under both the first and the second
research question, these included: autobiographical accounts of literacy achievement,
articulation of identity negotiation, and discussion of literacy practices. The second
analysis used in the qualitative part of the study consisted of case studies. In order to
grapple with the complexity of students’ multiliteracies and in order to present a “thick
description” of the rhizomaticness of students’ literacy practices, there cases were used
to narrate the stories of three of the participating students’ literacy practices. Those
three participants’ stories were chosen because they stood out among the others; their
literacy practices were evidently rhizomatic. The literacy narratives afforded special
emphasis on the in-betweenness in which students’ literacy practices took place, the
dichotomy of inside and outside school literacy practices, the affinity groups that
influenced students’ engagement with certain literacy practices, as well as the
processes through which the participants go through to fill gap in one form of literacy
with another. The section that follows presents that results reached in pertinence to the
above-mentioned research questions.
4.2 Quantitative Descriptive Analysis
One of the survey questions was, “How many academic books does your
family own?” Of the 525 participants who answered this question, 334 (63.6%)
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indicated that their families owned 1–50 academic books, 70 (13.3%) reported that
their families owned 51–100 books, 44 (8.4%) showed that their families own more
than 250 academic books, 40 (7.6%) reported that their families owned 101–150
books, 28 (5.3%) said that their families owned 151–200 academic books, and only 9
(1.7 %) indicated that their families owned 201-250 books. The results from this
question revealed a negative relationship of the volumes of academic books owned
by high schoolers’ families, where the majority of the participants 334 (63.6%)
reported that their families owned 1-50 books. See Figure 1 for the number of
academic books owned by the participants’ families.
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Figure 1: Number of Academic Books Owned by Family (n=525)
By the same token, the participants (n=523) also answered a similar question
about the volumes of books owned by the participants’ family, albeit the difference in
focusing on the nonacademic books. Of those, 324 (62%) reported that their families
owned 1–50 nonacademic books, 91 (17.4%) indicated that their families owned 51–
100 nonacademic books, 43 (8.2%) reported that they owned 101–150 books, 30
(5.7%) indicated that their families owned more than 250 books, 27 (5.2%) showed
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that the owned 151—200 books, and only 8 (1.5%) reported that their families owned
201—250 books in total. Figure 2 shows the results in detail. Once more, the results
from this question revealed a negative relationship of the volumes of academic books
owned by high schoolers’ families, where the majority of the participants, 324 (62%),
reported that their families owned 1-50 books. See Figure 2 for the number of
nonacademic books owned by the participants’ families.
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Figure 2: Number of Nonacademic Books Owned by Family (n=523)
The participants were also asked about how many of their families’ books they
personally owned. Of the total number of books their families owned, a significant
majority of the 526 participants, 381 (72.4%), indicated that 1–50 books belonged to
them, 65 (12.4%) of them reported that they possessed 51—100 books, 30 (5.7%) of
them said that they owned more than 250 books, while 24 (4.6%) indicated that 101—
150 books belonged to them, 20 (3.8%) of the participants indicated that they owned
151—200 of their families books, and only 6 (1.1%) showed that they owned 201—
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250 of their families book collection. The results illustrated by Figure 3 revealed, that
a small number of the books owned by the participants’ families belongs to the
participants themselves.
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Figure 3: Number of Books Belonging to the Participants (n=526)
When asked to indicate the number of Arabic books they read in a year for
academic purposes, of the 527 participants, 369 (70%) participants reported that they
read 10–20 Arabic academic books, 81 (15.4%) read 21–30 books, 38 (7.2%) read
more than 50 books, 26 (4.9%) indicated that they read 31–40 books, and 13 (2.5%)
said they read 41—50 books per year in Arabic. As we can see from figure 4, a small
number of Arabic Academic books were reported to be read by students during a whole
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year.
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Figure 4: Number of Arabic Academic Books Read in a Year (n=527)
Participants were also asked to estimate how many academic books they read
in English, 523 participants answered this question, of them 395 (75.5%) of the
participants indicated that they read 10–20 books, 86 (16.4%) said they read 21—30
books, 18 (3.4%) reported reading more than 50 books, while 15 (2.9%) showed that
they read 31—40 books, and 9 (1.7%) stated that they read 41—50 books English
academic books per year. Figure 5 represents these data.
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Figure 5: Number of English Academic Books Read in a Year (n=523)
Another survey question asked how many Arabic books do the participants
read each year for leisure purposes. Among the 527 who responded to this survey
question, 305 (57.9%) of the participants indicated that, for fun, they read 1–10 books
a year, 102 (19.4%) reported they read 11–20 books, 49 (9.3%) reported that they read
21–30 books, another 49 (3.9%) participants showed that they read more than 40
books, and 22 (4.2%) indicated that they read Arabic books for leisure every year.
Figure 6 shows the results of this question.
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Figure 6: Number of Arabic Books Read in a Year for Leisure (n=527)
When it came to reading English books for leisure, 384 (74.3%) reported that
they read 1—10 books, 62 (12%) indicated that they read 11–20 books a year, 29
(5.6%) showed that they read 21—30 books, 26 (5%) indicated that they read more
than 40 books, and 16 (3.1%) reported that they read 31—40 English books for leisure
in a year. Figure 7 reports these data in detail.
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Figure 7: Number of English Books Read in a Year for Leisure (n=517)
As depicted in Figures 4, 5, 6, and 7, the volume of readings books among high
schoolers in the UAE is relatively low, ranging between 1-10 books read in a year for
leisure and 10-20 books for academic purposes. The results from these figures also
show that the volume of books read for academic and leisure purposes differ indicating
that students read for academic purposes more than they do for leisure.
Additionally, 348 (65.8%) out of 529 participants indicated that they preferred
to read in Arabic, while only 71 (13.4%) of them indicated that they preferred to read
in English. Around 94 (17.8%) indicated that they did not favor one language over the
other, 9 (1.7%) chose “Other.” Turkish, French, Hindi, Japanese, and Korean were
among the languages that the students specified reading in. Finally, only 7 (1.3%) of
participants pointed that they did not like to read in either language. Figure 8 displays
these data.
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Figure 8: Language Preference in Reading (n=529)
In response to the question, “check from the list the types of books that are
available at your home,” the most common available books were novels, with 320
responses. The second most prevalent book type was Islamic books, with 299
responses. School textbooks came in third place, with 252, response counts and
children’s story books were fourth with 235. Around 232 of the response counts
indicated that magazines were another book type that were available the participants’
homes, while 177 response counts indicated that books dedicated to poetry were
available at the parents’ households. Biographies and autobiographies received 140
response counts, while comic books 126, encyclopedias received 139, selfdevelopment books 119, and electronic books received fewer responses at 103
response counts. About 19 of response counts were given to the category “Other,” of
these, the participants specified the following genres: Cookbooks, books on
philosophy, books on history, books on politics, books on psychology, Korean books,
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books on the life of the Prophet Mohammed (PBUH), as well as the Holy Quran.
Figure 9 illustrates these findings in detail.
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Figure 9: Types of Books Available at Home (n=530)
Similar results were obtained with regards to the participants’ favored genres
of books, albeit with slight deviations. The majority of the participants said they
preferred to read novels, at 343 response counts, followed by magazines at 197
response counts, school textbooks 184, Islamic books 176, poetry 163, comic books
127, encyclopedias 126, and self-development books 118. The less popular books
among the students included biographies and autobiographies 88, and electronic books
52. Figure 10 provides an illustration of these data.
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Figure 10: Preferred Types of Books to Read (n=527)
As for what types of writing activities they engaged in, either in school or for
academic purposes, the most common response was answering short answer questions
at 300 response counts, followed by writing paragraphs at 239, as well as writing
reports at 213 and essays at 211. The participants’ responses also included creating
PowerPoint or multimedia, which was at 187 response counts, followed by writing on
computer programs at 139, writing notes, directions and instructions at 130, emails at
124, and creative writing at 110 response counts. The least prevalent writing activities
included compiling a portfolio which was at 66 response counts, followed by writing
online on website or blogs at 53, and writing in journals at 36. Figure 11 displays these
data.
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Figure 11: Types of Academic Writing Activities Students Engage in (n=524)
When asked to indicate to the types of writing they engaged in outside of
school, chat messaging was chosen as the participants’ most dominant writing activity
at 343 response counts, followed by text messages at 233, song lyrics and poetry at
154, creative writing at 137, writing emails at 136, writing online on website or blogs
at 123, and writing on computer programs which received 115 response counts.
Writing notes, directions and instructions, as well as writing in journals received low
response counts— at 87 and 53, respectively. In addition, 6 response counts were
dedicated to the “Other” option. Among these were writing reflections, tweeting,
writing jokes, and writing words of wisdom. Figure 12 shows these data.
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Figure 12: Types of Writing Activities Students Engage in During Leisure Time
(n=521)
When asked how frequently they write in English for school, 290 (55.2%) of
the participants indicated that they did so every day, while 78 (14.9%) reported writing
in English several times a week, 64 (12.2%) said they wrote once every month, 51
(9.7%) once every two weeks, and one respondent (0.2%) chose “other” and specified
writing “once in a year”. Figure 13 shows the results in detail.
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Figure 13: Frequency of Writing in English for Academic Purposes (n=525)
The survey showed that fewer students wrote in English for nonacademic
purposes, as less than half of the participants, 223 (43%), reported that they wrote in
English every day in their leisure time. Additionally, 99 (19.1%) of the participants
indicated that they wrote in English several times a week, another 99 (19.1%) shared
that they wrote in English only once a month in their leisure time, 55 (10.6%) showed
that they wrote once every two weeks, and 37 (7.1%) said they wrote once every week.
As for those who chose “other” they comprised of 6 (1.2%) participants, and they all
specified as to not writing in English at all during their leisure time. Figure 14 displays
the full results.
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Figure 14: Frequency of Writing in English During Leisure Time (n=519)
As for writing in Arabic for school, 168 (32.6%) of the participants indicated
that they did so once a month, 134 (26%) indicated that they wrote every day, 106
(20.5%) reported writing in Arabic several times a week, 55 (10.7%) said they wrote
once every two weeks, 43 (8.3%) reported writing once a week, and 10 (1.9%) of the
participants chose “other” and specified to “not writing at all”. Figure 15 displays these
data.
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Figure 15: Frequency of Writing in Arabic for Academic Purposes (n=516)
When asked how often they wrote in Arabic in their leisure time, 138 (34.8%)
of the participants indicated that they wrote every day, a surprising result when
compared to the frequency with which they wrote in Arabic for academic purposes.
Additionally, 134 (25.5%) reported that they wrote several times a week, 101 (19.2%)
shared that they wrote once a month, 53 (10.1%) indicated that they wrote once every
two weeks, 51 (9.7%) showed that they wrote once every week, and 4 (0.8%) chose
the “other” option; of those, two indicated that they did not write at all, and two other
indicated that they only write on a needs basis. Figure 16 displays the breakdown of
these data in details.
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Figure 16: Frequency of Writing in Arabic During Leisure Time (n=526)
Regarding their preference for the language they wrote in, a little more than
half of the students 309 (58.5%) stated that they preferred Arabic to English when it
came to writing, 108 (20.5%) participants indicated that they had no preference for one
over the other, while 94 (17.8%) of the participants reported that they preferred writing
in English. Moreover, 11 (2.1%) said that they don’t like either, and 6 (1.1%) chose to
indicate that they wrote in other languages, including French, Turkish and Korean.
Figure 17 represents these results.
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Figure 17: Preferred Language for Writing (n=528)
In response to the next question, “How many hours do you spend with your
friends per day?” 273 (51.5%) of the students indicated that they spent from 5–9 hours
with friends, 125 (23.6%) of them responded that they spent 0—4 hours, 73 (13.8%)
said that they spent more than 14 hours, and 59 (11.1%) pointed out that they spent
10—14 hours per day with their friends. Figure 18 below illustrates the hours spent
with their friends.
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Figure 18: Hours Spent with Friends per Day (n=530)
When asked how often they met their friends outside school premises, 114
(21.9%) indicated that they met their friends several times a week, while109 (21%) of
the students indicated that they met them once a month, surprisingly, 96 (18.5%)
shared that they do not at all meet their friends outside of school. Additionally, 85
(16.3%) of the participants checked “every day,” while 64 (12.3%) of them indicated
that they met their friends once every week out of the school premises, and 49 (9.4%)
reported that they met them once every two weeks. In addition to that, 3 (0.6%) of the
participants chose “other” indicating that they met their friends “more than once a
month,” “sometimes,” and “it depends on my parents’ consent.” Figure 19 illustrates
these results.
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Figure 19: Frequency of Meeting Friends Outside of School (n=520)
When asked to check from a pool of choices about the means through which
they prefer to communicate with their friends, the most preferred method turned out to
be social media with 363 responses. This was followed by face-to-face communication
at 305 response counts, followed by phone calls at 297. The next most popular form
of communication was text messages at 167. Finally, programs like Skype and IMO
received 152 responses. Different results were obtained when the same question was
asked with regards to the participants’ communication with their families. The most
common form of communication with family was face-to-face at 446, followed by
phone calls 332, then social media at 245, text messages at 155 response counts, and
finally programs such as Skype and IMO at a mere 90 response counts. These results
can be seen in detail in figures 20 and 21.
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Figure 20: Preferred Means of Communication with Friends (n=523)
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Figure 21: Preferred Means of Communication with Family (n=527)

Another survey question asked students about their television viewing habits.
Watching television does not seem to be as popular an activity as it once was, as 434
(82.5%) of the students indicated that they watch 0—4 hours of TV a day, 60 (11.4%)
of them checked the option “5—9 hours,” a mere 19 (3.6%) of them reported watching
television from 10—14 hours a day, and finally only 13 (2.5%) participants indicated
that they spent their time watching television more than 14 hours in a day. Figure 22
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Figure 22: Hours Spent Watching TV per Day (n=526)
Students were next asked to indicate the kinds of things they watched on TV,
including categories such as news, reality TV shows, talk shows, documentaries,
cartoons, movies, entertainment, music shows and videos, and TV series. Of these
options, TV series was the most popular among the participants with 246 responses.
The next most popular choices were movies at 227 response and documentaries at 201.
In addition to that, the participants chose cartoons as one of the things they watched
on TV, as it received 157 response counts, followed by news at 149 counts, reality TV
shows at 139, and then sports shows at 123 response counts. Among the less popular
choices were music videos and talk shows, as they, in turn, received 106 and 88
response counts, respectively. Furthermore, the option “other” received 13 checks,
with these including shows such as religious shows, KPOP (Korean pop music),
theatrical plays, as well as horse and camel races. These data are illustrated in figure
23.
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Figure 23: Things Watched on TV (n=523)
Arabic prevailed once again as the participants’ language of preference, with
248 (47.5%) of the participants indicating it as their preferred language when watching
TV. English polled second with 151 (28.9%) participants choosing it as their preferred
language, followed by neutrality towards either language at 25% with 135 response
counts, and only 8 (1.5%) of the participants reported that they did not like either.
Additionally, 19 (3.6%) of the participants checked “other” and specified the following
languages as their language of preference when watching the television: Turkish,
Hindi, Japanese, Korean and French. Figure 24 shows these data in detail.
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Figure 24: Preferred Language for Watching TV (n=522)
The following findings are pertinent to understanding the use of technology by
the participating students. The question “which of the following gadgets does your
family own?” yielded the following results: mobile phones dominated the list at 474
response counts, followed by computers at 408, tablets at 360, television at 353, then
video games at 311, followed by iPods 229, and then radio at 188 response counts.
These data are highlighted in figure 25.
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Figure 25: Gadgets Available at Students’ Homes (n=526)
Questions 37–40 asked about the frequency with which participants used the
following technological devices: computers, mobile phone, tablets, and video games.
“Every day” was the most commonly presented answer regarding each device. When
asked to indicate the frequency of using a laptop, the majority, 177 (34.2%), of the
participants reported that they used it every day, followed by “several times a week”,
as checked by 134 (25.9%) of the participants, then “once a month” as reported by 68
(13.2%) of the participants, while 57 (11.1%) of them shared that they use it once every
two weeks. Additionally, 46 (8.9%) of the participants showed that they used a laptop
once a week, followed by 32 (6.2%) who reported that they do not use it at all, and
finally 3 (0.6%) participants who checked “other” and specified the following
responses in answer to this question: sometimes, three to four times a year, and during
vacations. Figure 26 shows these data in detail.
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Figure 26: Frequency of Students’ Use of a Computer (n=517)
As for students’ use of tablets, it yielded similar results; 227 (43.8%) of the
participants reported that they use tablets every day, followed by 104 (20.1%) who
indicated to using it several times a week, then 67 (12.9%) of the participants shared
that do not use it all, and then 58 (11.2%) of them who said they use it once a month.
Also, 33 (6.4%) of the participants indicated that they use a tablet once every two
weeks and 28 (5.4%) of them said they use it once every week. Only one respondent
(0.2%) checked “Other” and indicated to using it, “sometimes.” These results are
illustrated in figure 27.
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Figure 27: Frequency of Students’ Use of a Tablet (n=518)
The following question, asked the participants the following: How often do
you use video games. To this, the majority of the responses were dichotomous. Around
126 (24.1%) of the participants reported that they use video games every day, whereas
a similar number, 120 (23%) reported to not using video games at all. About 101
(19.3%) of the participants indicated that they use video games several times a week,
76 (14.6%) showed that they use video games once a month, 52 (10%) said once every
week, and 44 (8.4%) once every two weeks. Only three participants checked the
“Other” option and indicated to using video games either “sometimes” or “during
vacations.” Figure 28 represents these results.
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Figure 28: Frequency of Students’ Use of Video Games (n=522)
As for mobile phones, most of the participants, 404 (77.7%) indicated to using
it every day. A surprising number of participants, 39 (7.5%) to be exact, pointed to not
using it at all. Moreover, 37 (7.1%) of the participants indicated that they use mobile
phones several times a week, followed by 20 (3.8%) who reported to using it once in
a month, 11 (2.1%) who shared that they use it once every two weeks, and then 9
(1.7%) who checked “several times a week” as the number of times they use their
mobile phones. These results are displayed in Figure 29.
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Figure 29: Frequency of Students’ Use of a Mobile Phone (n=520)
The final set of questions dealt specifically with how participants used the
internet. The results show that most of the students, 224 (42.8%), spent 0—4 hours
surfing the internet every day, 136 (26%) of them chose the response 5—9 hours a
day, followed by 105 (20.1%) of the students indicating that they spent more than 14
hours per day on the internet, and then 58 (11.1%) who indicated they spent from 10—
14 hours on the internet. These results are depicted in Figure 30.
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Figure 30: Hours Spent on the Internet (n=523)
Mobile phones were the participants’ preferred gadget for surfing the internet,
polling at 443 response counts, followed by computers at 343, tablets at 260, video
games at 80, then iPods at 73, then television at 66, and finally radio at 10 response
counts. Figure 31 depicts these results.
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Figure 31: Students’ Preferred Gadgets for Surfing the Internet (n=525)
The following set of questions sought to unravel the participants’ discussion of
literacy practices—in other words, with whom students felt comfortable enough to
discuss their literacy practices. When the participants were asked with whom they
discussed their reading, the most common response was “with fiends” at 227 response
counts, followed by siblings at 182, “no one” at 164 then “parents” at 140, and finally
teachers being the lowest, at 63. These data are illustrated in Figure 32.
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Figure 32: With Whom Participants Discuss their Readings (n=529)
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As with their reading, the students were asked with whom they discussed their
writing. Most, at 203 response counts, was discussing it with friends, followed by 189
which was not discussing their writing with anyone, at 168 response counts was
discussing writing with siblings, followed by discussing it with parents at 154 response
counts, and only 64 response counts indicated that the participants discussed their
writing with teachers. These data are represented in Figure 33.
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Figure 33: With Whom Students Discuss their Writing (n=527)
The participants’ habits regarding the people with whom they discussed their
TV viewing behaviors (parents, siblings, friends and teachers) were slightly different
to those obtained when they were asked about their writing. The majority said they
discussed them with siblings at 225 response counts, followed by friends at, then “no
one” at 171, then parents at 170, and finally teachers at 26 response counts. Figure 34
displays these results. The home setting in which TV viewing takes places could be a
reason why siblings were involved in discussions of TV viewership more than friends
did.
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Figure 34: With Whom Students Discuss Their TV Viewership (n=522)
The students were asked with whom they discussed their internet surfing
habits, and the results were mirrored those of similar questions. “Friends” was the most
popular option at 228 response counts, topping the next highest pick, “siblings,” by
230, followed by “parents” at 151, then “no one” at 142, and finally teacher at 49
response counts. A more detailed breakdown can be found in Figure 35.
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Figure 35: With Whom Students Discuss What They Surf on the Internet (n=523)
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4.2.1 Summary
The results revealed a negative relationship with the following: the volumes of
academic and nonacademic books owned by high schoolers’ families, the number of
books owned by the participants themselves, as well as the number of books read by
the participants for academic purposes and for leisure in a year. In all of these
statements the majority of the participants chose the lowest numerical option to
indicate to these readings habits. As for the types of books available at home and the
types of books students indicated to reading most, novels prevailed as the type of book
of choice in both cases.
When it came to writing for academic purposes or writing for leisure, the
participants indicated that they mostly wrote short answers to questions and paragraphs
for academic purposes and engaged in writing chat and text messages when it came to
writing for leisure. As for the frequency of engaging in both writing activities, the
results were contrary, as the participants indicated to writing “Every day” in English
for academic purposes and for leisure, and on a daily-basis when it came to writing
Arabic for leisure, but they indicated to writing “once a month” when it came to writing
in Arabic for academic purposes.
The participants indicated to spending between 5—9 hours per day with their
friends. The majority also indicated to meeting their friends outside of school either
several times a week or once a month, followed by the option of “not meeting them at
all” outside the school premises. The results showed contrasting views when it came
to the participants’ preferred means of communication with family or friends. When
communicating with friends, the mean of communication of choice was social media,
whereas with family the preferred mean was face-to-face communication.
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In addition, it was found that Arabic prevailed as the language of preference
when engaging in reading, writing, and watching TV, followed by English and then
neutrality towards either language. As for TV viewership habits the results showed a
negative relationship of the volume of watching TV per day, as the majority of the
participants chose 0-4 hours as the average time they spent per day watching TV. As
for the things, they view when watching TV, the most prevalent options were TV
series, then movies, followed by documentaries.
The results also showed that the majority of the participants made use of the
following technological devices on a daily-basis: computers, mobile phone, tablets,
and video games.
With regards to the question with whom participants discuss their various
literacy practices, such as their readings, writing, TV viewership and internet activities,
the results pointed to two significant findings. First, the results showed that the
participants prefer to discuss their various literacy practices with their friends and
same-aged peers than with anyone else. Second, the results also showed that teachers,
throughout these questions, were chosen last by high schoolers as someone with whom
they might discuss their literacy practices.
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4.3 Qualitative Analysis: Part A
4.3.1. Introduction
In this section, a thematic analysis of the nine interviews conducted is
illustrated as they pertain to the research questions guiding this study, namely: 1) What
are the literacy practices of UAE high school students in schools? 2) What are the
literacy practices of these high school students outside of school? and 3) How, if any,
are these practices rhizomatic? The emergent themes are organized as follows: under
the first research questions, the following themes emerged; a) attitude toward school,
b) conventional process of writing, c) craving for creative work d) (ir)relevance of
school texts, e) “knotted loops.” Although it is worth mentioning that the theme
“knotted loops” answered facets of the third research question. Under the second
research question emerged the following themes: a) reading for pleasure, b) writing
for pleasure, c) and engagement with pop culture. The following themes also emerged
that fell under both the first and the second research question. The overarching theme
in these included: a) autobiographical and literacy achievement, b) articulation of
identity negotiation, and c) discussion of literacy practices. A thematic map that
illustrates these themes is depicted in the appendix (See Appendix D).
4.3.2 Inside-school Literacy Practices
This section discusses the major themes that emerged in reference to the first
research question, What are the literacy practices of UAE high school students in
schools? The major themes included: Attitudes towards school, conventional writing,
craving for creative work, (Ir)relevancy of texts, and “Knotted loops.”
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4.3.2.1 Attitude toward School
4.3.2.1.1 Positive Attitudes
One of the first questions asked to the participating students was, “Would you
say you enjoy your time at school?” It was also one question for which the answers
were surprising and foreshadowed how unique the rest of the interviews would be.
What was surprising was that instead of exclaiming that ‘school is boring’ or ‘who
likes school?’, the students expressed their surprise as to why they would not enjoy
their time at school. Generally, school provides a “change of pace” for these students,
an escape from the doldrums of staying at home, and most importantly an opportunity
for social solidarity with friends and peer groups, a notion emphasized by Ahmed who
said that “school is not—school is nicer when my friends are around and such so yeah,
I enjoy it” and similarly by Sarah who indicated that she enjoys going to school
“because, especially since this is our last year, half of the time goes by with our friends,
I mean, even if we say the school day is long and all that, with chitchats, time flies
by.”
Going to school also seems to provide students with the opportunity to
articulate their literacies. One of the students, Jassim, indicated in the excerpt below
how he gets to talk about things in school, which the home environment does not
provide the opportunity for as his siblings are much younger than him. He stated that:
JASSIM: I enjoy my time, definitely. Because honestly, at
home, one gets bored—I’m alone. My siblings
are all younger than me. There is a big difference
between me and them, so there isn’t anyone that I
could talk to about normal daily stuff, other than
the guys who are with me in school.
Going to school provides Jassim with an opportunity to discuss his lived
experience with his peers, what Gee (2004) calls engaging in “discourses” with friends.
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Most students’ positive attitudes toward school are attributed to the specific schools
these students attend and not necessarily to the system of schooling in general. For
instance, Saeed doubted that if he were at any other school he would have enjoyed
attending:
SAEED:

If it was any other school I don’t expect I would
enjoy it, but in our school, we’re comfortable, it’s
like my second home. From seventh grade, we’re
used to it; same teachers, same friends. So, that’s
it, I’m comfortable.

Saeed attributed his liking of school to the number of years he had spent
there—since seventh grade. He used the words “second home” and “comfortable” to
describe his assimilation and acculturation to the school he attends. Another student,
Ahmed, also indicated that coming to his particular school made him change his
attitude toward school in general:
AHMED: Wallah, to be honest, I used to hate school, from
when I was younger, but not ever since I came here
and I mean with age I started to [like school], a bit
For Ahmed, the school itself as well as with growing up made him like school
a bit more, whereupon when he was younger he did not.

4.3.2.1.2 Neutral Attitudes
Just as there were students who had positive attitudes toward school, there were
also those whose attitude toward school was more ambivalent. They indicated that
school could sometimes be exciting and other times not, depending on the experiences
they went through, Raisa’s interview discussion providedd such a case.
INT:

Alright, and if I asked you Raisa, do you enjoy
your time at school? Do you like going to school?
Or coming to school? Or not?
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RAISA:
INT:
RAISA:

No, see, it depends I mean sometimes they say,
“one day you win, another you lose.”
Right.
You understand? [laugh] so one day you feel
you’re very excited for school and another I mean,
the simple encounters that ha- take place in school
makes you go “No, tsk, I don’t want to.”

School, in Raisa’s case, seems like a neutral territory, where the events of the day
influence the ongoing attitude of these students.
4.3.2.1.3 Not so Positive Attitudes
Unlike Raisa who was on the fence when it came to attitude toward school, Manal
used the words “routine” and “traditional” to describe her school experience. She
expressed dismay at the traditional teaching methods. She also used words such as
“boring” and “nothing new” to describe the daily school experience in the following
excerpt.
INT:

Right, Ma Sha Allah, good, and what, do you
enjoy your time? Could we say you enjoy school
or not?
MANAL: No, not much, it depends. I mean, it’s nice to be
with my friends, but in studying and methods of
learning it’s not very enjoyable, they’re mostly
boring, it’s very traditional, you know? There’s
nothing new. It’s a very routine thing. A teacher
comes in, explains, leaves, that’s it.
Manal’s dismay with school was also attributed to the role of teachers in her
school. She felt that their role is that of a lecturer or an information provider. Although
she held such downcast views toward schools and classes, she did show a positive
attitude toward extracurricular activities, as seen in the transcript below.
MANAL: Yes, I mean, we have fun together, sometimes
there are nice activities, like the activities class,
I’m in the media group, this group—we have
freedom in it, we get to choose whatever we want
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to do. They don’t impose on us anything, and this
is a nice thing.
Manal’s involvement with the media group afforded her positive attitude
toward school, as she exclaimed that the students were able to do whatever they wanted
and were not obliged to engage in assigned activities. The notion of having options to
engage in activities of their choice was a recurring theme that highlighted the section,
Autobiographical Accounts of Literacy Achievement, where students indicated that the
literacy accomplishments they were most proud of within school premises were those
related to those activities in which they had a choice in choosing or was of relevance
to extra-curricular activities.
4.3.2.2 Conventional Writing
In this section, a description of how students go about producing a written work
is presented. What binds most of the students’ processes is how they follow
instructions and try to adhere to the organization provided by the book or in class in
order to meet the task criteria. This is exhibited in Ahmed’s transcript below which
features a one-shot writing. When asked about writing Essays in English Ahmed
replied with the following:

AHMED: I write a thesis statement and such—and reasons
in the paragraph, and a conclusion, and I write an
opinion and such, and I, honestly, I follow this
organization because in the IELTS—when it asks
me about an issue that I have to write about, it says
that I have to—that is, in the task achievement—
this doesn’t benefit me, that is, my way of
writing—it isn’t beneficial to write my way
because I won’t reach the criterion that they want.
Ahmed described his process in writing. He indicated that his writing processes
usually begin with the “thesis statement” and end with “a conclusion.” Then, he
explained that this particular organization was important for him because he believed
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it could prepare him for the IELTS test, which requires a similar organization for the
writing tasks. Ahmed believed that he had to use this organization to meet the task
achievement segment of the writing task. He believed that his own style would hamper
his chances of achievement. In a way, Ahmed, it seemed, was already well-versed in
the way that IELTS writing tasks were graded and as such, his plan was to adhere to a
certain organization in order to pass the writing part of the test.
Hamdan, too, decided to follow a certain organization, which enabled him to
score 100 on the test and which he considered to be a literacy achievement. Hamdan
posited that writing a good essay meant that “we have to write in a certain way.” He
included that there is a certain introduction and “a certain end and also a certain
language and “Alhamdulilah (Praise be to Allah) on everything I got a 100.” Like
Ahmed, Hamdan’s process of writing adhered to a certain organization, one that
included “topic sentences” and an introduction “that summarizes everything.” Then,
he provided his opinion, as well as “the reason that assist this opinion” and a
conclusion that “includes everything.” I asked him if such an organization helped him
to do well in the test, and he replied that “honestly, yes” and elaborated with the
following:

HAMDAN:

I followed the questions’ rules and I read the
question and did as told by the teacher and
what the question asked me because there are
rules I have to follow. We have to follow
them which depend on the number of words
we have to write, which is 150 to 200 words,
and I tried to make it—organized it the right
way, which the teacher told me about
as well as the book.

Following the “rules” explained by the teacher and the rules explained in the
book, contributed to him doing well in the writing task. Just like Hamdan, Omar also
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reported that he follows instructions when it comes to writing for school purposes. He
indicated that one of the genres of writings they do in English is that of essay writing,
particularly that which revolves around advantages and disadvantages. Additionally,
Omar followed what the teacher had explained and followed the sample writing
activities that they had completed in class, taking it as a model writing for his writings.
As was the case with the rest of the boys, he was asked how he went about doing that.
The following quote from Omar illustrated how he followed strictly the rule for
writing:

OMAR:

I start with the introduction and then, within a
number of paragraphs that is, for instance, the first
paragraph is the advantages. And I start the
second, the disadvantages, and that’s the
organization [I follow].

4.3.2.3 Craving for Creative Work
Although the majority of the writing tasks, such as the ones illustrated above,
fell under purely conventional ones, there were instances in which students reported
engaging in creative writing such as stories or biographies. For instance, Raisa talked
about one example of a creative writing genre they did in their Arabic class. She stated:
“They’d give us introduction and we would proceed writing on it, I mean, an open
introduction, we unleash our imagination and continue…You know? As a story.” The
creative writing tasks that Raisa mentioned were those in which an introduction is
provided and then the students must complete it by activating their own “imagination.”
Manal, also recounted tasks in the English class where they were required to engage
in creative writing. On this she said:

MANAL: Right, and also at the beginning, when [the English
teacher] came to us [in] tenth grade, she wanted to
establish us properly, she got us a notebook and
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she told us “anything you learn, no matter where
[you learn it from], write it down here.” And she
would always do like games, this was a bit
creative, for instance, she’d tell a story and every
so often she would—she would say imagine if this
thing happened and write about it in your own
way, for instance, “if you go into the house and
saw this thing, what would you do,” and we would
write [about it].
Looking at both Manal’s and Raisa’s views on creative writing, these girls
considered a task to be creative writing when the activation of the imagination was
required to complete it—both girls used the word “imagination” and “imagine.”
Despite providing an example of a creative writing task they did in class, Manal
thought that unlike Arabic classes, English classes do not revolve around writing
activities in which students have to be creative. Rather, she did not think that English
tasks required them to write “something that is specific to” them; rather, they require
more of a standardized one-shot topic that everyone must compose. Like Manal,
Ahmed and Hamdan think that creative writing tasks are sparse. While Ahmed thought
that such sparsity is not problematic, since he indicated “for me I can do both”
(meaning both conventional and creative writing), Hamdan wished there were more
creative writing tasks; he rather wished the school would encourage creative writing
tasks in which he would write about his opinions. On this, he stated:
HAMDAN:
INT:
HAMDAN:

INT:
HAMDAN:
INT:
HAMDAN:

Also, in exams, to be creative in the—our
opinions.
Right, um, what kind of writing do you like to
do in school?
[Sigh] If I would want to write something, I
would write essays, it would be writing an
opinion. So, uh, it’s the best kind of writing
I like to work on.
Right
It would be about—
Like?
Like compare between a positive opinion and
negative opinion.
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Whereas, in the previous views, the students’ idea of creative writing fell under
“imaginative” work. Hamdan’s notion of creative writing existed within the
framework of a conventional writing genre, as he would prefer to “write an essay”
about his opinion, but by the same token he wanted the opportunity to be creative in
putting forth that opinion. Hamdan’s opinion of creative writing is where he is asked
to “compare between a positive opinion and negative opinion.”
Like Hamdan, Jassim’s notion of creative writing also deviated from one that
revolved around the imaginative. He first indicated that the writing genre they tend to
do in their Arabic class falls under creative writing as opposed to conventional writing.
He then gave the letter and résumé writing that they did in class as examples of such a
task.
JASSIM: Creative not scientific, and its beneficial in one’s
life, at some stage in one’s life, it will come across
one. I mean, for instance like this letter. There
must be a time when one will need it. One will be
employed, somewhere by the end of the day, even
as a student. One will write—one has to know how
to write [it]. Résumé writing, at the moment, I’m
currently benefitting most from résumé writing,
when applying for university or someplace else. I
write them a résumé, it’s important. And I send it
to them [university admissions].
Jassim’s views, as seen in the excerpt above, creative writing as a type of a
“functional writing” genre that is compatible with “functional literacy” which is
pragmatic in real life and one that can be used outside the scope of the conventional
writing such as letter or résumé writing—genres that he is currently using to apply to
university.
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4.3.2.4 (Ir)relevancy of Texts
One particular pattern that was seen among the female students’ discussion of
inside-school literacy practices was that of the relevance of the topics discussed in
class. This is probably the only theme that was present in the girls’ discussion but not
in the boys’. All four girls talked about how things were interesting when relevant to
their lived-experience and how it was boring when it is irrelevant, “outdated”, or
“exaggerated.”
For example, in the following, Wadhha talked about one of the Arabic class
writing tasks that she had enjoyed the most: criticizing a broadcast program, whether
on TV or Radio. Wadhha deemed this “a nice” activity because it was relevant:

WADHHA:

It’s actually nice, it makes the students, or us
in general, learn how to talk, how to present. I
mean, for example, they teach us how to
intonate the voice, we have. Even the words
we’ve written—I mean, for example, even if
you won’t show me the paper, that is, I would
still remember [what I’ve written.] So, it’s nice
that we write about something that is
existent in our societies at the moment.

For Wadhha, this was “nice” because they criticized programs that were part
of their lived experience and, she talked about how it was almost a “social” activity.
In another instance, Wadhha discussed reading text in their English class that she and
her classmates found interesting because it was relevant to them:

WADHHA:

I remember one [lesson], which was about the
problems facing youth, and this thing was
very nice; their [the youth’s] reluctance
to
work, for instance, familial problems. We
were all, focused in it [the lesson], we all
answered the questions together, and
discussed them.
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Wadhha reflected that she and her classmates were engaged because the topic
was interesting to them. Like Wadhha, Manal also recalled an English class writing
activity that she found useful because it revolved around relevant issues:

MANAL:

Our English teacher, what [did she do]? She
used to do this thing at the beginning of the
first semester, I mean, she was with us more,
that is, at that time, for instance, on the day of
the world, she would let us write something
about it if it took place, if for example it was
Eid, we would write about it.

Manal thought her English teacher did a good job of assigning writing activities
that were relevant to the day’s or week’s events, making them as relevant as possible
to the students’ daily lives. Whereas Wadhha and Manal discussed how good a certain
writing activity was due to its relevance to their lives, Sara discussed how a certain
writing activity, writing critiques, was not “benefitting” them because of its
irrelevance:
INT:
SARA:
INT:
SARA:

Right, alright, and what, do you feel this thing
has a benefitHonestly, I don’t feel this thing captivate us that
is, I feel that we aren’t benefitting from it.
Why not?
I mean especially if it was a newspaper article.
Uh, it isn’t news, I mean, especially if it was a
news article, the news would be very old and the
events would be very—that took place long ago,
we’ve already heard of them.

Sara and Wadhha talked about the very same activity, critique. For Sarah,
criticizing articles from old newspapers was a nuisance and not up-to-date. To redeem
that, she suggested the following:

INT:

Right, alright, and what topics that could, I mean,
if they provided you, you would say “Okay, yes, I
can critique this thing.”
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SARA:

I mean, they could tell us now—get us—for
instance in the UAE we’ve got the Expo 2020 and
conventions that are currently taking place, the
events that are happening in other countries, I
mean they are all events that are happening now.

Sarah thought that asking them to write about relevant topics, such as the Expo 2020
that is soon to take place in Dubai, would make it more of an interesting relevant topic.
Like Sara, Raisa also thought that the texts in their Arabic reading book were different
to the kind of reading she enjoyed doing at home:
RAISA:

Yes, it differs, it differs. For example, what’s in
the curriculum we don’t experience, that’s it, it’s
over, but they still put it, like legends, uh, and
characters, I mean.

She thought that the things that they read about were not relevant to their lives,
that was something that happened long ago. I asked her if she thought the texts were
outdated. She thought “yes” and further elaborated that such texts were “A bit
outdated, a bit fictional—fabled.” These girls saw that having school literacy practices
that are of relevance to their lives and lived experiences was crucial. Not only that, but
these girls found it boring to read about “news” and “legend[s],” which they have long
read or heard about before.
4.3.2.5 “Knotted Loops”
Although students’ inside-school literacy mostly revolved around school-based
literacy practices, there were, however, instances in which students reported engaging
in what seemed like outside-school literacy practices within the school premises. The
most intriguing of these are instances in which students brought their outside literacy
practices and blended them with inside-school literacy practices; a practice that is best
described as being “rhizomatic” (Deleuze and Guattari, 1987, p. 8). A rhizome is, “an
acentric nonhierarchical network of entangled and knotted loops, folding and growing
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through multiple sites of exit and entry” (de Freitas, 2012, p. 588). It is the “multiple
sites of exit and entry” (p. 588) in particular that accentuate the rhizomic and “knotted
loop” nature of the literacy practices discussed in this section. One such case is that
reported by Saeed who identified himself as an avid reader of the works of Ali Al
Tantawi (Islamic scholar): “I mean mostly I read Ali Altantawi’s books, May Allah
rest his soul. I mean I read it mostly because I feel there’s a use for it I enjoy and
benefit from it.”
Saeed enjoyed Ali Al Tantawi’s books to the extent that he reported that he had
the publishing house business card in his wallet. Being a fan of his works, Saeed had
decided to write about Ali Al Tantawi for the biography writing task they were asked
to complete in the Arabic class, as indicated in Saeed’s quote below:

SAEED:
INT:
SAEED:
INT:
SAEED:

I am probably very influenced by Ali Tantawi
even this year in Arabic class, I wrote about him.
The biography?
Yes, I mean, he influenced me a lot, Ali Al
Tantawi.
And did you know any information about him
before writing the report?
No, the thing is, how do I tell you this? I actually
read the books, and then I decided to do a research
on him. So, I didn’t know and all that.

Having worked on the biography paper afforded Saeed information about Ali
Al Tantawi that he had not known before. It can be inferred that this particular task
was a “knotted loop” as it entailed Saeed’s outside literacy practice of reading books
about or by Ali Al Tantawi in his school-based literacy practice of writing a biography.
Although Saeed provided an example in which his out of school literacy practice was
embedded within an in-class literacy practice, other students reported having outside
literacy practices within the school, but not necessarily in-class. For instance, Jassim
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discussed participating in the extra-curricular fifty-book challenge endorsed by H.H
Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum:

JASSIM: Yes, and I honestly participated as well in this
competition and that’s it we’re done from the level
that we had, which we all read, now we are waiting
for the, uh, interviews that they will do with us.
INT:
Uh, an interview for the—
JASSIM: Yes, first there must be a school’s qualification, I
heard, then, that is, state qualification, and then on
the national level and then regional.
NT:
Nice, and what kind of books you read?
JASSIM: Uh, for myself, I divided the levels, we’ve got five,
I’ve divided each level for a specific genre I kept
the first for religion and Islamic jurisprudence
books the second books, I kept them for Arabic
language. [Then there is], poetry, general things on
grammar. In the second book, I read about world
history, what happened before, countries, like the
Spanish empire, the Umayyad state, and even
current countries, as well, I’ve written—like I’ve
read about UAE and another about Saudi Arabia.
So that I don’t—so that I diversify, I chose from
both old and current history.
The fifty-books reading competition afforded Jassim the opportunity to read
outside school for the purpose of participating in an extra-curricular school literacy
practice. Jassim had the opportunity to choose his own books and topics. He was very
careful to diversify these readings across certain genres for each “level.” What is also
considered as “knotted loops” with regards to Jassim’s participation in this literacy
activity is the way in which he had the choice to select the books he enjoyed reading.
I asked Jassim where he acquired his books and whether he sought the school’s library
for acquiring books to be read for the competition and he responded:

JASSIM: No, no, not one book, honestly, from the school
library even though there are books available
there. Uh, I preferred not to take from school,
why? For many reasons; first of all, there are
books available that I know nothing about. And
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I’ve never in my life read a book from it. Second
thing is, there are other students who went and
sought the library in school so I didn’t want the
books to be the same. I wanted to take something
on my own, that is, that I’ve done something in a
different way. I don’t want someone from the
same school to have written about the same books
because at the time of evaluation, uh, I don’t—
don’t take the same score or they see that, I mean,
here there repetitive books. I think that they [the
evaluation team] prefer books that are not.
For Jassim, it was important to read books that are not read by others. That is
why he acquired books from places other than the school library, ensuring that his
reading list was distinguished and unique. He therefore in his own words, got books
from the “public library…I used this library in addition to the library we’ve got at
home.” Like Jassim’s knotted loop is that of Wadhha’s; Wadhha reported that her
school specified a reading day, in which the whole school participated in reading:
WADHHA:

INT:
WADHHA:

The readings, I mean, at school they specified
one day for reading. The whole school
read, here, in the school yard. It was
very nice. Every student in every—we were
all—all classes sitting outside, we laid
out mats, okay? And we were all sitting and
the Arabic teachers were supervising us,
umm, everyone held a novel, a book, a story,
and they’d read. It was a nice experience, I
mean.
What did you read?
Umm [pause] what did I read, I forgot [pause]
My Love is Mute.

During this out-of-class literacy activity, the students had the chance to choose
their own books or get recommendation from their Arabic teacher. They also had the
opportunity to get their books from the school library. Although Wadhha did not
identify herself as a reader, she indicated that she thoroughly enjoyed the extracurricular reading activity.
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Whereas the aforementioned examples revolve around instances in which
outside school literacy practice was somewhat blended with in-school activities, the
following example is of an instance in which outside literacy practice took place at the
school premises without being blended with in-school curricular activity or
extracurricular activity. Students such as Sara and Raisa reported bringing the novels
they read at home to school and reading them during breaks or free periods, as
indicated in their words below:
INT:

SARA:
INT:
SARA:
INT:
SARA:

Not much, yeah? Alright, umm, the novels, Sara,
that you read at home, do you bring them to
school? Do you read them at school?
Yes.
Meaning, reading is not only at home, right?
No, I mean, my books are with me everywhere
[laugh].
Everywhere, right, so when do you read at school?
Uh, sometimes I’m free, uh, you know when the
teacher is absent, in the break, and all that.

Like Sara, Raisa also reported bringing her novels with her to school and
reading them on the school premises, sometimes in class; the following is what Raisa
said:
RAISA:
INT:
RAISA:

I do read a lot. I love reading. I mean in between
classes you’d see me holding a novel.
Between classes, here?
Yes, the Arabic teacher, when she enters the
class, she says “Close the book , Raisa” then I
close it.

Raisa, as reported, loves reading to the extent that she has to bring her novels
to school and read them in between classes. She also loves reading to the extent that
her Arabic teacher asks her to close the book in preparation for the class. While Sara
and Raisa provided an example of students bringing in their print-based literacy
practices, such as reading novels, Ahmed provided an example in which a non-printbased outside school literacy practice is brought into the school. In Ahmed’s case, such
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a literacy practice is epitomized by video games. Ahmed narrated how, upon
discovering that one student in his class played the same video game as him, they
started to bring video games, Nintendo 3DS, to school and would play during break
time:
AHEMD: I got surprised that, that is, now there are seven
others that I know now who play, so me and this
guy we started bringing 3DS and play SuperSmash.
Here I mean, in fron- that is with the guys
INT:
Oh, you bring it here?
AHMED: Yeah, but we play during break time, I mean,
what’s the point of getting it out in class and the
teacher confiscating it.
Bringing one’s nonconventional outside-school literacy practice into class
might cause it to be frowned upon or, in Ahmed’s case, to be confiscated. It is therefore
during break time that Ahmed and his friends engage in their literacy practice of video
gaming on the school premises. Although the nature of the “Knotted Loops” of
students’ inside-school literacy practices essentially took place in school, it
nevertheless touched upon the third research question of this current study—how, if
any, are UAE high schoolers’ literacy practices are rhizomatic. Apparently, they are
rhizomatic in that they are not contained, but they transcend specific spaces as was
depicted in this particular theme.
The major themes in this section included the process that the students go
through when writing for school purpose, which happens to fall under prescribed
writing. The second theme that emerged was that of creativity and what constitutes
creative work for the participants.
It transpired that this might be any work in which the students could choose
the topic. The third emergent theme was the relevance of topics of in-class discussions
to the students. Particularly, all the female participants indicated how important it was
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for them to engage in discussions of a topic that was of relevance to their livedexperiences; they would deem a topic that does not fall under such a category as
“boring” and “outdated.” Finally, another theme that emerged during the discussion of
inside-school literacy practices was instances in which such practices formed “knotted
loops”, as students blended in their outside-school literacy practices with their insideschool ones.
4.3.3 Outside-school Literacy Practices
To answer the second research question—What are the literacy practices of
these high school students outside of school? —the students were asked to discuss the
activities they engaged in at home or outside school premises. This section highlights
the participants’ outside-school literacy practices. The emerging themes emanated
from the participants’ outside-school literacy practices were as following: Reading for
Pleasure, Writing for Pleasure, and Engagement in Pop Culture. As was the case with
inside-school literacy practices, the themes pertinent to outside-school literacy
practices also comprised of subthemes. For instance, under Pop Culture, the following
were emergent subthemes: Manga and Anime, Video Games, and TV Shows. The
following section will highlight some of these themes as reported by the participants.
4.3.3.1 Reading for Pleasure
Reading for pleasure was one of the literacy practices that most of the
participants held in common. Although most of them indicated to not being “much of
a reader” during the course of the interview, they would nevertheless discuss or
comment on books or other printed and nonprinted materials that they had read. For
instance, Manal, when asked about the things they read for their Arabic class, indicated
that she did not identify herself as a reader:
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MANAL: I don’t read much, alright, but if I’d read—I mean,
for me, I love to read prose poems, these things, I
mean.
As soon as she indicates that she is not “much of a reader,” she indicates that
she loves to read poetry. In particular, the works of Gibran Khalil Gibran:

MANAL: I read a poem, Al Mawakeb, a long time ago it was
very good. The one with “Give me the flute, and
sing”, and all the way to the end. Anyway, and I
also read a number of his prose topics, but I forgot
what, there was one called Slavery, I mean, it’s all
his point of view. It’s that I read, I love the things
that he writes but not always—but I don’t always
agree with it, but that I love his style I love how he
writes, his thoughts.
INT:
So, this thing attracted you to, uh, his work, his
writing style, that is?
MANAL: Yes, his style is nice, like, I mean, there’s beauty,
I mean like it’s sophisticated.

For Manal, it is the writing style that attracted her to the work of Gibran Khalil
Gibran, even though she exclaimed she doesn’t always agree with his views. In
addition to the works of Gibran Khalil Gibran, Manal also reported that she enjoys
listening to Nabati poems (popular traditional poems in the vernacular dialect of
Arabic):
MANAL: Uh, yes, I listen to Nabati poetry a lot, more than
standard Arabic, that is, and I don’t read, I always
listen. I love it a lot, that is.
INT:
What do you listen to?
MANAL: I listen about—for instance, the poet, Aloush, or
what’s his name, Mohammed Almteen, so those
sometimes talk about topics of love and these
stuff, or for example morality, or about man and
his life, [how] it ends quickly and whatnot, and
also about, for instance, the events that take place
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in politics and these things but, I mean, I don’t
always understand but I mean, I listen.

Manal reported enjoying listening to Nabati poetry, “the popular vernacular
poetry of Arabia,” (Sowayan, 1985, p.1), although she pointed to not always
understanding its content, as Nabati poems typically deal with deep routed cultural
words. She further indicated that the reason she liked these types of poetry was
because, she said:
MANAL: I like their style in positing. It is very nice, I mean
their emotions in it are very strong and that the
meanings in it are very deep, and also that I learn
new meanings that is new words, that, I feel, that
the more I listen I feel the more I know how to
express, the more I read, the more I am able to
express more.
As the Arab proverb goes, “poetry is the Arab’s Home.” Manal is not the
only student who has an affinity for poetry; other students, such as Saeed, Jassim,
and Wadhha, indicated reading poems as well. For instance, Wadhha indicated that
she loved to both read and listen to Nabati poetry:
INT:
WADHHA:
INT:
WADHHA:

INT:
WADHHA:

You don’t write, but you love to listen? Or
read?
I love to listen or read.
What are the things that you like to read or
listen to?
Anything new, but that has meaning, for me, I
mean, it shouldn’t be something like [pause]
something new that captivates me. Yes,
anything—
It’s in standard Arabic or is it in colloquial? Or
in English, for instance?
[As for] poetry, I like—I like Sheikhs’
poetries.

For Wadhha, it is important that the poems that she reads or listens to are
meaningful to her or are something “new that captivate[s]” her. Whereas Wadhha
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appeared to like something that was new, Saeed pointed out that he enjoyed reading
old works: “Uh I love old poetry I mean, a bit. Not a—all kinds of poetry.”
Saeed reported that he enjoyed reading poetry from the Jahili period (preIslamic period that date back to more than fifteen centuries ago). He also indicated that
he had borrowed a book from the school library on “on Abbasid poetry” (poetry from
the Abbasid Caliphate, the third Islamic Caliphate).
Other than poetry, those high schoolers, especially female students, showed
that they had an affinity for reading prose, namely novels. These novels comprised
mostly of Arabic titles written by Emirati, Khaliji, or Arab writers. The majority of
these books were, or still are, on the Arabic bestseller charts in bookstores in the UAE,
such as Ritaj, For Gaith both by renowned Emirati author Hamad Al Hammadi,
Bamboo Stalk by Kuwaiti author Saud Alsanousi, and Your Eyes, Hamda by female
Emirati author Amna Al Mansouri. Two of the female students, Raisa and Sara,
identified themselves as avid readers, as they read extensively for pleasure. For
example, Sara indicated that as part of her daily routine, she “sometimes read[s]
novels” sometime between 6:00–9:00 pm. Similarly, when asked how she spends her
time from 6:00–9:00 pm, Raisa said that she sometimes spends it reading a novel she
borrowed from the school library:
RAISA:

From 6:00 to 9:00? Wallah, see, sitting in the
living room [laugh] with my niece, like we all sit,
the family, and watch TV series. My mother
watches TV series so we sit and watch TV series.
And every once in a while, I mean for instance, if
I borrowed a novel from the library I take it with
me, that is, they watch TV and I sit at the back of
the living room and read the novel.
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Essentially, Raisa sits together with her family and while her mother watches
a TV series, she engages in reading a book she borrowed from the library. Sometimes,
Raisa continues to read until she falls asleep:
RAISA:

From 9 to 12, if I get bored, I go back to my room,
or I switch on my mobile phone and check—for
example, I’ve got a novel that I read on the
Internet. I read it, and I read until I fall asleep.

Reading, therefore, takes up a substantial portion of Raisa’s daily activities.
Raisa elaborated on how she feels when reading a novel, indicating that “she lives
within the events”:
RAISA:

When a situation is funny you see me laughing,
even my sister tells me “you’re crazy.” I mean
with novels, Wallah, you see me, for example,
once I read a novel that I liked very, very much,
so much so that I stayed up all night up to school
time to finish it. It wiped the sleep out of my
eyes. The whole night, I mean a funny situation
I’d laugh, a sad situation I’d cry.

A novel that makes her feel to be “within the events” can make her stay up all
night to finish reading it. Raisa went on to discuss extensively the types of novels she
enjoys reading—“those that include social issues”—how she chooses books, which
novels she does not enjoy, etc. I then asked Raisa, why she felt she was attached to
reading and she replied:
RAISA:

I mean, reading teaches you many things, many
things, it teaches you—especially these stories that
I read, the ones I told that are about social issues,
I mean, god forbid if you one day happen to be in
the same situation, you have a background, you
can, that is, you would know how to deal with this
situation, and what do.

Reading novels, particularly social ones, afforeded Raisa background
knowledge that she might then use when put in a similar situation that “god forbid”
the protagonists of the novels she had read went through. Like Raisa, Sara also thought
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that she had benefited from reading books. When asked whether she felt reading has
changed anything in her personality, she indicated that reading had helped embolden
her personality:
SARA:

I feel it made me stronger. I mean, before, I feel
that I had a very weak personality, I mean, I didn’t
confront people. So maybe this thing [reading] has
strengthened my personality a lot.

4.3.3.1.1 Stigma against some readings
Although Sara seemed to have a positive disposition toward reading in general,
she did not see why a particular type of novel is becoming a trend among her sameaged peers; these are “forum” novels, novels that are written by amateur writers on
forums online:
SARA:

INT:
SARA:

I mean, you see, now most of the girls actually
don’t read, especially those who tell you “I read
novels through the phone,” “I read novels written
in colloquial Arabic,” I mean, I don’t feel those are
novels, I tried to read, I don’t feel that they are
considered novels.
Why is that?
I mean, I feel that most of the plot doesn’t make
sense. I mean, I don’t feel that one should read
these things, and go through the trouble for
nothing. I mean, I feel that this a waste of time.

The discussion above came about when Sara was asked how school could
encourage outside-school reading. For Sara, reading these novels online is as
unfortunate as not reading at all. She called them a “waste of time” because she “tried
to read around two novels—they were the same events that [she] kept reading.” The
very same novels that Sara seemed to be averse to; were the same novels that were
reportedly cherished and read by Raisa and her group of friends. In discussing these
online novels, Raisa talked about one particular website that she and her friends read
these novels from:
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INT:
RAISA:
INT:
RAISA:
INT:
RAISA:

This is the name of the website? Does this website
have many stories, that is?
Lots of stories, lots and lots of novels.
And who posts these stories?
That is, uh, the people who write them post them.
Meaning, anyone who has the talent could—
Post.

Because just about anyone can post on this particular site, finding a good novel
is a difficult ordeal:
RAISA:

The novels that we read, we know from one
another. You know? That is, my friend would talk
about a novel and I would read it. And I tell her
about a novel and she would read it. Especially
those are on the internet. We know about novels
[from one another]. For instance, because not all
novels on the internet are good. Because just about
anyone could write, you know? So, you don’t
know, maybe you like this novel, and then maybe
you read and read and then that’s it, it loses its plot.
So, that’s why when you want to start a novel on
the internet, you have to ask and see if it’s good or
not. Because Ma Sha Allah (Allah has willed), the
novels that are not the internet, are long, they’re
long!

This type of reading that is seen as trivial to Sara, takes a lot of time and effort
from Raisa and her friends to get hold of and read. Raisa and her friends depend on
each other’s reading experiences to find good novels, as these are so versatile and long,
and if not chosen well, could be a waste of time.
Sara is not the only student who showed herself to be averse to a certain type
of books. When asked whether he reads novels or not, Saeed answered that: “No,
novels, for a while I read them and I mean I felt that they weren’t useful.” Later, when
asked about his interest in Ali Al Tantawi’s works, Saeed went into an explanation of
how certain books, such as novels, can improve one’s literary style in writing, but is
not pragmatic in real life.
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SAEED:

INT:
SAEED:
INT:
SAEED:

INT:
SAEED:

I mean, if I didn’t benefit from it, as I told you—I
mean there is this novel that I read, right? Memory
in the Flesh, if you know it?
Who’s it by?
Ahlam Mosteghanemi.
Huh, no, I don’t know this one.
This, for instance, I read it, this—the teacher, the
Arabic teacher, he is the one who [inaudible] at
our school, that is, he talks a lot about books and
all that, he used to tell us “read her books if you
like novels.” He talks a lot about books, so I read
it and the novel is nice, but I feel that it didn’t
benefit me—only that it has an excellent literary
style. You enjoy as you are reading it.
You didn’t feel that it could be applicable?
Yeah, that there isn’t any use for it. No use, I
mean, whether I watch a movie or read [a novel]
is basically the same thing.

Saeed’s reading habits showcased his preference for efferent reading over
aesthetic ones (Rosenblatt, 1994). In efferent reading, the reader reads for the purpose
of obtaining information about a certain topic or subject matter, while aesthetic reading
comprises of affective, emotional, and aesthetic encounters that a reader comes in grips
with when tackling a certain text. Although Saeed indicated that he generally does not
read novels and that he used to read them before, he made mention of a novel that he
read due to his Arabic teacher’s recommendation.
Saeed’s idea of a good book is one that one can benefit from and that holds
lessons that can be applied in his course of life. Novels, to him, don’t fall under that
criterion, and so he likened reading a novel to watching a movie. Later in the interview,
Saeed also mentioned reading the stories of Sherlock Holmes and Shakespeare’s plays,
although he calls the latter “stories”:
SAEED:

INT:

I forgot Wallah its title, and Sherlock Holmes, his
stories. And Shakespeare. Shakespeare I’ve been
reading it since I was little [laugh].
What of Shakespeare’s have you read?
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SAEED:

INT:
SAEED:

Shakespeare, Wallah, lots, since eighth grade I’ve
read his work. Hamlet. If you tell me I’ll
remember, maybe Kings Lear, King Lear. I forgot
Wallah, because it has been so long [since I last
read them].
So, you like plays?
These aren’t plays, but Shakespeare stories. They
fascinated me a lot I enjoy my time while reading
them.

Saeed’s stance toward novels and stories can seem paradoxical. Although
previously deemed by him as “not beneficial,” Saeed nevertheless reported enjoying
his time reading novels and stories, but they are not his first option when it comes to
reading. What readers such as Sara and Saeed show is how students hold stigma
against certain types of books, even though they identify themselves as being readers.
To these students, not all books hold equal validity or equal benefits. There are
standards that these students expect when choosing a book to read. Reading for
pleasure, for these students, is not reading for the sake of reading. There are expected
outcomes, such as lessons learned for application, the improvement of one’s literary
ability as well as one’s personality, and being able to deal with parallel situations.
4.3.3.2 Writing for Pleasure
Reading is not the only literacy practice these students engaged in. They also
engaged in writing activities, from writing stories and poetry to writing reflections and
tweets. The participants made use of writing as a way to project their feelings and
express their current state of mind on traditional and nontraditional platforms. These
writings also vary in that some are deemed public while others are considered private
and are not shared with others.
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4.3.3.2.1 Prose
The first to talk about outside-school writing was Ahmed, who tried to write
an English fictional story about “a fantasy world [where] knights are the kingdom's
power.” Of his experience in writing this story, Ahmed said:
AHMED: And I didn’t succeed [laugh] in it so I stopped
[inaudible].
INT:
This story that you wrote, you didn’t make it
public somewhere?
AHMED: [Pause] I didn’t complete it—I wrote a bit and my
thoughts were jumbled, I wasn’t able to organize
anything, so I stopped, honestly. And that was it.
Ahmed’s inability to organize his thoughts and ideas deterred him from
continuing writing the story, so much so that he did not think he ought to continue to
engage in any similar activity in the near future, stating that his “interest in reading is
more than in writing.”
Whereas Ahmed’s seemingly one-time experience with writing did not go as
planned and was halted, Sara had written completed numerous stories. Although Sara
writes fiction, her stories tend to fall under the realist fiction genre. What is also
interesting in Sara’s case is that she writes stories with children as the audience in
mind:
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SARA:

INT:
SARA:

No, only when I was younger. Now, most of time
probably goes into studying, so if I write, I write
stories, I don’t write reflections.
You write stories, what kinds of stories do you
write?
Mostly children’s stories or—I don’t lean toward
fantasy, mostly realistic stories.

In addition to writing stories, Sara had written reflections, although she
indicated she did not write these as much because of the strain of school work, which
takes up much of her time.
4.3.3.2.2 Poetry
Prose was not the only type of writing activity the students engaged in. In fact,
one of the students, Jassim, mentioned that he engaged in writing poems. He indicated
that he “wrote three, four [poems]…but I don’t prefer to recite them.” To glean more
information about this private activity, I asked Jassim the following:
INT:

Right, what kind of poetry, standard Arabic or
vernacular?
JASSIM: No, no, no...
INT:
Vernacular?
JASSIM: Vernacular poetry.
INT:
What is its topic or let’s say, theme?
JASSIM: It’s poetry, like, from the romantic school.
Jassim’s poetry writing is a private ordeal; he reported that he did not wish for
anyone to look at his poetry, as mentioned previously. Jassim also indicated that he
writes regularly “since last year.” Whenever he is free “I take it out and write,” he
stated.
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4.3.3.2.3 Tweeting
Tweeting is part of students’ writing practices. When she was asked about the
writings that she does at home, Wadhha indicated the following:
WADHHA:

INT:
WADHHA:
INT:
WADHHA:

On my Twitter account. I [write] anything
that I feel that I can come up with; a say of
my own, or from something that I’ve
experienced in my life, in an organized way.
Or I write reflections. I write reflections,
every now and then, or I write simple
sentences. And I tweet them.
In Arabic or English?
Both, but mostly in English.
Mostly English, right. And the reflections that
you write, are also online? Also on Twitter?
On Twitter or I save it on Notes.

Wadhha, who tweets mostly in English, uses Twitter as a platform through
which she projects her writing, which is versatile and includes reflections, words of
wisdom, and things from her lived-experience. It is here that the public versus the
private comes into effect, as Wadhha shares some of her reflections on Twitter, but
saves others on her phone. This is not the only instance in which Wadhha reported
keeping her writings private. As described in the section about creativity, Wadhha
wrote a long reflection on “what does a relationship really means.” However, she did
not publish it on Twitter, she only saved it on her iphone’s Notes application, as she
thought it not publishable yet, “not now,” she said.
Wadhha is not the only student to take up Twitter as a platform on which to
projects her thoughts, feelings, and creativity. Saeed, Jassim, and Ahmed also reported
using Twitter. For instance, on his experience of using Twitter, Jassim indicated:
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JASSIM: I follow some sports news, and I guess as typical
of every student in grade 12 and grade 11, I follow
mathematical accounts, and I follow English
language learning accounts, as it provides you
with vocabulary.
As for the things that he writes on Twitter, Jassim reported the following:
INT:
The things that you used to write, what were they?
JASSIM: [Pause] Various things, If I’d read like a sentence
that I liked, I’d post it; a poem’s verse, I’d post it;
a joke, I’d post. The last tweet—probably the last
tweet was in Ramadan.
Jassim’s tweets were not restrictive to a certain genre or a type of writing, but
rather he tweets about various things depending on what strikes his interest at that
moment. Saeed, also tweets about miscellaneous things on Twitter:
SAEED:

Most of my writings are inspired by literary quotes
or from topics that I read about for instance, or
poetic verses. I love Jahili poetry but I don’t write
much about it because people don’t read it much
and actually it has strong meanings, so it needs
clarification and explanation. I love Al Badr Bin
Abdelmuhsen’s poems a lot, and I tweet quotes
from the Quran and supplications at times and
most of my tweets are, of course, on football, my
biggest niche, and a bit on TV Shows and movies
that I watch, and I talk sometimes about daily life.
That’s why I told you I don’t consider it creative
writing because most of these tweets are rather
spontaneous that is.

What is interesting in Saeed’s statement, is that although he exclaimed that his
tweets are spontaneous, he is mindful of his audience—he saw that “people don’t read”
Jahili poetry, and so did not tweet much about it because he realized it was not
something that was received well by his readers, despite it being something that he
really likes. What is more, to Saeed, his tweets are spontaneous, they occur on the spur
of the moments, and that is why he did not consider tweeting as creative writing.
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4.3.3.3 Engagement with Pop Culture
In addition to using Twitter, the participants also reported engaging in other
nontraditional literacy practices, particularly those pertinent to pop culture. Pop
culture, when pertinent to adolescents and youth, “is defined and delineated by subtly
identified and stratified markets for clothing, food, music, entertainment, new
technologies, video games, and a host of other commodities” (Richardson & Eccles,
2007, p. 344). It is therefore not surprising to observe that the students’ discussions
about literacy included a lengthy mention of pop culture activities such as manga and
anime, TV Shows, and video games, in which adolescents seem to engage.
4.3.3.3.1 Manga and Anime
Manga are Japanese graphic novels, while anime are Japanese animations.
Both manga and anime have wide popularity among adolescents in the UAE; an
indication of this is the Middle East Film and Comic Con (MEFCC), which is “is an
international exhibition that brings together fans of comics, film and gaming
entertainment, and is one of the biggest pop-culture festivals of the region” (Cherian,
2016, para. 1). Together, manga and anime has become a facet of pop-culture
globally, and according to Black (2008):
Manga and anime have become some of Japan’s most important cultural
exports (Napier, 2001). Achieving international reach, these media have been
translated into many languages in countries across the globe, including China,
France, Germany, Italy, the United Kingdom, Spain, and the United States
(Ito, 2005). Outside of Japan, the United States has one of the largest markets
for anime (Napier, 2001; Patten, 2004), as it offers many fans an alternative
to American animation monoliths such as Disney. In recent years, Japanese
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animation and manga have made a conspicuous return to mainstream media
space. (p. 591)
Based on the introduction above, it comes as no surprise that the discussions
of the participants were not devoid of mentioning manga and anime. From an emic
perspective, being an anime and manga fan myself in my adolescent years has helped
me to better understand the language of this industry, which some of the participants
talked about. The first student who had made mention of anime was Omar. He
mentioned reading Naruto’s manga to skip “the filler.” A Filler is an episode or a set
of episodes that are included in anime but are not considered to be part of the original
manga upon which most anime shows are based on. Although Omar read one chapter
of Naruto’s manga, he reported a preference for watching anime than reading manga:
“You compare it to anime and you’ve got effects and the drawing is different. I see
that anime is better.” Thus, the animated effects are important for Omar, who sees
that such a feature is missing in manga. When asked what makes anime fascinating
to him he replied, “what's not fascinating about seeing your imagination being
manifested into art.” For Omar, anime provides an incarnation for his imagination.
Like Omar, Ahmed also holds an affinity for anime and manga. He actually
identified himself generally as “a fan of anime,” but more specifically as “a hardcore
fan of Dragon Ball.” The anime and manga that he watches fall under the following
genres: “Horror, okay, if [pause] fantasy, but only sometimes, and the—uh but mostly
[pause] martial arts.” Martial arts happen to be the genre that Ahmed extensively
watches and reads about. In particular, he reported that he usually learns about and is
kept updated about the genre he is interested through a magazine called Shounen Jump:
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AHMED: No, the—the things is I honestly noticed that the
Japanese—the games that are of interest to us or
such things that are of interest to us the most, most
of it appears in a magazine. It’s called Shounen
Jump. So, I, that is, this is a monthly issue–a
monthly issue so I don’t—that is I search, that is,
I type for example Shounen Jump uh—For this
month’s and I get its news.
It is through this website that Ahmed is updated about his favorite anime and
manga, Dragon Ball. In addition to horror, fantasy, and martial arts, Ahmed also
enjoys watching and reading anime and manga of the tragedy and romance genre.
4.3.3.3.1.1 Viewership in Original Language
Omar watches anime with their original Japanese audio: “I watch it with
subtitles, because the audio is screwed up most of the time in the dubbed version, and
for me the English voice actors don't really sound good with Japanese animation.”
What is more, when watching in Japanese, he reported opting to watch with English
subtitles as opposed to Arabic ones because he thinks that the Arabs who sub the anime
“put some kind of a censorship to their translations.” Authenticity is also important for
Ahmed, who pointed to his preference of watching anime in Japanese “because dubbed
versions sounds too lame.” He, too, reported that he preferred to read the subtitles in
English, but unlike Omar his reasons were not pertinent to censorship and originality
but because he said that he enjoyed “reading about what I watched in other websites
and they only come in English, unfortunately.” Because Ahmed enjoys reading about
the anime shows he had watched on the internet, he would rather watch the anime with
English subtitles so that it would be consistent with the language of the websites he
often visits. A detailed discussion of students’ literacy practices revolving manga and
anime will be provided in part b of the qualitative analysis.
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4.3.3.3.2 Video Games
Other than anime and manga, the five male students also reported engaging in
video games as outside-school literacy practices. Omar, Hamdan, and Ahmed talked
more about video games in their respective interviews than Jassim and Saeed, with
the former two identifying themselves as “gamers,” as seen in the following
transcripts:
INT:
OMAR:

INT:
OMAR:
INT:
OMAR:

Yeah, alright. Let’s get back to the same question.
Why do you consider yourself a gamer?
[Pause] The extent to which I play, and as I told
you, about the challenges [we do] between
ourselves and our friends.
Nice, alright. And you feel that you’re okay that
is, good at playing?
Above average [laugh].
Uh, above average, nice. [Laugh] right. From one
to ten, how much [would you give yourself]?
[Pause] Eight.

For Omar, the extent to which he spent his time playing video games
contributed to his status as a gamer as well the challenges and the number of
achievements that he and his friends had set for one another as challenges, causing him
to consider himself an above average gamer. Similarly, Hamdan also considered
himself to be a gamer because of the time he spendt playing as well as his competency
in playing these games. Like Omar, he also ranked his skill as high, giving it a nine
out of ten:
INT:
HAMDAN:
INT:

HAMDAN:

Alright, umm Hamdan, would say that you
are a gamer?
Yes, of course, I play a lot, maybe on aver average more than everyone.
Right, uh, and if I said give me, for instance,
from - from one to ten how would you
rate yourself?
Nine.
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4.3.3.3.3 TV Shows
Whereas the boys discussed playing video games, such a literacy practice was
not mentioned by the participating female students. Instead, what was common among
the female students (and not mentioned by the male students) was Turkish TV series.
This is not entirely surprising given the popularity of Turkish TV series in the Arab
world, fittingly dubbed by Yanardağoğlu and Karam (2013) as “the fever that hit Arab
satellite television” (p. 561) ever since the broadcast of the Syrian dubbed version of
Gümüş in 2008, popularly known in this region of the world as Noor, which was
rendered a view of 85 million viewers in its episode finale (Buccianti, 2010).
4.3.3.3.3.1 Viewership in Original Language

For the female participants, Manal and Raisa, watching Turkish TV Series in
particular constituted part of their pop culture. They indicated that they watched
these series in the original language, Turkish, and read the subtitles in Arabic—
which proved to be pragmatic as it helped them learn some Turkish words. Manal
gave such an example:
INT:
MANAL:
INT:
MANAL:

INT:
MANAL:
INT:
MANAL:

Okay, and, uh, Manal as for the things you
watch—do you watch TV series?
Yes, sometimes, shows, I mean.
What do you watch?
For example, there are shows like Sowar Shuaib,
I watch it as well, I watch, uh—there some
Turkish TV series as well.
Right, do you watch it in Turkish?
Yes, but it’s translated.
In, uh—underneath you mean?
Yes, and I love Turkish series like crimes and
these things that has, uh, I mean, there’s a certain
goal in them.
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Raisa also reported watching Turkish shows in the original language so that
“she might pick up [Turkish] words,” as she indicated in the following excerpt:
INT:
RAISA:
INT:
RAISA:
INT:
RAISA:
INT:
RAISA:
INT:
RAISA:

Right, nice, umm [pause] at home, at your leisure
time, what do you do?
I mean, I watch Turkish TV series. I watch
movies.
In which language do you watch Turkish TV
series?
Uh, that is, they speak in Turkish and it’s written
below in Arabic.
Right, meaning, you watch it in the original
language.
Original language, so I pick up words.
On YouTube?
Uh, on YouTube.
Right you feel you learned? Yeah?
Yes [laugh].

Although the male students did not make mention of Turkish TV Shows, they
did mention watching “foreign series” as coined by Omar. Of these shows, the
following were mentioned: Suits, House of Cards, Game of Thrones, Last Man on
Earth, The Walking Dead, Breaking Bad, and The Blacklist. Both Saeed and Omar, the
two students who mentioned these TV shows, indicated that they watched these shows
originally through the internet, but that they connected their computers with their TV.
A look at the female and male students’ viewership of shows initially depicted a
similarity in the genres that they chose in a show. However, a closer examination of
these shows illustrated that these shows were more different than similar. Turkish TV
series generally fall under “melodrama” or “soap operas” (Yanardağoğlu and Karam,
2013, p. 562), in which the main plot depicts a poor versus a rich lifestyle of the main
protagonists that typically appeal to female audiences (Yanardağoğlu and Karam,
2013). The TV shows indicated by the male students also mostly falls under the genre
of drama as well however, they revolve around:
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complicated plots that play out over the course of the season, and strong
characters appearing in a fascinating world very unlike their own…[e.g.]
Breaking Bad (with the main character of a chemistry professor turned meth
cooker), House of Cards (political intrigue set in Washington, D.C.) and Game
of Thrones (a power struggle set in an invented fantasy world). (Pittman &
Sheehan, 2015, para. 20)
The shows indicated by the male students include complicated plots and
intense drama, as described in the quote above. Although the students’ genres are in
line with what is stereotypically expectant of their gender’s viewership, I feel it
important not to highlight such dichotomies, as Manal, one of the female students who
mentioned watching Turkish TV series, indicated to watching a mystery crime show.
Additionally, despite the differences in these genres, the thing that is similar is that
both male and female students’ viewership of TV series are compliant with what is
deemed trendy and pop in the current times of them watching these shows—making
them part of the pop culture.
4.3.4 In-Betweenness
Just as there were themes that fell strictly under inside-school or outside-school
literacy practices, there were some prominent ones that were rhizomatic in nature—
meaning they did not belong to one type, but rather hovered between both. Thus,
answering the third research question—How, if any, are these practices rhizomatic?
In light of the philosophical assumption that underlies this study, the philosophy of the
rhizome, I thought it as paramount to highlight these themes and indicate to their
rhizome nature, to strengthen the notion that literacy is contextual and social in nature
and that it cannot be pigeonholed into one space over the other. These themes, in turn,
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comprised of autobiographical accounts of literacy achievement, under which emerged
the following subthemes, choice and agency, as well as uniqueness; then there was the
articulation of identity negotiation which is so pivotal to the discussion of adolescent
literacy, and finally, discussion of literacy practices.
4.3.4.1 Autobiographical Literacy Achievement
Asking students about their literacy achievement, a literacy practice they are
most proud of, whether at home or in school, was one way to gauge not only the
practices that they engaged in but also to understand the kind of literacy practices that
students thought best represented their utmost potential and projected their identities.
It is undoubted that feeling a sense of achievement toward a particular productive work
helps students become more committed to their niches, once again, whether inside or
outside the school. The most evident themes that emerged under the discussion of
literacy of achievement were the notion of having the option to choose the literacy
practice that they were to engage in. Secondly, the other theme was that of uniqueness,
which seems to be a recurring theme in various other discussions. An important
attribute to these students’ sense of accomplishment is that of it being unique and
different. Finally, an interesting thread that bound together students’ sense of literacy
achievement within the school’s framework was that of extra-curricular activities.
These themes will be discussed in detail along with samples from transcripts taken
from the participants’ interviews to contextualize them.
4.3.4.1.1 Choice and Agency
What became evident in the analysis of the interviews was how matters of
choice in their literacy practices influenced their perception of their work in terms of
achievement. In the three following excerpts, the students have experienced choice,
where they were able to be creative with the requirement of the task. In the excerpt
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below, Saeed, when asked about a school-based literacy work that he perceived as an
achievement, talked about a story, titled Hadeel that he wrote in the Arabic class. Saeed
and his classmates were first asked to write about the environment in the UAE,
however, after seeing that the students found the topic challenging, the teacher changed
the topic to an open one in which the students could write whatever they wished. The
teacher thought Saeed’s story was so good that he urged Saeed to enter it in a short
story competition.
INT:

SAEED:
INT:
SAEED:

INT:
SAEED:
INT:
SAEED:
INT:
SAEED:

INT:
SAEED:

INT:

Saeed, what is it that you have written in school
whether in Arabic or English, you feel that is an
achievement, meaning something you are truly
proud of?
Uh [pause] a short story [laugh.] That is, I wrote it
and I even wanted to enter it in—
This was for which subject?
Arabic. I wrote a short story that’s all, and then
they said that there is a competition and the
teacher, that is, he prepared it to enter the
competition, but in the end they said the
competition is not for secondary students, for
preparatory school students.
So you didn’t participate?
So, I didn’t participate, this was around this year,
that’s the most that I have accomplished.
This year?
Yes, …
And the teacher read it?
Yes, it’s the teacher who read it and said, “I’ll have
you enter a competition.” I mean it wasn’t me who
said—he asked me to. He told me “your topic is
nice.”
What was the story about?
About—shall I tell you the title of the story, you
mean? The title of the story is Hadeel, about a
student, an orphan that is, who strives to get a
day’s bread in order to feed her mom and little
sisters. And she works at a restaurant. And then for
more than a year she saves money and she studies
and then she ends up having a chain of restaurants.
Was the opportunity open for you to choose any
story to write about?
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SAEED:

INT:
SAEED:

The topic [pause] originally—it was first a topic
that—we had to write about UAE heritage or, that
is, about the UAE environment but then the guys,
they said, “we don’t know what to write” so he
[the teacher] said, “that’s it write anything”
So, do you prefer this type of writing?
I mean, yes, anything that has something like a
story, like a bit dramatic and sad [Laughs]

What is important in Saeed’s interview is not only how his work was chosen
as an example of good writing, but how the topic of writing changed when students
were given the choice and opportunities to write whatever they pleased, which
influenced Saeed to produce a creative work that he himself saw as an achievement.
Sara discussed how she considered a writing exercise an achievement because,
like Saeed, she, too, had the opportunity to be imaginative. The literacy practice that
Sara described was an in-class autobiographical narrative that her class had to write
for their Arabic class:
SARA:

Honestly, I haven’t written—maybe a while ago
we had, uh, to write, uh, write an article. It was for
Arabic, that is. So, it was mostly imaginative. But,
that you had to write about an event—an important
event that happened in your life. So, I sat and
wrote about the day—how my niece was born. I
felt that this was something different, I mean.

Writing about an event that occurred in her life, the arrival of her niece, made
Sara feel a sense of an accomplishment, as she called it “different.” To further gauge
her feelings toward her written work, I asked her what she thought that made her
writing especial. She replied as thus:
SARA:
INT:
SARA:

I mean, it was sort of—the words were strange, I
mean it wasn’t words that you’d usually read.
So you feel the, uh, the words that you used were
advanced?
Mhmm
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The advanced vocabulary and high language that Sara used in her writing
attributed to her seeing it as a literacy achievement. Similar to Saeed and Sara, Raisa
mentioned a school-based literacy practice when asked about a literacy practice she
saw as an achievement. This was a task in which students had an introduction and
had to take the story whichever way they wished by completing on the provided
introduction.
RAISA:

INT:
RAISA:

Oh right, I forgot—I wrote for the Arabic [class],
she [the teacher] asked to write a story. So, I wrote
a story w-, I have it, I’ll send it to you. I mean, it’s
true that it—I mean, I wrote it, then when I read it
to my friends—my friends, that is, at the beginning
they were very very impressed, very much so, they
got emotional even, I’m very proud that I wrote
this thing [laugh]. They got very affected by it, I
mean, tsk, it was, I mean I wrote it grievously.
Grievously, meaning [pause] the electricity got cut
and all—it [the task] was given to us with an
introduction, and we had to complete it.
Right, right [inaudible].
Yeah, you know? So—Um, I liked it, I mean they
[my friends], too, were affected by the novel.

Raisa’s idea of achievement vis-à-vis a literacy practice is relational. She
defined literacy achievement by means of her friends’ approval. She considered her
work an accomplishment because her friends were affected and touched when they
read it, and for that reason she was proud of it. In the following transcript, we also see
that Raisa’s sense of literacy achievement was marred by her teacher’s criticism:
INT:
RAISA:
INT:
RAISA:

And the teacher?
Umm. She said it was good, but she gave me nine
out of ten [laughs].
Why is that?
She told me that I’ve supposedly, I made her [the
character] lose her family and such, that is, so she
told me “You exaggerated the sadness.” You
know? She broke my heart when she said that
[Laughs].
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Although Raisa justified the teacher’s disapproval of the sadness of the story—
believing it to be due to her cheerful disposition—she seemed hurt and almost
confused as to why she got 9/10. This may indicate that she needed the additional
approval of her teacher, an ideal adult figure, to consider her achievement complete.
Perhaps then Raisa’s agency and choice in producing this writing was not sufficient to
render an achievement, but rather there was the notion of her peers’ and teacher’s
approval that influenced her sense of achievement.
4.3.4.1.2 Uniqueness
In addition to the discussion of choice as depicted in the previous section,
uniqueness is an additional thread that wove together the participants’ notion of
literacy achievement. It is pivotal to the idea of literacy achievement for Ahmed who
would not consider any of his in-school literacy practices as novel or unique if they
were not exclusive to him; if anyone else shared his level of achievement he would
not consider it as one. These two notions are emphasized in the following excerpt.
INT:

AHMED:

INT:
AHMED:
INT:
AHMED:
INT:
AHMED:

Okay, mmm tsk, what is it, Ahmed, which you
have achieved in reading in writing, within the
school’s frame, and you felt is an achievement and
something that you really are proud of? Could be
in Arabic, could be in English, it’s alright,
anything?
Mmm, an achievement, [pause] I, Wallah, don’t
have achievements I don’t, uh, it depends I
haven’t—that is I haven’t participated—I don’t
participate [in these things].
You don’t participate? Alright, what about the
exam you had.
Which is what? Is it—
The English, the one in which you got a full mark.
Right.
Don’t you feel this is an achievement?
[Pause] Uh, I, uh the term achievement for me is—
is something, that is, I have to be [something] I’m
distinguished in.
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In the above interview, Ahmed, did not seem to see himself accomplished in
any of in-school literacy practice because he did not seem to participate in extracurricular activities. This shows that achievement in the curricular activities is not even
a consideration for Ahmed. When asked about his achievement of a 100 score in an
English test, he went on to explain what constitutes a literacy achievement for him. He
had a peculiar definition of achievement that is based solely on exclusivity, uniqueness
and novelty. He went on to explain that in order for him to be considered an achiever
he had to be the only one who scored 100. Having someone else share that achievement
negated it; as two other students also scored 100, he did not consider that he had
achieved anything outstanding.
4.3.4.1.3 Extra-curricular Activities
Besides uniqueness, another emergent theme with regards to literacy
achievement is that of extra-curricular activities. Students consider in-school literacy
achievements as those not directly linked to the curriculum, but rather those that are
considered extracurricular activities. This refers to what Aoki (1999) coins
“curriculum-as-lived”. It is how students take the curriculum to different directions, so
that it no longer is confined to school subjects. Manal discussed a story she wrote for
a competition in which she won second place; Saeed, discussed a story he had written
for an English competition when he was in tenth grade; and Raisa discussed a farewell
graduation message she had written for her teachers upon graduating from ninth-grade.
She wrote it beautifully, she believed, and every once-in-a-while she would get it out
and re-read it. She reported. Together with a classmate, who drew a sketch to go with
the words, they distributed it to the teachers. Raisa said that the drawing is still hanging
on her old school’s bulletin board.
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Whereas most of the students’ experiences of literacy achievement deviated
from strictly in-class conventional ones, there were a few cases in which students
considered their literacy achievements to be academically accomplished in the
conventional sense. For example, Hamdan explained that his literacy accomplishment
was getting full marks in the second semester finals. Like Ahmed, he, too, considered
an achievement to be something that is linked to uniqueness and exclusivity.
INT:

HAMDAN:

INT:
HAMDAN:

INT:
HAMDAN:

INT:

Nice, alright. I’ll ask you Hamdan, what is it
that you have accomplished in school and
you feel you are proud of?
Honestly, I would say that I [pause] got marks,
the 100th mark, I tried to prove myself
and I honestly, I was able to get a 100
Ma Sha Allah
There was a challenge between the students,
them telling me “you can’t get a hundred,
you can’t get a hundred in English” and
the teacher, I mean, he knows that I can. There
were some who said, “of course that is, you’d
err or in a thing or two, you won’t get a
hundred” I said, “Okay. I’ll see uh, I’ll show—
we’ll see [inaudible] and we’ll see in the end
who would get a 100 and who wouldn’t” and
in the end, honestly, that is, the teacher gave
me a hundred. And I, Ma Sha Allah, was
proud of it, uh I went from school home and I
said, “Wallah, I got a 100 in English”
Ma Sha Allah
I’m the only who got a 100, I’m the only
student that got a 100 in English in the
first semester in 12th grade science track
Ma Sha Allah

He considered getting a full mark to be an achievement because he was the
only student in the twelfth-grade scientific track at their school to get full marks.
Hamdan described how proud he was of his accomplishment, how he got to prove
others wrong, and how he went home and told his family of his achievement.
However, towards the end of his comments, he nullified his talk of achievement by
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attributing it to his teacher, saying: “he gave me a full mark” which might imply that
his sense of achievement with regards to literacy is relational, as was the case with
Raisa.
Like Hamdan, Wadhha also considered an academic endeavor to be a literacy
achievement, as can be seen in her discussion of her writing composition in her
evaluative exams.
WADHHA:

INT:
WADHHA:
INT:
WADHHA:

[Pause] once in English, I wrote uh, she gave
us, no, it was during an exam, okay? about
advice, and I was in a writing mood, I mean, I
was very [inaudible] and I wrote from the—I
mean from my heart, I mean, truly from my
heart, to the extent that the teacher, that is, she
was very proud of me, that [pause] even the
topic it was about, that is, I don’t
remember, Wallah, I don’t remember
exactly but that I was creative in it, I wrote
very well
It was about advice, right?
Advice, right
Okay, uh, it was during an evaluative test, or it
was a final test?
Uh, evaluative. The teacher, God bless her,
that is, she encourages me a lot—she always
encourages me, I mean.

Wadhha attributed her achievement to her being in a “writing mood” and she
describes her writing process as “writing from the heart.” She also attributed her
accomplishment to her affinity with writing and giving advice in general, as
indicated in the excerpt below.
WADHHA:

INT:

WADHHA:

Um and I love to give advice a lot, in general,
uh, whether in my daily life or—I love to give
advice.
So it wasn’t only that you were in a writing
mood, but maybe the topic itself intrigued you,
right?
Right [inaudible]
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So, she was in the writing mood, but also found the topic of intriguing. Similar
to Raisa and Hamdan, it is possible that Wadhha also needed her teacher’s approval to
be able to consider her literacy practice an accomplishment, as she indicated that her
teacher was “very proud of [her].”
The majority of the students talked about literacy practices that revolved
around the school and schooling system as an achievement. Unlike most students,
Wadhha provided an example of literacy achievement pertinent to outside-school
literacy. She talked about a piece she had written on relationships on her iPhone’s
Notes application.
WADHHA:

INT:
WADHHA:
INT:
WADHHA:
INT:
WADHHA:
INT:
WADHHA:

[Pause] um, I wrote something [pause] um,
from like something that I observe—I mean,
you’d be a bit surprised. I mean, from
what I observe [pause] between people,
relationships, I mean, between relationships.
So, I wrote a whole note. It’s long, that is
[pause] what does relationship really means?
Meaning, what are the things—and I very
much—that is, I am writing things that I
haven’t encountered, but that I understand and
know and I wrote it right. And I mean, this is
reality, something true, not that, um…
Meaning, from your observations, for
instance?
Right.
From what you observe?
From what I observe. I mean, any wrong that I
witness, I right it with the words that I write.
So, you had written, uh, like notes?
Right.
What was it?
Um, [pause] because relationships, that is, are
not limited to specific things, for instance.
It’s, um, [pause] the most important thing,
the first thing is respect, care, then, both sides
understanding one another, that no matter what
happens, if they are holding on to one another,
no matter what happens, no matter what,
they’ll still be standing with one another. I
mean, it’s impossible for someone, that is, um,
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INT:
WADHHA:
INT:
WADHHA:
INT:
WADHHA:
INT:
WADHHA:

INT:
WADHHA:
INT:
WADHHA:
INT:
WADHHA:

that someone in uh, I don’t know—the thing
is—I don’t know, for example, a difficult
situation. Even if this person fought
with
someone, no matter what, he’d stand by
his side and won’t let him on his own. This is
the most important thing, I don’t know how to
explain it to you, but that, I don’t know…
If these three things, uh, were available, which
are respect and care, right?
Yes
If these things are available, no matter what the
circumstance the—
It has to, these things have to be there.
Right. These three things.
Yes, …
Okay
Because, I mean, when you say, for instance,
to someone I love you, for example, or some
such thing, it’s not with words, but with
actions. If you, for instance, loved someone
you wouldn’t have done such and such, you
would have done the opposite [of what you
say]. You understand? Like that, that is,
don’t [pause] they think, I mean, they have to
think right, yeah, to—
So that relationship would work?
Yes, yes.
Nice, you haven’t published this somewhere?
No
Why is that?
I don’t know, I felt that, I mean, not now
[laugh], I mean not…

Though she indicated that she felt a sense of accomplishment from writing this
note on relationships, Wadhha thought it was not yet time to publish it.
What is interesting in these literacy practices is that they revolve around
traditional notions of literacy and do not revolve around multiliteracies, in particular
writing. The only exception is Manal, who, when asked about literacy achievements
outside of school, presented an example of multimodality in form of a visual
representation, by mentioning a drawing she had completed.
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MANAL: I draw people’s faces, things like that, yes, I even
drew a nice drawing, I mean, this I’m a bit proud
of. In that it has a meaning, it’s strange, not a shape
and that’s it.
INT:
What is this drawing?
MANAL: It was like a head that, I mean; I don’t know how
to explain it. That someone wants to forget
something so the—I mean, what’s in her head is
an idea and this idea is like, I mean, like
camouflaged I mean in a certain way. So I loved
the meaning
INT:
So, what did it express?
MANAL: That she wants to forget something that the girl
wants to forget something.
INT:
Right, she wants to forget
MANAL: Yes, yes, she wants to forget something and this
thing is getting out of her head. Attached to
something that has the word delete written on it, I
mean, she wants to delete something.

She considered it to be an achievement because it was not like anything else
she had drawn before; it was symbolic and it had a meaning. It can be gleaned from
these interviews that high schoolers feel a sense of achievement when a literacy
activity provides a space and leeway to practice one’s interests and gauge one’s
creativity. Additionally, thinking about one’s sense of achievement, one’s strength
which, too, was emphasized in this section, is a form of coming to terms with one’s
identity (Marcia, 1980), a matter that conceptualizes the following section.
4.3.4.2 Articulation of Identity Negotiation
This section highlights how the participants articulated their sense of self. It
illustrates how students articulated how they envisioned their identities, and how they
articulated it through the looking-glass method, the two concepts constitute the
subthemes that branch out of the theme articulation of identity negotiation.
In her article, Norton (1997) concludes that “identity constructs and is
constructed by language” (p. 419). Language provides a gateway into both one’s own
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identity and that of others. Thus, a glimpse of the students’ identities can be seen by
asking them to try to articulate it through language. Summarizing the work of Smuts
(1927), Joseph (2003) explains that language constructs identity in iterative steps:
“first, language abstracts the world of experience into words. The encounter with
language raises us above mere immediacy of experience and immersion in the current
of experience; this immediacy of current experience enables us to form a conception
of self rather than simply being ourselves” (p. 11). Gee (2000) writes: “in today’s fast
changing and interconnected global world, researchers have come to see identity as an
important analytic tool for understanding schools and society” (p. 99). Research in
new literacy studies are almost never void of a discussion of identity, or identities. The
reason for that is because “Learning, from a social and cultural perspective, involves
people in participation, interaction, relationships, and contexts, all of which have
implications for how people make sense of themselves and others, identify, and are
identified” (Moje & Luke, 2009, p. 44). Therefore, it was imperative to ask the
participants some questions that could enable us to examine their articulation of
identities. I call it identity articulation as opposed to identity to emphasize its
impermanence. That is because identities are not permeant, they are rather fluid; they
are susceptible to change with regards to place, time and context (Gee, 2001). I also
call it identity articulation, as opposed to identity negotiation, because through the
course of the interviews the students did not negotiate their identities per se but rather
articulated how they do so.
4.3.4.2.1 Self-Perception of Oneself
During the interviews, it was interesting how students were articulate when it
came to their identities and self-image. When asked “how would you describe
yourself,” they would first view the question in essence as a difficult question, but
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then, after little time, they would feel at ease and articulate a response. This was
because they had encountered this question in different forms during the interview and
hence knew where to place themselves; they had considered the groups to which they
belonged, the clique of peers that best represents their niches, the extent to which they
belonged to a group, and the extent to which that group represented them, as will be
seen from their views. They had considered who they are as students, who they are as
individuals, and whether there are overlapping spaces between the two, thus pointing
that adolescents do indeed engage in identity negotiation (Marcia, 1993).
4.3.4.2.1.1 Being different
Paradoxically, what bound together the students’ articulation of identity was
their exclamation of being different. Being different permeated miscellaneous
discussions—being different in the school subject matters that they like, their
relationship with teachers, their English language competency, their hobbies and
interests, their way of thinking, in choice of books, in behavior, and demeanor, etc.
The participants would state that they are different and go on to articulate positive
attributes of their identities. For example, in the following transcript, Omar when asked
about how he finds his English language subject in school. He indicated that unlike the
rest of their peers, he and a number of his classmates fair better at English, thanks to
the amount of time and activities they spent on the internet.
OMAR:

Honestly, I mean, we, there are a number of
students here, that is, at school, we’re different
than the rest. As for—I mean, I won’t mention
names, I mean, a number of students, don’t know
how to read whatsoever. Then we’ve got students,
us students who use the Internet, for instance,
we’re good [at English].
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In this example, Omar described himself and his friends as “different” and then
moved on to describe their competency in English being better than their fellow
students because of their use of the internet. Similar to Omar is Hamdan who, too,
indicated that his interests are different than his friends’.
INT:
HAMDAN:

INT:
HAMDAN:

Right, um, your friends they all have the same
interests as yours?
No, I am, that is, uh that is, the individual who
is different than everyone else. Not like them.
All of them, that is, are almost different than
me.
How so? How are they different?
They aren’t individuals who love knowledge a
lot, I mean to the same extent [as me.] They
like to go out a lot, a lot, a lot, they go out more
than me and I cultivate myself a bit and yeah,
I like—and I am also someone, that is, who
likes sitting at home so much so that I prefer—
my favorite hobby is 3D animation, and I have
excellent skills in 3D animation

Like Omar, Hamdan also used the word “different” in a positive light. In his
case, being different to his friends meant that he loved to learn, he loved to cultivate
himself, and that he had a hobby—in this case creating 3D animation—that is unlike
anyone else’s. Hamdan and Omar’s positive perception towards being different goes
back to the idea of uniqueness and how these students want to stand out from their
peers. They want to be distinguished, as illustrated by Raisa, whom, upon being asked
what trait she thought she possesses that distinguished her from others, she stated that
“I love, I mean, I love not to be an ordinary individual. I love to leave a mark, I mean
everywhere…not out of arrogance or vanity, but Alhamdulilah, Alhamdulilah,
Alhamdulilah, I see myself as a distinguished individual.” What is paradoxical is that
it is Raisa’s wish to be distinguished—not an ordinary individual—and her perception
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of herself as different that makes her different. Simply put, Raisa seems to want to be
distinguished for the sake of being distinguished.
4.3.4.2.1.2 Identity Kits and Social Solidarity
Besides being different, the participants’ discussions also led to another
emergent pattern with regards to the articulation of identity—belonging to social
groups. The participants’ articulation of their identities with regards to certain social
groups shed light on a crucial phenomenon—these students are aware of the degree to
which they possess “identity kits” (Gee, 2001) that render them part of an “affinity
group” (Gee, 2000). They seem to have little aspiration or concern towards complete
belonging to a particular discourse or to being fully accepted by a group. They take
what they want from the group and leave the rest. The clearest example of this is Omar,
who reported to belonging to three different affinity group of friends—the Cars group;
the Basketball group; and the Comic-Con Cosplay group. He described the first as a
group of friends who go to movies and dinner on the weekend; they also discuss cars
and automobiles, which is this group’s niche. Omar said that he usually stays quiet in
these discussions. I asked him if he listened, and he said yes. When asked if he learned,
he said no, he only listened.
INT:
OMAR:

INT:
OMAR:
INT:
OMAR:
INT:
OMAR:
INT:
OMAR:

Nice, Alright. Other than cinema and dinner, what
do you talk about?
[Pause] if not about the movie we had watched or
where we’d have dinner then about cars and
[inaudible] these are their discussions
Aha, alright. What, do you feel you have an
interest [in cars]?
No
No, you listen?
I listen,
And learn? [Laugh]
Learn? No
Meaning you only listen, huh?
Mhmm
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It seems that Omar takes what he wants from this group—the discussion of
movies and the restaurant—and leaves the rest. I asked him if he talked about his
literacy practices with this group and he said he tried, but they did not know what to
say and he left it at that.
INT:
OMAR:

The car’s group, why don’t you talk to them about
books? Or games? And these things?
I tired talking to them, they didn’t find them
interesting, and they kept quiet not knowing what
to say. They didn’t know [inaudible]

This casual belonging to the discourse is interesting; there is no work on his
part to be part of their niche and, after a failed attempt, no work on his part to make
them part of his. Moje et al (2009) argue that “it is this process of negotiation—
deciding for oneself how much one “fits” with a given group and in what ways—that
provides individuals with what social psychologists tend to think of as a relatively
stable sense of identity” (p. 420).
Omar is not the only one with a partial “fitting” to a Discourse. Wadhha, too,
does not wholly belong to her Discourse.
INT:
WADHHA:

What are the things that you discuss? the topics?
We discuss, anything, suddenly—everything
passes by spontaneously, but [pause] anything
they discuss, you’ll find me I haven’t even
thought of to begin with, I mean, topics not
much of interest to me, much. But that I go along
with them normally, I mean, okay, normal, but if
it’s me who will talk, I’ll talk about different
things.

She said that if she were the one who led the discussions in the group, she
would talk differently and about different things. She said that her friends do
understand her, but they just talk about different things.
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INT:

WADHHA:

Right. Right. About anything, right. Alright, and
if you wanted to talk, what did you talk about
for instance, and they didn’t understand, you
feel they didn’t understand?
No, they do understand. They understand, but
[pause] I don’t know, it depends on the
moment, it depends on the gathering, it
depends on everything.

In these cases, we see how these students are holding on to the differences that
distinguish them from these groups. Saeed, like Wadhha, talked about his classmates.
He said he is very sociable and can strike conversation very easily with almost anyone,
but he did not see himself as necessarily befriending them. He said he talks to them in
accordance to their interests and inclinations, but did not see himself as being one of
them; he emphasized being different, calling his classmates’ thinking as “shallow”.
SAEED:

INT:
SAEED:

See, every individual has something exclusively in
himself that distinguishes him. I see that my
brother and I, I mean I guess this what I see, that
for instance my thinking is different than the rest
of the students. Their thinking, most of them, their
thinking is shallow, that is what I see
unfortunately, their thinking is very shallow. So,
this thing I do not like.
How do you mean “their thinking is shallow”?
Like, what do you mean?
I mean, how do I tell you this? I mean their
thinking is not deep. For instance, they don’t think
of their future, they don’t know why they are
living, basically, I’m telling you!

Omar’s, Wadhha’s and Saeed’s views aren’t instances in which adolescents
lack discourse to belong to a social group, but rather they do possess “identity kits”
only they do not wish to use all items in this kit.
While there are cases where belonging to a social group is regarded as casual
and without obligation, there are cases where students showed content in belonging to
groups in which they saw themselves strongly affiliated with. Ahmed said that he and
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his friends coincidentally have similar interest and similar literacy practices such as
anime and manga, etc.
INT:

Okay. And uh, you feel your friends share your
interests?
AHMED: Uh, Wallah my friends and I, uh, that is, [pause]
we met by coincidence, we all have the same
interests, almost similar, we have no problems.
INT:
Right, right. You don’t, right. So, you have the
same interests, you get each other?
AHMED: We get one another, a lot even.
To Ahmed, it’s important to have friends whose interests match. Being able to
“convert” his friends to take part in his literacy practices, and play the same video
games that he does, is considered an accomplishment for him.
AHMED: I got surprised that, that is, now there are seven
others that I know now who play, so me and this
guy we started bringing 3DS and play SuperSmash.
Here I mean, in fron- that is with the guys
INT:
Oh, you bring it here?
AHMED: Yeah, but we play during break time, I mean,
what’s the point of getting it out in class and the
teacher confiscating it.
INT:
Right [laugh]
AHMED: And now maybe five said they’d take it because—
INT:
Yeah, they liked the game?
AHMED: Yeah, I mean, honestly, I consider this an
achievement.
Sara is similar in this, too. When asked if she felt comfortable discussing her
literacy practices, particularly her habit of reading novels with her friends, she
mentioned that she did. In her words, she talks about her small group of friends; she
encourages them to read books and they too suggest books to her.
INT:
SARA:
INT:
SARA:

Alright, and your friends?
It’s alright, they know.
You talk to them about it? Like “Oh, I read this
novel it good,” or something like that?
Right, on the contrary, I mean, I make them read
it themselves [laugh].
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INT:

You make them read, if you feel that they might
like it.

For these students possessing similar “identity kits” is what helps in solidifying
their affiliations—in these cases it’s their literacy practices, watching anime, writing
stories, reading novels that bring these groups together. Between a partial and a
complete affiliation with a group, is also non-affiliation with a social group. An
interesting case is that of Hamdan, who is into modding and 3D animation. Hamdan
indicated that some friends understand his interest in 3D animation whilst others do
not. He could not find a group in which his niche interest in 3D animation could fit
and so turned to cyber friends, an online “affinity group” (Gee & Hayes, 2012), to
discuss his literacy practice and form some levels of solidarity with his new online
group.
4.3.4.2.1.3 Distinguished Interpersonal Traits
In the previous section, it was evident that they had identified what sets them
apart from others—their uniqueness. In the following transcripts, it will become
evident how they could articulate their strengths and weaknesses, when asked to
describe themselves.
I asked the participants what particular trait or a set of traits they possessed that
set them apart from others. Although I phrased it in a positive light, literally translating
it to English from Arabic, what is the trait you are distinguished by, some students
provided both positive and negative traits that they see themselves possess. For
instance, Jassim pointed to the positive aspects he saw in his personality and some
negative aspects. The positive included his kind-heartedness, his respect toward all;
the negative were his stubbornness, being unyielding when it comes to his views, and
not admitting being wrong or mistaken:
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JASSIM:

Positive, Alhamdulilah, I’m kind-hearted I treat
everyone respectfully. I respect all—the
old, sympathize the young, sometimes—
sometimes, sometimes I get angry at them. My
younger siblings annoy me sometimes. Uh, I
don’t like noise, to talk about things that are not
of my concerns, say things that I don’t know
about, I don’t like these things. Of the negative
things that I have is that I’m very stubborn, if I
said something even if I would discover that it
was wrong, I would change it without
telling that person that I was wrong.

Similarly, Wadhha discussed her positive points. She mentioned positive traits
that she saw in herself such as loyalty, respect, and sociability. However, she pointed
to the shortcomings that she perceived in herself such as her inability to easily trust
anyone and her tendency to overthink things:
WADHHA:

INT:
WADHHA:

As a person, um, [pause] I’m loyal,
Alhamdulilah. Um, [pause] I respect people, I
mean, tsk [pause], no matter what, I mean, tsk,
on the classroom level, for instance—whoever it
is, whoever it is, I respect them because I’m in a
place, that is [pause] I’m staying in, so I have to,
I have to respect whoever is in it, because it’s not
my own place. This is the first thing, uh, then,
um, [pause] I don’t go deeply in with people
much.
Other than your friend, for instance and such,
that is, not much wiI’m sociable, you can’t imagine to what degree,
very sociable, but—I’m okay with—no matter
what there is between me and her I’m okay with
everyone, but I don’t trust [people]. I mean, If I
will trust I’ll trust my close ones, but, that is, uh,
just, [pause] umm, I mean, I personally, that is, I
can take on responsibility, um, but the thing that
I don’t like is to—okay, I overlook everything,
but that I overthink a lot.

One thing becomes clear in reading Wadhha’s words is the utter respect she
has for school as a social institute, and as such she holds respect for “whoever is in it”.
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What is intriguing in these participants’ descriptions was how realisticsounding these descriptions sound. To borrow a literary term, it seems as if these
participants see themselves as “round characters” that are not well-rounded, with both
attributes and flaws.
4.3.4.2.1.4 Self as a Student
Part of these students’ identities, is that of a student. It was therefore important
to see how these participants identify themselves as students. In order to gauge
students’ identification of themselves as students as one part of their discourse, I asked
them to describe how they see themselves in this role. Students described what
typically makes a good student; they used terms such as “diligent”, “hardworking”,
“committed”, “good student”, “smart”, etc. This is not surprising given that this
purposeful sampling was chosen by the respective schools to be those who were
already presumed to be able to answer questions about literacy. What was surprising
was how it was articulated with confidence and assertion. These answers came quite
readily, unlike the question of how would you describe yourself as an individual,
which students thought about carefully before answering. For instance, Saeed
discussed the difficulty of answering questions about oneself.
INT:
SAEED:
INT:
SAEED:
INT:
SAEED:
INT:
SAEED:

Right. Alright. Um. Alright, uh, Saeed, how would
you describe yourself? This time not as a student?
Huh?
As an individual, how do you see yourself?
As an individual? [laugh]
Yes
Uh, what does it mean, “as an individual”? I don’t
know
How do you see yourself?
Wallah, the most difficult question in the world,
for one is to describe himself. I don’t know, I
mean, in what way to describe myself
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Furthermore, some of these students were quick to assert that although they are
good students, it does not mean that they do not have fun or skip classes. Saeed and
Sara talked about skipping class as part of their good-student identity. The following
excerpts from the interviews illustrate what Saeed and Sara said:
SAEED:

[I am] a smart student but, I mean, not that— how
do I tell you this—that is, not in class all the time,
no I skip a lot of classes, I skip classes a lot and I
also talk in class a bit.”

SARA:

I mean, it’s true that I think of my studies
sometimes but I mean I wouldn’t tell that I don’t
skip, I wouldn’t tell you that I don’t. But, I think
that I must enjoy my time in this school, I mean
school is for studying, yes, but I shouldn’t only
study and not have fun.

Like her counterparts, Manal, too, discussed how her friends find her
surprising, as even though she is a “good student” there are still times when she likes
to skip school. She said, “Yes, I mean, they are bewildered, for instance they see me
as a good student, but I want to skip school, I want to do something, like that.”
It seems that these students want to rebuff the stereotypical image that might
come to mind when picturing a good student—someone who is rigid, who only thinks
of academic works, who strictly abides by the rules all the time. For some of these
students, such an image was not felt to be representative of their characteristics and
they quickly stated the opposite about themselves, after mentioning the positive
attributes of being a good student. This reinforces the students’ concern with being
different—being different from what is stereotypically thought of as a good student.
Assertion was another thread that was common amongst the participants’
responses, as is depicted in the following excerpts from Saeed, Manal and Raisa’s
interviews:
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SAEED:

A leading personality. Uh, I mean, it’s okay I talk
in class if I have a comment on the teacher or the—
I mean, I can be the class president, that is, to be
responsible for the whole class, is fine with me,
I’ve got no problem, I can, I mean, I can control
the class, is alright; to have a strong opinion in
class.

MANAL: Um [pause] I’m not very quiet, okay, I mean
normal, average, you know? I mean, I say what’s
in my heart, and a bit I mean hardworking, eager,
I care about things.
INT:
RAISA:

Alright, what about your personality as a student?
Are you quiet?
Not quiet, not mischievous, I mean in the middle.
Middle, I mean, whenever I feel that I have to talk,
I talk.

For these three students, whenever something was on their mind they would
say it. Self-expression is important for them and they see it as a strong or positive
attribute. The participants did not only articulate their identities by which they saw
themselves, but also by how they thought others saw them, a phenomenon known as
the “looking glass self” (Sebastian, Burnett and Blakemore, 2008, p. 411) and which
is discussed in the following section.
4.3.4.2.2 Looking-glass Self
Asking students to try to describe how others might see them is an extension
of how these students see themselves, a phenomenon established by Cooley (as cited
in LaRossa & Reitzes, 2009) and known as the looking-glass self. In a very important
sense, Shivers (2001) postulated that, in this context, “one's perception of how
others see him or her and how they are really seen, can, and do, generally coincide”
(p. 72).
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The participants were asked how they thought they were perceived by others:
their families, teachers, and classmates. The first reaction to this question in some of
the participants’ views was “I don’t know, ask them!” However, with probing, they
generally thought they were perceived positively by their parents and teachers. The
parents thought they made good sons or daughters, they trusted them, and were proud
of them as seen in the following transcript from Raisa’s standpoint.
INT:
RAISA:
INT:
RAISA:

How do you feel your parents would describe you?
[pause] What do you expect?
I mean, my mother is very proud of me.
Alhamdulilah [pause] and that is…I mean [laugh].
Meaning, they say “Ma Sha Allah…”
Yes, she praises me, Ma Sha Allah. Alhamdulilah.

When asked how she thought her family would describe, Raisa indicated that
her mother was proud of her and praised her. When asked what her teacher thought of
her she said:
INT:
RAISA:

The teachers, what do they say about you? A quiet
student, for instance?
I mean they praise me in front of mother.
Alhamdulilah, I mean, they say that “she helps her
friends, she explains to them” and such. There are
teachers who say, “she’s our right hand in class.”

Like Raisa, Jassim, too, thought his teachers view him in a positive light. He
stated:
INT:

How do you expect the teachers would describe
you? Or see you?
JASSIM: [pause] Wallah, teachers send letters on—we’ve
got a school website through which they send
letters; they review students through and
Alhamdulilah, as a person, I mean in class the
teacher has more than once—there is more than
one student we’ve got in class that are excellent
and respectable students, when the teacher talks he
would exemplify with “so and so cares about his
studies.” Alhamdulilah, I’m one of them [those
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students], that is, whom the teachers think are
diligent, hardworking, and committed towards
their studies.
There was a difference, however, between how the participants were perceived
by their teachers and their friends. Whereas their teachers thought they were quiet,
their friends thought them to be buoyant, fun, and trouble makers. The other significant
thing that was patterned among the participants’ responses to how they thought they
were perceived by their classmates was how dichotomous the answers were.
`

Unlike others, Hamdan, although he laughed it off, thought that his family

might say he is strange or weird. He elaborated that he did not think his teachers have
a strong opinion of him except for the English and physics teachers, two of the subjects
he liked the most.
HAMDAN:

INT:
HAMDAN:

Weird, meaning as a personality different than
everyone else, not like anyone else, that
is not, let’s say, like anyone else, I like
hobbies different than others, I like things
different than some of them.
Your interests are different than theirs. And
your friends?
My friends also see me as an individual—there
are some of them who see me as weird and
there are some who see me, honestly, as a
person [pause] who is great. They like to
befriend me [inaudible].

The participants indicated that they were perceived positively by one group of
classmates and perceived negatively by another. The groups that were not perceived
well were those that acted differently, had different temperaments, or did not
understand the participants’ literacy practices. This seems to be true in in all these
cases. For instance, Saeed indicated that the reason there is dislike on the part of the
other group is that they are introverts. Differences in interpersonal behavior—
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seemingly between one group’s introversion and Saeed’s group’s extroversion—
caused tension between the two. The two groups therefore seem to belong to different
social crowds.
SAEED:

INT:
SAEED:

INT:
SAEED:

My classmates in class uh [pause] [laugh] see
[pause] I mean twelfth-grade students, I’m Okay
with almost all of them, not all. I mean,
Alhamdulilah, my relationship is good with all of
them but that there has to be people, uh, who don’t
like you and all, and I mean, there would be,
what’s it called, something that has happened. So,
even in class, I mean, we used to be two classes
originally, scientific track, they combined us
Now you’re all in one class?
Yes, we were 16, 16, now they made us 32. Yeah,
you know? That class, I mean, I feel they don’t like
us very much, that is it.
Because originally, they weren’t with you.
Yes, I mean, they’re a quiet class, like, they’re on
their own. They’re just, that is [pause] introverts
[laugh].

Saeed’s social group had formed the idea of ‘us’ and ‘them’ with regards to
their peers’ perception of them. Gee and Hayes (2012) argue that “affinity spaces and
other sorts of communities can give people a sense of belonging, but they can also give
people a sense of ‘us’ (the insiders) against ‘them’ (the outsiders)” (p. 7). Similarly,
Wadhha explained that the reason that she felt there is a tension between her and her
classmates is related to her role as a class leader. Being a leader changed Wadhha’s
social role to that of an adult figure, causing her classmates to be wary of her. Her
outgoing personality and sociable persona caused her classmates to think of her
discussions and comments as intervening:

WADHHA:

I don’t know how they’d describe me, but, that
majority, that is, they say [pause] there’s no one
like you, that is, a rarity, or some such thing. Uh
and those who don’t know me, that is [pause]
I’m the kind of person that if I hear something,
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or for example, someone is having a discussion,
if there’s something wrong I like to right it. If
there’s—for example, if I want to argue, I’ll talk.
Like, normally, but that is, respectfully and I
mean, I never ye- I don’t yell, I mean, in a tactful
manner. But, they take it as in “you’re
intervening in something that doesn’t concern
you.” You understand? They, they’re a bit set.
They’re— that is, “I don’t accept anyone.” “It’s
none of your business,” like—or if there’s for
example, uh I love to, if I was focused on
something, I love to share any information that I
have, I love to share it, you understand?
These antipathetic relationships with peers who seem, sound, or act differently
is not altogether surprising given that such relationships are very common in middle
childhood or adolescence (Card & Casper, 2011).
While this section analyzed how family, teachers, and friends perceived them,
the following section looks how these three important groups in the students’ lives
uphold dialogues relating to the students’ literacy practices.
4.3.4.3 Discussion of Literacy Practices
As I tried to determine the nature of the relationship between the students and
their families, teachers, and friends in relation to discussions about literacy, it
became obvious that such discussions were weak with teachers, a little stronger with
families, and quite strong with friends and peers.
4.3.4.3.1 With Teachers
When asked whether they discuss their literacy practices with teachers, the
participants tended to answer this with a negative. Some students claimed that their
interaction with teachers relied on in-class discussions and did not take place out of
the classroom. Ahmed provided such an example. He went on to say that maybe the
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English teacher was more susceptible to discussions of outside-school literacy
practices, although it is not clear whether such an interaction took place.
AHMED: Teachers, that is, I don’t know, I don’t share—that
is, my interaction with teachers happens in class.
INT:
In class?
AHMED: Hmm.
INT:
Not outside of the classroom?
AHMED: No.
INT:
You talk to them, for example, about the mangas
you read? About—
AHMED: Uh, maybe, the English teachers, I mean, I’m open
to him more than the rest—so if, that is, he tells me
“Have you read [something],” I tell him “I read.”
That is, uh, if this, I ask him, I, I mean, not ask, I
tell him I read about this topic and such, that’s it.
Manal indicated that students and teachers do not have as strong a bond in this
school as they did in her previous one.
INT:

Nice, alright, and do you talk to them, Manal,
about the things you write, the things you read,
your teachers?
MANAL: I don’t read much and I don’t write much, I mean
not much, but if there’s something, I
communicate. This school doesn’t have much of a
teacher and students that are close friends, I mean,
there is, but not like the teachers, that is, of last
year at Kawkab school, there was much more, I
mean, Miss Amina, we were very close to her.
Therefore, reading Manal’s transcript, one could say that these students believe
that discussions of literacy practices, particularly outside of classroom literacy, should
take place outside the classroom, and if there is no opportunity for that then it does not
take place at all. Another reason some students indicated that they opt not discuss their
literacy practices with their teachers—their outside classroom literacy practices in
particular—is because they do not believe teachers would care about such a discussion
or a topic, as in the case of Hamdan, who did not think teachers would care to know
about his 3D animation skills.
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INT:
Right, you didn’t talk to them about—
HAMDAN: Maybe the English teacher knows, but yeah, I
didn’t talk to them about—
INT:
Why is that?
HAMDAN: I don’t think they’d care, honestly, I don’t
think, that is, they would tell me…
INT:
You don’t feel—
HAMDAN: It’s not something that can be added to their
interests, and not even to their careers.
What is more, others, such as Sara, indicated that these practices are private
and they do not wish to publicize them, but prefer to keep them in the family, as
depicted in the following example.
INT:

SARA:
INT:
SARA:

Uh, these things that you read, the novels that you
read, the reflections that you write, uh, do you talk
about it with the teachers?
Not much
No? Why not?
I mean, I feel that this thing is, that’s it, it’s just for
home, between myself and my family, I don’t like
to publicize it.

It was intriguing to find that students tended to share their literacy practices
with the teachers that they were most comfortable with or with teachers who
encouraged them to engage in one form of a literacy practice or another. But these
literacy practices tended to fall under extra-curricular inside-school literacy practices,
such as scientific reading or under traditional print-based outside classroom literacy
such as reading novels, as depicted in the case of Hamdan and Saeed:
HAMDAN:

Wallah, [pause] rarely, I probably talk to my
English teacher, that is, about something I wrote
and read. I even talk to my physics teacher, that
is, the things that I read about science I’d show
to him. He likes scientific discovery—[like]
they’ve only just discovered it and everything
and what would happen to us in the future.
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Similar to the case of Hamdan, Saeed indicated that his Arabic teacher talks
about books and novels. He described him as one of the teachers at their school who
“talks a lot about books and all that, he used to tell us “read her books if you like
novels.” Additionally, based on his teacher’s recommendation, he read Memory in the
Flesh by Ahlam Mosteghanemi. Apart from the examples provided above in Hamdan
and Saeed, there were not any visible instances in which students discussed with
teachers much of their outside-school literacy practices, specifically those that
constituted students’ niches and interests.
4.3.4.3.2 With Family
Whereas discussions of literacy practices with teachers were somewhat poor,
they appeared to be better when it came to family members. However, it is important
to note that such discussions tended to focus around school literacy practices or
traditional literacy practices in outside classroom literacy, particularly when it came
to extensive reading or reading for pleasure. Talking about his father, Jassim
indicated to the following:
JASSIM: He mostly has poetry books in his library, so he
used to give me poetry and tell me “read” and I
would read two pages, three, and I’d set it aside
and immediately leave. I would wait for him to
leave and I would leave the book and go. Uh, but
mostly he has read books, so when I’m with him
in the car or somewhere in—he’s got an errand to
run, then he talks about them, he talks a lot about
books. And I almost—without reading the books,
I know what’s in them.
The students’ parents tend to generally encourage them to read by saying just
that, “read”. They tell them to read so that they will become cultivated.
INT:

Right, alright, and your mother and father Saeed
they don’t tell you “read a certain a book” or they
tell “here, read this book, it’s good.”
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SAEED:

No, they don’t tell me that, but they tell me “read,
read” that is “get yourself used to reading,
reading is useful.” That is, “get yourselves used
to—cultivate yourselves” and the such, but they
don’t give me a certain a book to read, no. They
tell us “read” that is.

They also provide books and home libraries when it comes to reading. In
particular, parents asked their children to read religious books such as the Holy Quran,
supplications, recitations, and biographies about the life of the prophet Mohammed
(PBUH) and his companions. Other than this category, parents did not impose any
particular book or set of books upon their children. Generally, the students’ families
fall under two categories—readers and non-readers.
There were two instances in which students did not feel that they should share
their literacy practices with their families, particularly their outside literacy practices.
In the following transcript, Hamdan discusses how he keeps his literacy practice to
himself and does not share it with his family, considering it to be a personal hobby.
INT:

HAMDAN:

Nice, alright, and what about reading and q
writing, Hamdan? Your family, do they
tell you “Hamdan, read this book, tsk,
don’t read this book?”
No, honestly, I mean, I don’t think it’s
something they—I don’t think they are the
kind of people who like to read or write, I
mean, this thing I kept it as a personal hobby.

Similarly, Wadhha, postulated how writing is a private act. She did not feel
comfortable sharing her writings with her family.
INT:
WADHHA:
INT:
WADHHA:

Do they know that you sometimes write
reflections and things on twitter?
No, I don’t like to—I don’t like to…
Why is that?
Because I don’t th- I mean, even if I had a
talent I’d—I’m embarrassed to, I don’t
like to show anything, even if it was, for
example, in singing, my family didn’t know
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that my voice is nice, right? When did
they know? When I was—when I got to
ninth-grade, at Kawkab School.
Though she reported that she felt uncomfortable sharing her writing with her
family, she said she did not mind sharing it with her friends. As she says, “I don’t like
for anyone to read [my writings], I mean my friend and such, it’s okay.”
4.3.4.3.3 With Friends
It is perhaps not entirely surprising to see that students felt most comfortable
discussing their literacy practices with friends and same-age peers. For instance, some
of these students already had literacy practices in common and discussing them,
therefore, became an essential part of their respective group’s discourse, as was the
case with Ahmed.

INT:

Okay. And uh, you feel your friends share your
interests?
AHMED: Uh, Wallah my friends and I, uh, that is, [pause]
we met by coincidence, we all have the same
interests, almost similar, we have no problems.
INT:
Right, right. You don’t, right. So, you have the
same interests, you get each other?
AHMED: We get one another, a lot even.
INT:
So, you talk for example about the things you
write? About the things you write and such, right?
AHMED: Hmm.

Sara seemed to be similar to Ahmed, as she indicated that she and her friends
often engaged in discussions of the books and novels that they read for leisure.
INT:
SARA:
INT:
SARA:
INT:

Alright, and your friends?
It’s alright, they know.
You talk to them about it? Like “Oh, I read this
novel it good,” or something like that?
Right, on the contrary, I mean, I make them read
it themselves [laugh].
You make them read, if you feel that they might
like it.
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Not only did Sara feel comfortable discussing the books she read to her friends,
she also made them read some of these books in order to solidify their group’s
solidarity and in order to have shared literacy practices.
Although a common factor may be have been missing within a certain peer
group, their discourse was not void of such a discussion, as seen in the case of Manal
and Wadhha.
INT:
Your friends Manal, do they also like poetry?
MANAL: No, we’re very different from one another
honestly, I mean, very, very different from one
another, no not [much] they don’t listen to poetry,
I mean.
INT:
They don’t listen to it, so you don’t talk to them
about the things that you listen to?
MANAL: No, I do. I mean they even listen to me, as in we
talk to one another. I tell them that, I mean, this
poet like this happened to him, I don’t know what,
I mean, they listen I mean, they become interested
sometimes. But, uh, there isn’t someone I mean
who likes poetry a lot and all.
However, there were instances in which literacy practices, particularly those
revolving around writing, were considered too private to be shared with anyone, even
with friends. This was the case with Jassim, who wrote poetry but did not share it with
anyone. When asked why, he said, “I would rather for it not to be looked at by anyone.”
Students’ openness to discussing literacy practices with their families, teachers
and friends varies; as mentioned earlier, it is quite rare with teachers, more frequent
with families, and quite normative with friends.
4.3.5 Summary
This chapter provided a thematic analysis of the qualitative findings.
Qualitative data gathered from nine semi-structured interviews were cumulatively
analyzed to identify emergent themes pertinent to the following research questions: 1)
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What are the literacy practices of UAE high school students in schools? 2) What are
the literacy practices of these high school students outside of school? 3) How, if any,
are these practices rhizomatic?
With regards to students’ inside-school literacy practices, four themes were
prevalent in the participants’ discussions: conventional processes of writing; craving
for creative work; (Ir)relevancy of texts; and “knotted loops”. Part of the students’
inside-school literacy is a prescribed process of writing in which students must adhere
to specific outlined blueprints in order to do well in their respective writing tasks.
Second, there is a general dearth in the types of creative works students are asked to
engage in during in-class activities, however, students make use of such creativity in
writing tasks that permit for students’ imaginations to run free. Although most creative
activities students discussed fell under “imaginative” works, there were instances in
which students linked creative works to conventional academic tasks, such as writing
an opinionated essay or a résumé. A third theme, a theme that was specifically
discussed by female students was how the relevance or an irrelevance of a text
determined their engagement within a school-based task. The female participants
indicated that relevant texts kept them motivated and sparked their interest in class,
whereas they found irrelevant texts to be boring. As for the “knotted loops”, this theme
emerged from cases where outside-school literacy practices seeped into inside-school
literacy practices causing the two to blend together, thus answering the third research
question.
Related to outside-school literacy practices, the following themes were
emergent: reading for pleasure, with stigma against some readings as a subtheme;
writing for pleasure; and engagement with pop-culture, which, in turn, comprised of
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the following subthemes: manga and anime, video games and TV shows. Although
students did not outright identify themselves as readers, they did discuss at length their
engagement with reading prose and poetry as part of their outside-school literacy
activities. The reading genres students opted to engage in were diversified from fiction
to nonfiction, to fantasy. Although some students portrayed an affinity for reading,
some did, nevertheless, held stigma against certain readings. For instance, one student
showed her averse toward “forum novels” and another portrayed his averse to fictional
novels, both labeling such reading as a “waste of time”. In addition to reading, students
also engaged in writing for pleasure as part of their outside-school literacy practices.
They engaged in writing prose, poetry as well as tweeting miscellaneous texts through
twitter. As for the third theme, engagement with pop culture, it was found that students,
besides engaging in traditional forms of literacy such as reading and writing outside
the school premises, they also engaged in reading manga and watching anime,
watching TV shows, and playing video games. It is noteworthy to mention that a subsubtheme under TV shows and watching anime was viewership in the original
language, meaning students engaged in watching these shows in their original audio
language, as opposed to watching them dubbed into another.
Autobiographical accounts of literacy achievement was another theme that
emerged through the qualitative data under the heading of In-betweenness. The
participants considered their literacy achievement to be the literacy practice that they
were most proud of, based on their choice and agency in producing this work as well
as the uniqueness of this literacy product. In reference to their identities, the subthemes that prevailed were that of self-perception of oneself and looking-glass self. In
the first, students attempted to articular how they see themselves through their own
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eyes, in the second they attempted to describe how they thought others see them. With
regards to the former, the self-perception of oneself, the following were crucial subthemes that emerged, that of being different; identity kits and social solidarity,
meaning the amount of discourse they possessed to belong to a group and the extent
to which they wished to be associated with said group; traits they thought they were
distinguished by; and how they saw themselves as students. As for the theme of
looking-glass self, the students described how they thought their family, teachers and
parents would describe them. What was intriguing was the difference between how
they thought their friends saw them and how they thought their teachers saw them.
Finally, the theme of discussion of literacy practices indicated that participants were
more prone to discussing their literacy practices with their friends and same-aged peers
and less likely to do so with their parents and teachers. This thematic analysis
summarized the participants’ literacy practices in and out of school as well as their
rhizomatic manifestations, and attempted to provide an insight in-between spaces in
which both inside and outside-school literacy come into terms with one another,
deeming them to be in an in-between state.
4.4 Qualitative Analysis: Part B
4.4.1 Introduction
This section narrates the literacy stories of three participants—Omar, Ahmed,
and Hamdan—as a continuation of the previous section. It strives to answer the third
research question—how, if any, are students’ literacy practices rhizomatic. It focuses
on the three aforementioned students because their literacy practices were much more
vividly rhizomatic than the literacy practices of the other six participants that were
interviewed. This section is purely contextual and attempts to create a “thick
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description” (Geertz, 1973, p. 6) of the rhizomatic literacy practices of those three high
schoolers. What is it that makes these three students’ literacy practices rhizomatic?
Their “line of flight” is easily detected, they exhibit a “nomad”-like move from one
form of literacy to another, and they have a sense of “becoming,” which is the process
of “removing the element from its original functions and bringing about a new one”
(Heckman, 2002, para. 8). Their literacy practices manifest a web-like feature that is
the essence of what a rhizome is. The first case focuses on Omar, whose seemingly
inside-school literacy practices transcend the school’s premises to be implemented at
home where they are formed, modified, and honed to be taken back to school, thus
personifying what de Freitas (2012) called “knotted loops” (p. 588) between inside and
outside-school literacy practices. The second case is that of Ahmed, whose outsideliteracy practices are rhizomatic in that they begin in the middle and then break off and
continue in a different form causing it to be deemed “becoming”. Finally, in Hamdan’s
case, his literacy practices are best likened to proponents of the New London Group’s
(1996) multiliteracies and multimodality framework of “designing,” in which he uses
available designs and stimuli to create transformed designs and modes of literacy.
4.4.2 “Go Big or Go Home”: In-between a Third Space
After watching an anime, I act like the main protagonist. After reading a book, I just
sit back and think of alternate endings and what would happen if the characters had
made different choices. After beating a game, I just sit and think how would the DLC
[downloadable content] turn out. And some other games just leave me wondering "Did
I beat the game? Or did the game beat me?"
The preceding quote was from Omar, a seventeen-year-old, 12th grade student
enrolled in the scientific track at his school, Dar Al Hekma Boys’ High School, and it
served as his answer to the question of “How did anime, manga, gaming, and television
affect the way you read, write, and think?” According to Omar, his out-of-school
literacy practices consist of watching anime, reading manga and books, playing video
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games, and engaging in other activities that he described collectively as “the Internet.”
The Internet, as Omar called it, constitutes a large part of his daily routine. He reported
spending from “9:00pm to 12:00am” online. To an outsider, Omar’s active
engagement with “the Internet” would appear to be an entirely out-of-school literacy
practice, something with which he can engage during his leisure time after he has
finished his homework. However, it is through the Internet that the rhizome in Omar’s
literacy practices protrudes. “The Internet” leads Omar to engage in literacy practices
that take place in a “third space” (Moje et al., 2004, p. 41) not entirely in school nor at
home, but somewhere in-between. Of these, English and physics will be discussed
most prominently in his case.
4.4.2.1 In-between Space
4.4.2.1.1 The Internet and English Language Learning
“There are a number of students here,” said Omar. “We’re different than the
rest. As for—I mean, I won’t mention names…a number of students don’t know how
to read whatsoever. Then we’ve got students, us students who use the Internet, for
instance. We’re good [at English].”
Omar believed that he and his fellow internet users were proficient with
English because of their frequent use of it. “I don’t think my English is excellent,” he
explained. “I’m just more experienced with it than most of my fellow students. And
since I just read online, I have some problems [with] pronunciation. And I go back to
Hamdan [a fellow student who helps Omar with pronunciation].”
According to Omar, his experience with English made him more academically
competent than his peers and improved his scholastic performance. Omar identified
himself as an online reader, a concept that answers his own speculations as to why his
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pronunciation might sometimes be problematic. He therefore takes deliberate effort to
identify words he has learned to use but not how to pronounce and then goes to a more
competent school friend for help in learning how to pronounce them. In this way, he
builds a bridge from what he learns at home to what he learns at school, thereby
causing that information to become a rhizome. To “become” as previously illustrated,
is to separate an entity from its archetypical function for a new one to come about
(Heckman, 2002). Omar engages in this practice by taking what seems to be his
outside-school reading in English back to the school premises to learn more about how
to pronounce its contents. In doing so, Omar’s outside-school literacy practice seeps
into an inside-school literacy one—what is supposed to be leisure reading at home
becomes an academic learning experience. In doing so, his particular literacy practice
hovers around a “‘third space’ . . . [that] brings together the sometimes competing and
contradictory knowledges and discourses encountered in the physical and social
environments between which people move” (Thornton, 2006, p. 507). Moje et al.
(2004) posit a “‘third space’ that merges the ‘first space’ of people’s home,
community, and peer networks with the ‘second space’ of the discourses they
encounter in more formalized institutions such as work, school” (p. 41). So, when
Omar treats a leisure reading activity at home as a learning opportunity to take place
at school, he does so in a “third space” that does not entirely belong to school or home,
but one in which proponents of each overlap to form an “in-between” literacy practice.
4.4.2.1.2 Extra-curricular Physics Readings
Another “knotted loop” that connects Omar’s in-school and out-of-school
literacy activities can be seen in the extra-curricular physics discussions initiated by
Omar’s physics teacher who holds open discussions about topics relevant to physics
and scientific discovery but outside the official curriculum. Omar spoke of his
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engagement in such discussions: “On the other hand, I enter the physics class, in
discussion, discussions with the teacher, and sometimes I [ask him about] topics out
of the school’s curriculum and he explains it to me.” Omar’s physics class holds more
interest to him because there are opportunities for him to participate in “discussions”
with his teacher about topics of interest. To borrow Deleuze and Guattari’s (1987)
term, such discussion encapsulates a “line of flight” in which the physics class
discussion take flight from the points of the curriculum to discuss other scientific
discoveries. Such discussion also seems to serve as an “assemblage,” which “can draw
into its body any number of disparate elements” (Heckman, 2002). This is what the
physics teacher has managed to do—to assemble “disparate” scientific topics within
one class, once again bridging the readings that Omar (and his peers) might do outside
of school with those conducted inside school. Another way to understand Omar’s
literacy practices is to think of them as residing in an “in-between space” (Sarroub,
2002, p. 134), where his inside-school literacy practices coincide with his “lived
experience” at home (Pahl & Rowsell, 2005, p. 34). In choosing to engage in literacy
practices that are deemed “in-between,” Omar, in Deleuze and Guattari’s discourse,
becomes a “nomad,” characterized as “a way of being in the middle or between points
. . . The nomadic way of life is characterized by movement across space” (Heckman,
2002, para. 14). So, when Omar connects to the internet to look for intriguing articles
to discuss in class, he does so in a “third space” that does not entirely belong to school
or home, but one in which proponents of each overlap to form an “in-between” literacy
practice.
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In addition to such discussions serving to bridge Omar’s in-school and out-ofschool literacy, they also allow Omar to engage in critical literacy skills. As he puts
it:
I don't really have a certain website [for finding suitable discussion topics],”
Omar said. “I just google what I'm looking for and look for a website that has
enough evidence to support their theory. Then, [I] just take it back to my
teacher and ask him about it.

In looking for an article to use for a discussion, Omar visits, or rather revisits, the
internet. For Omar, the content is more important than the website that hosts it, and it
is important to find topics that are backed up by sound theories. To find such relevant
content, Omar taps into his “online reading comprehension skills” (Mokhtari, Kymes
& Edwards, 2008, p. 354), which include skills such as:
(1) reading online to generate a problem or question from one’s social
context, (2) reading to locate information online, (3) reading to
critically evaluate information online, (4) reading to synthesize
information online from multiple sources, and (5) reading to
communicate and exchange information online with others. (pp. 345355)
These five steps constitute Omar’s process to find an article worthy of bringing
in for classroom discussion. In doing so, Omar also displays his engagement in facets
of “multiliteracies,” as he engages in “processes of reasoning, drawing inferential and
deductive conclusions, establishing functional relations such as between cause and
effect and analysing logical and textual connections. Learners explore causes and
effects, develop chains of reasoning and explain patterns in text” (Cope & Kalantzis,
2009, p. 18).
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To better contextualize the in-betweenness of Omar’s literacy practices, I use
Norton’s (1997) concept of “investment.” Norton defines investment as “a sociological
construct, and seeks to make meaningful connections between a learner’s desire and
commitment to learn a language and their changing identities” (p. 420). This puts
Omar’s engagement in learning English at home in a clearer perspective. He shows his
“investment” in learning English by taking what he has learned at home and taking
what he learned to presumably a more competent friend to verify what he has learned.
This becomes an “investment” because he takes the time to learn something that is not
directly in lieu with what is taught at school at the current time. Although Norton uses
the term “investment” in the realm of English language learning, I borrow her term to
discuss Omar’s motifs in engaging in the physics extracurricular reading discussion.
Omar’s “investment” in physics is showcased through his process of going through
extracurricular readings online to learn about topic that serves the crux of a class
discussion. His “investment” is not altogether surprising when one learns that he
reported: “I am probably different than the rest of the students,” he stated. “I mean, I
like physics...It fascinated me last year, and the teacher is one of the best that I have
had.” Omar reflected that physics could play an important role in his future as he plans
to major in electrical engineering.
4.4.2.1.3 Social Media, Anime and School
The nature of Omar’s literacy practices’ in-betweeneness is also observed on
Social Media. On a number of posts that he had shared on his Instagram account a
fusion of Omar’s inside-school and outside-school literacy practice is evident. For
instance, in one post, Omar shared a page of his notebook in which he had sketched a
character of one of the anime shows he watches, One Punch Man, as depicted in Figure
36.
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Figure 36: Omar’s Sketch of One Punch Man
Omar, in this example had incorporated three forms of his literacy practices;
two instance of outside-school literacy and one inside-school literacy: anime
viewership, engagement in social media, and studying physics. Such a blend of inside
and outside-school literacy was not afforded equal status, it seemed. In reference to
the anime, Omar used bigger embolden letters. The rest of the words were written in
smaller penmanship. There was also a struggle between what Omar wanted to do
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versus what he thought he had to do. Thus, engaging in outside-school literacy
practices was a more interesting feat for Omar than studying physics, his favorite
school subject.
In another post Omar shared, a link between his anime viewership and school
work was also observed. In that post, a scene from the anime Tokyo Ghoul was
depicted. The scene depicted a conversation between the protagonist, Ken Kaneki, and
his rival, Koutarou Amon, in which former asks his rival to pass; to clear his way, but
the latter refuses. Under the scene, a caption that reads “My relationship with tests” is
depicted in Figure 37. This however, is not Omar’s caption. Instead Omar had written
“Nothing more to say:”

Figure 37: A Post Shared on Omar’s Instagram
What is paradoxical here is that Omar had used literacy practices that he
usually enjoys doing, such watching anime, to express about his frustration with
inside-school literacy and his feeling of being compelled to study and prepare for
upcoming tests.
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4.4.2.1.4 Novels and Movies
Omar rarely engages in reading outside of school other than the scientific
articles he reads for discussions in physics class. He did discuss one particular book
that he had read, The Fault in Our Stars. Omar indicated that he mostly read
“scientific” articles, such as the ones he prepared for his physics class discussions. I
asked him if he had read anything else besides these scientific articles, and he reported
that he “rarely” reads anything else, but that he “had read novels,” prompting us to
discuss The Fault in Our Stars. The first thing that Omar said about this novel is that
“they made a movie” out of it:
OMAR:
INT:
OMAR:
INT:
OMAR:
INT:
OMAR:

First thing—they made a movie, The Fault in Our
Stars.
Nice. You read it in English?
In English.
Nice. And then you saw the movie first, or…?
I then saw the movie.
All right, what do you think of the book?
That is, there was a difference between the book and the movie.

In the above interview excerpt, all of Omar’s discussions of the book are linked
to the movie. As if in his contention, the two are joined together. His literacy practice
of reading the book becomes intertwined with the viewership of the movie. To Omar,
it is a rhizome, which here happens to be “ceaselessly established connections between
semiotic chains” (Deleuze and Guattari, 1987, p. 7). Omar said the book had been
recommended by a cousin and that he had read it before watching the movie. Though
“there was a difference between the book and the movie,” Omar didn’t indicate which
one he preferred, but he rated the book highly, giving it a “seven” out of ten, “storywise.” As for its readability, he reported that the language of the book was “simple.”
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Interestingly, I saw that Omar’s experiences with The Fault in Our Stars
manifested yet another genre of a rhizome connecting Omar with other entities.
Omar read the book based on his cousin’s recommendation. Then, he stated that he
had “given it to [his] mother” because “she had seen [him] reading it” even though
he claimed, “she said she’d read but she didn’t complete it. . .She will never finish
it.” The rhizome protruded with his cousin, moving on to Omar and then his mother
to be cut off there, causing a “rupture in the rhizome” (Deleuze & Guattari, 1987, p.
9).
The Lucifer Effect by Philip Zimbardo is another book in which Omar is
interested in. While Omar reported a preference toward fiction and especially the
fantasy genre, The Lucifer Effect is different: “The first time I have heard of the book
was on a channel on YouTube. I can't really describe the channel with [another] word
that doesn't mean AWESOME. The channel’s name is Vsauce. There's three
different channels, and every channel is focused on something. After this, a friend of
mine encouraged me to get it.”
A few weeks after our interview, Omar sent me a link to Vsauce. Once again,
the rhizome is present in the form of out-of-school literacy practices. Omar’s
engagement in traditional forms of reading is encouraged by the non-traditional form
of reading and viewing YouTube videos, accompanied by the encouragement of a
friend whose recommendation led Omar to look for the book. Once again, causing
“knotted loop,” web-like connections between not only various “chains of semiotics”
(Deleuze & Guattari, 1987), but also between various forms of social social
connections.
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4.4.2.2 Gap Filling
Omar’s discussion of his outside-school literacy comprised novels, books,
manga, anime, video games, and watching movies and TV shows. As such, the
following section pays particular attention to how Omar uses these forms of literacy
practices with regards to the notion of “gap filling,” in which various forms of
multiliteracies are used to fill gaps presumably left by other forms.
4.4.2.2.1 Manga and Anime
The rhizome also appears in Omar’s interest in anime and manga. Omar
identifies himself as a “50-50 otaku,” a term used to describe “passionate anime fans”
(Chandler Olcott, 2008, p. 250). I asked him why he thinks he’s a “50-50 Otaku” and
his cosplayer friends are “100% Otaku”.
I'm not really sure how [to] say this. I'm not even sure if we can say they are
a 100% Otaku. You call someone an otaku when they dedicate their life to
anime or manga. And we are not doing that. We didn't even come close to
that.
In being a “50–50 Otaku,” Omar represents what it is to be in the middle, or
“milieu” (Deleuze & Guattari, 1987, p. 1). He places his affiliation with “anime and
manga” in an in-between space: not completely oblivious to this world, but not
completely belonging to it. He does not consider himself to be a complete Otaku, and
he later indicated that not even his Comic-Con Cosplay friends would be considered
as such, as they did not “dedicate their [lives] to anime or manga.” In other words, they
did not take the initiative to contribute to this affiliation to which they belong. It could
be argued that by not taking an active initiative but still belonging to this affiliation,
Omar is in a plateaued state of “becoming” an Otaku. When I asked him to list some
of the anime shows he enjoyed watching, he replied “If I go on I’ll fill the page,”
indicating to the large number of shows he enjoys. The discussion of anime and manga
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came up when I asked Omar if he read anything else besides novels. Omar said that he
did not read comic books but he did read manga, and he indicated a distinction between
the two in his mind. Omar’s manga reading is looped with his anime interests:
OMAR:
INT:
OMAR:
INT:
OMAR:

Manga, yeah. I started, then I thought it better to
watch the anime.
Uh, right. What are the things you read in manga?
[pause] I, maybe, read one chapter of Naruto series
because—do you know about anime?
Yes. [Laugh]
[Laugh] Because of the filler, I thought I’d stop
and see the manga, [that] is better.

Omar’s motif for reading in the excerpt above is caused by a “filler,” which
in the context of anime is as follows:
an episode added by the animation company that was not part of the original
storyline of the manga. In other words, the events that happen in a filler
episode have never happened in the manga on which the anime is based on.
Filler episodes are put in anime so that the television series continue on when
the manga artist is busy writing the next chapter or is otherwise idle (i.e. from
illness). (Hewlett, 2015, pp. 3-4).
In order to follow the original story and bypass the filler, which in shows such
as Naruto can include as many as 90 episodes, Omar followed the story through the
original manga. However, Omar found manga less appealing than anime as it lacked
the “effects” associated with the animated version. Thus, Omar set aside his manga
reading and continued to watch the anime instead. This practice is rhizomatic because
it transcended two distinct literacy practices: that of watching an anime and that of
reading. Manga reading bridged the gap between reading and viewership. In this case,
manga served to fill a gap left by the show.
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Not only does Omar view manga as serving as gap filler for anime, he also
considered books to play the same role with TV shows. For example, he mentioned
watching the Game of Thrones television show and said, “I thought of getting [the
books] so I could keep track of the names, not to [follow the plot.]” That is, Omar was
disinterested in reading the novels associated with Game of Thrones for their plots, but
he was interested in reading them in order to keep track of the many names included
in the show. In other words, books help to fill a gap in the television show, a show that
Omar stopped following during its second season because he “couldn’t keep up with
the names.”
4.4.2.2.2 Responsive Reading and a Love for Fantasy
Omar’s affinity with the Internet encouraged him to tap into a reader response
theory role. The reader response theory “emphasizes the creative role of the reader.
According to its proponents, the literary and aesthetic experience of reading a novel or
poem is the product of a dialogue between reader and text.” (Carlisle, 2000, p.12.) As
noted previously, Omar likes to imagine himself in the role of protagonist from the
books he reads and the shows he watches, and he likes to imagine alternative plots
arising from different decisions by the characters. Instead of being at the receiving end
of a text, Omar has an active role of redesigning the texts he perceives and with which
he is particularly fascinated. When asked to name characters that resonate with him
from the readings, anime, and television shows that he read or watched, Omar
identified “Ban” from the anime Seven Deadly Sins, as well as several characters from
Breaking Bad and The Walking Dead. When asked to talk about those characters,
Omar said I would have to watch them to understand, but he later described himself
through these characters as the following:
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A person that isn't a perfectionist. A person that will adapt to anything. A
person that will help [those who are] close to him at any cost and couldn't
care less about others. A person with the most unstable mood in the world
[that is, one who has mood swings all the time].

Omar’s choice of seeing himself through realistic characters is interesting.
Despite his affinity with fantasy books, video games, and anime, he did not see himself
as someone with super powers but rather as someone with more realistic attributes,
which seemed paradoxical.
The genre that gels together Omar’s outside-school literacy practices is fantasy.
When goes to the bookstore, Omar directly heads toward “fiction!” and in particular
“fantasy.” What is more, Omar prefers fantasy genre video games, and one of the
recent video games he had completed was Witcher 3, which he described as a fantasy
game. Omar also watches fantasy anime, such as Seven Deadly Sins. When asked why
he felt he leaned toward fantasy, Omar reported: “I get out of the life we’re living. I
see that fantasy is better than [watching], for example – you know, other kinds of anime
that [are realistic.]”
Omar’s fascination with fantasy helps him to move away from his lived
experience, so much so that he does not enjoy genres in which realistic life is depicted,
such as the “slice of life” genre, an anime genre that revolves “around modern, dayto-day events [that] often portray the same thing: school life” (King IV, 2015, p. 16).
Perhaps such a genre also helps to activate Omar’s imagination. When asked about his
reasons for liking these practices—namely, anime and manga—he responded, “what’s
not fascinating to see your imagination turned into art!” Omar’s literacy practices in
the form of TV shows, anime, manga, and video games serve as the crux of his
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“Discourse” (Gee, 2004) with some of his affinity groups, as is discussed in the
following section.
4.4.2.2.3 Affinity Groups
One of the most interesting aspect of Omar’s literacy practices is his affiliation
with three distinct group of friends and how he is partially metamorphosed within each
group. Omar’s discussion of his circle of friends showcased how he used different
literacy discourses when interacting with different groups (Gee, 2001). Omar
discussed his three circles of friends when I asked him if he talked to friends about the
things that he had read and his literacy practices, he said:
OMAR:
INT:
OMAR:
INT:
OMAR:

INT:
OMAR:
INT:
OMAR:
INT:
OMAR:

No, I’ve got two groups, uh, I’ve got three [laugh].
Alright [laugh].
The car group, those we go out, and have dinner,
and those, no [I don’t].
Right.
But the group that plays basketball with me.
Those, on the contrary, they come tell me, uh, we
saw this. Try it out. Watch this. They, uh—
The basketball group?
Hmm.
The ones from school?
Hmm.
Right? Alright, the third group?
The third group I met them at Comic-Con, if you
know [of] it?

From the conversation above, it is clear that the first group Omar belongs to is
a “Car group,” whose discourse includes talk of cars, movies, and food. Omar
indicated that he does not discuss his literacy practices with this group. Instead, they
“go out, and have dinner.” With the second group, the basketball group, Omar
indicated that he not only feels comfortable discussing his literacy practices with them,
it is reciprocal as they recommend literacy practices to Omar and one other. Omar
talked about how his personality and discourse changed in each group.
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INT:
OMAR:
INT:
OMAR:
INT:
OMAR:
INT:
OMAR:
INT:
OMAR:
INT:
OMAR:
INT:
OMAR:

Does your personality change from one group to
another?
Depends on the group. [laugh]
Okay?
A different individual in each group [laugh]
Okay, in which groups are you quiet or quieter?
Quietest in the car’s [laugh]
[Laugh] Ok. Oh, and what else? Let’s say, most
social in which group?
Basketball group.
Basketball, because you feel…?
If I talk about anything, they’d understand,
whatever I’m talking about, not like the others.
Meaning, there’s mutual interest, right? And the
group that’s in the middle?
The Comic-Con group?
Yes.
I’ll talk to them about anime and games; okay with
them, but….

I asked Omar to describe how he interacted with the third group, the ComicCon Cosplay group, and he said: “Let's just say I'm really close to 5 of them,” he
replied, “and the rest are just people that I know. How would I consider myself with
them? [As socially awkward as could I be.]” I initially thought that Omar’s association
with the Comic-Con Cosplay group, was based on just that—cosplaying. However, it
turned it out that Omar does not engage in cosplaying and that he “only [Hangs] out
with them.” I then asked him why he did not, and to which he answered:
OMAR:
INT:
OMAR:
INT:
OMAR:
INT:
OMAR:

[pause] I was thinking to but—Wallah…
Hesitant?
[I’m] hesitant, [as to] whether to do it or not.
Right. You mean, you don’t want something that
is very showy or extravagant, and such?
No [pause] I don’t want to be center of…
Aha, center of attention? You don’t, yeah? Why
not?
Honestly, as for myself, I’m shy [laugh]

I asked Omar why would not he go as a side character, or a sidekick or any
character that is not extravagant or not too “showy,” and to which he replied:
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OMAR:

It’s like go big or go home, you know? You either
go there and are something or you…

From a theoretical perspective, Omar’s literacy practices fit Gee’s (2007)
notion of adolescent literacy as well as Bakhtin’s (2010) notion of heteroglossia.
Though Gee specifically talks about the effects of video games, his description is
general and fits Omar quite well: “[M]ost young people want to live in worlds outside
and beyond their own cultural groups. They don’t want to be trapped in someone else’s
single label. They want to be both African-American and a Pokémon fan and many
other things as well.” (p. 2)
These ideas also invoke Bakhtin’s concept of heteroglossia. The topics and
discussions differ depending on the group, and every group has a certain literacy
specialty, whether cars, cosplay, video games, etc. Gee and Hayes (2012) argues that:
There are many different forms and routes to participation. People can
participate in an affinity space in many different ways and at many different
levels. People can participate peripherally in some respects and centrally in
others; patterns can change from day to day or across larger stretches of time.
(p. 20)
The idea of belonging only partially to one community is important. Omar
belongs to one group for a specific reason or common interest and another for a
different specific reason or common interest. He is quietest in the Car group, the most
sociable in the Basketball group, and socially awkward in the Comic-Con cosplay
group. In these instances, Omar himself is rhizomatic as in he is an “assemblage” of
identities. He has several identities within each group, and the role Omar adopts
“depends on the group.” As Gee and Hayes put it, Omar cannot be labeled as belonging
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to one group over another as he is invested in each group to a varying degree based on
his level of comfort and sociability. It is interesting to see how Omar’s interests
manifest within each group and how he takes from these groups what he wants and
leaves the rest; with each group fulfilling specific literacy needs.
4.4.2.3 Summary
An inspection of Omar’s literacy practices was eye-opening, as it highlighted
the breadth of his literacy practices, ranging from traditional modes of literacy such as
reading novels to unconventional modes of literacy such as playing video games,
watching anime, reading manga, and watching movies and TV shows. Omar’s literacy
practices were not only versatile in genre, but they were also versatile in that they
transcended a specific space—most of his literacy practices weaved in and out of
inside-school or outside-school literacy practices—they hovered in a third space, an
in-betweeness, causing Omar to be in a constant state of “becoming.” What is
intriguing about Omar’s process of filling gaps in forms of literacy with other forms
of literacy is that in doing so, he displayed a researcher’s mentality, whereby there
were “gaps” or questions that he sought to find answers to. In the words of Socrates,
knowledge is when one is confronted with questions, gaps, or perplexity. Omar’s
researcher mentality became evident when he sought to “fill gaps,” when he engaged
in critical literacy, and when he personified reader response theory and reacts to the
texts he was presented with. Whereas Omar’s literacy practices obviously bridged
home and school, in the following section, Ahmed’s case sheds light on the rhizomatic
state of his outside-school literacies being in a “becoming,” in which “one piece of the
assemblage is drawn into the territory of another piece, changing its value as an
element and bringing about a new unity” (Heckman, 2002, para. 5).
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4.4.3 “A Hardcore Fan”: A ‘Becoming’
AHMED: Wallah, to be honest, I used to hate school, from
when I was younger, but not ever since I came here
and I mean with age I started to [like school], a
bit…maybe because there wasn’t- I felt I- that I
was closed in from all sides, that is, unlike home,
at home I play, I do- I finish- I do whatever I want,
whereas at school it’s a bit [pause] restrictive on
us”
.
Ahmed was my third interview of the day at Dar Al Hekma boys’ high school.
Although he was third, I have placed his case second because I feel he shared several
similarities and differences with Omar’s literacy practices that are useful to compare.
He generously stayed a bit in school even after the bell rang to continue the interview,
and the preceding quote was Ahmed’s response to a question about whether or not he
enjoys going to school. Ahmed used to hate going to school because it was more
“restrictive” than home. At home, he could engage in his literacy practices however
he wished. But since entering his current school, Ahmed has begun to enjoy school
more. Where Ahmed discussed his social group’s literacy practices, he provided a
vivid picture of why he started liking school more than before, and how he started to
strive to take his outside literacy, particularly home literacy, back to school.
4.4.3.1 Outside-school Literacy Practices
4.4.3.1.1 Gap Filling

As with his counterpart, Omar, a look into Ahmed’s literacy practices
demonstrated its “knotted loop” nature. However, while Omar’s “knotted loops”
rhizomatic literacy practices bridged his outside and inside school literacy, the rhizome
nature of Ahmed’s literacy practices lied mostly within outside literacy practices—
bridging not between inside-school and outside-school literacies, but rather between
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various forms of outside-school literacy practices. Here, it became apparent how
Ahmed darted between various forms of literacy to fill a gap that occurs in one literacy
practice with knowledge gleaned from another. What made this so intricate was that
Ahmed not only managed to thread the gap, but he also continued to use the other form
of literacy even when that gap was filled causing his literacy practices, like Omar’s, to
be in a constant state of “becoming,” as coined by Deleuze and Guattari (1987). Here
is an example of one of his literacy practices state of “becoming.” Ahmed decided to
read Naruto’s manga when the show went on a kind of hiatus because of “fillers,” a
term defined previously as stories presented in the anime that were not necessarily
present in the manga in order to catch up with the production or to “buy time” while
the author of the manga took a hiatus:
AHMED: Yeah, that is where I stopped in the anime. The last
thing I started in the manga because I won’t read
700 chapters. When will I ever finish?
INT:
Right.
AHMED: And that is, even for any human being, that’s a lot.
INT:
Hmm.
AHMED: So I started from where I reached in the anime,
because I got bored from the filler so I said “I’ll
read the [manga].” From there, I started the
manga. That is, I started liking manga.
I assumed that Ahmed would stop reading the manga once the show resumed
the original story, but he continued. Interestingly, even when the show resumed, he
was “invested” in the manga which he continued to read even as he watched the anime.
In a sense, he was in two places at once, both here and there within the fictional
universe of the anime/manga. It was through “gap filling” that Ahmed was initiated
into reading and enjoying manga.
There was another instance in which Ahmed used manga as “gap filling” for
watching anime. Ahmed described his introduction to Deadman Wonderland, an
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anime he found online after a web search for horror-themed anime: “[I] inserted in
the…website the category, horror, alright, and I kept searching, searching, searching
and I found it. That is, I read the review on it and I mean, I liked it.” As he watched
the show, Ahmed discovered that the series ended after only twelve episodes due to
lack of popularity. Ahmed then switched to reading the manga in order to complete
the story. A few months after our interview, Ahmed wrote in an email that he
“completed [his] first manga set. It’s about that anime [Deadman Wonderland],” he
wrote. Borrowing Norton’s (1997) term, Ahmed demonstrated his “investment”
(Norton, 1997) in the Deadman Wonderland story regardless of format. When the
anime ceased to produce more episodes, Ahmed reported that he was determined to
complete the story through reading the manga instead. As I listened to Ahmed’s story
about this particular anime and manga series, a rhizomatic image sprung to my mind.
I have already mentioned that like a ginger root, rhizomes are connected to other
entities, but an important element of a rhizome is that if it is cut or disrupted, it will
grow back. I think this image of a rhizome represents this situation. When Ahmed’s
viewership of the anime was interrupted momentarily, he filled the gap, growing the
root through another mode of literacy: reading. Figure 38 shows Ahmed’s complete
set of the manga Deadman Wonderland.
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Figure 38: Ahmed’s Completed Set of the Manga Deadman Wonderland
Ahmed’s “gap filling” literacy practices did not only take place between a
manga and an anime, as depicted above, but also between books and movies. When
asked about whether he had read anything other than mangas, Ahmed indicated that
he “[hasn’t] read a lot of novels” and that he only read one novel (though later on he
would mention another) which happened to be the seventh and final installment of the
Harry Potter book series. Ahmed’s reasons for reading this book is described below:
AHMED: Until, that is, I watched all the films, and that was
the only one left, so I said, “I’ll read the book, it’d
be best.”
INT:
Right.
AHMED: That is why, that is—
INT:
And you read it in English?
AHMED: Yeah, yeah, I’ve still got it until now.
INT:
And what, did you like it, or…?
AHMED: [Pause] Wallah, the things is, uh, the side stories
in it are much more than—that is, I noticed that
after the—that is, the book, has a story—stories
about, that is, most characters that are not
mentioned in the movie but are included in the
book, so it has taken up a big space. What? Seven
hundred and fifty-nine pages? So, that is, that is,
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so I try to skip their stories, that is, I want to know
the events now, that is, I don’t want to know
[inaudible].

In waiting for the movie to come out, Ahmed became impatient and thought he
would pass time by reading the book instead. Just as Ahmed had explored the manga
of Naruto, he had a similar process in reading the Harry Potter book. He was only
concerned with the plotlines that he had reached; he wasn’t interested in what had
happened before in the manga and was not interested in the “side stories” in the Harry
Potter book either. Thus, he skipped to where the story last ended and to where it was
headed—anything else, he tried to skip.
As Ahmed narrated his literacy story, so did the story of his “gap filling”
practice continue to unfold. This time, it was between a video game and a digital novel
titled Infinity Blade. Let’s look at length at what Ahmed had to say about this novel:
AHMED:
INT:
AHMED:
INT:
AHMED:
INT:
AHMED:
INT:
AHMED:
INT:
AHMED:

The end of the book is the beginning of the game
Of the game, right.
The next game
So [pause] you can’t say “I—oh, I’ll play the game
but I won’t read the digital story”
No
Because it won’t be in the game itself
Right, because uh the time skip is big
I see
That is—
Between a game and the other?
Yes, I mean, the end of the—that is, honestly, I
played the game and liked it, so I downloaded the
novels and read them and when I read the novels
which are after the second game, that is, the
surprise was that the time skip was three years to
the game.

In the manga and novel, the gaps were temporal, akin to time. In the situation
above, however, the gap is permanent. As read from Ahmed’s description, there’s a
“time skip” between the two games; the second installment of the game does not start
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from where the first stopped. That is why it was important for Ahmed to read the digital
novel, which was a continuation of the first story and served to bridge the gap to the
next.
4.4.3.1.2 Literacy Extension
Although the majority of Ahmed’s literacy practices outside the scope of
school take the form of “gap filling”, he also engaged in literacy practices that were
not necessarily gap filling but rather were extensions of one form of literacy onto
another. He provided two examples of this: his reading of summaries of Marvel comics
online and his reading of Tintin comics.
Ahmed, identifying himself as “fan of Marvel’s,” and read their summaries on
Wikipedia.com. Using Iron Man as an example, he explained why he resorted to read
the summaries instead of the actual comic books. For Ahmed, reading the original
Marvel comic books was not plausible. For one, getting the hardcopies was difficult.
For another, the comics came about long ago; because of the sheer amount of the
comics, he did not think that he could get through them all, so he resorted to the
summaries available on Wikipedia to get acquainted with the backstories of the Marvel
movies he watches and video games he plays.
Ahmed described a similar situation with Tintin comics. Ahmed had watched
the animated movie, and through his dad, he learned that it used to be a cartoon TV
series. He then found out that it had been a comic book series and was determined to
find them. The lengthy transcript posted below illustrates the process he went through
to acquire the comic books:
AHMED: Uh, that is, I went through a phase in which I liked
Tintin.
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INT:
AHMED:
INT:
AHMED:
INT:
AHMED:
INT:
AHMED:
INT:
AHMED:

INT:
AHMED:

INT:
AHMED:

Uh, nice, right.
I’ve probably got seven books at home.
[Of] Tintin’s?
Yes.
The comic?
Yeah, but I, that is, I—it wasn’t from my time so I
didn’t know it. So, I knew it—
It’s old.
Very, very, uh when the film came out before—in
2012 or 13.
The 3D?
3D, yeah. Uh so I, that is, I saw it and [pause], and
uh, that is, I liked its story and said later, that is,
father told me that they used to show it before on
television, and when I was on my way to the uh—
I, uh, was travelling in Belgium, in the airport I
found its books. It was in their language and I
didn’t find in English. So, I came back—when I
came back here, I found it at Boarders’ bookstore.
Boarders, the one in Merdiff.
The one in Merdiff, yeah. I found it there and I got
a couple, I read and—of course I first wanted—
that is, a specific story, which is the one that was
adapted into the film. I wanted it. And I didn’t find
it, but then, and—I found it in Dubai Mall’s
bookstore, the big one, Kinokuniya. There, I found
it and I took it, that is, I read it and—
Which part is the one that belongs to the film?
Uh—uh Secret of the Unicorn.

Ahmed’s story about Tintin just goes to show how triggered he was by the
movie. He had to find the books, or, rather, he had to find that one in particular, on
which the movie was based. Could Ahmed’s investment in finding the comics be
triggered by his discussion with his father about the show? While this is speculative,
what is clear is that within Ahmed’s reading practices, there is always another form of
literacy involved that triggers Ahmed’s reading—it is basically an assemblage of
knotted loops. In other words, it does not reside in a vacuum, but rather extends to
connect to a disparate form of literacy: reading is triggered by viewing, which triggers
reading or playing video games, which, in turn, triggers other types of reading and so
on. Ahmed’s story about Tintin also shows the extent to which he went to find the
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books. He travelled to Belgium, but the books were not in English. In Dubai, he found
one comic (not the one he was looking for), and bought it. Then he went to Dubai’s
Kinokuniya bookstore and finally found the one he was looking for.
4.4.3.2 Hardcore Fan-ness
As Ahmed was discussing his favorite mangas, he identified himself as a
“hardcore fan of Dragon Ball.” The essence of this is depicted in what he said next—
that he had “to see and directly go[es] and tell[s]” his friends about it. He explained
that reading manga constituted a literacy practice that he shared with his friends:
AHMED: Mmm, [pause] manga, manga, with my friends,
but—that is, I am the only one, that is—the thing
is, they don’t—they say, “Tsk, you read and tell
us.”
INT:
Right [pause] [inaudible]
AHMED: I know—I know, I know that this is exploitation,
that they don’t want to waste their time, that is, in
these things, so I said, “Yellah (alright), I’ll tell
them, it’s okay.” It’s okay, I’ve got no problem.
Although his social group had manga as a common interest, what was
interesting in Ahmed’s narrative was how he had taken up the role of the reader of his
group. It is not clear whether he took it upon himself or if he was designated to play
such a role by his friends. But what is clear from his discussion is his content in playing
the role of the reader—the messenger between the manga and his friends. This could
also have been a way for Ahmed to not only project his literacy practice of reading
manga but to get his friends interested in what he reads as well. In Ahmed’s case, being
a “hardcore fan” carried the responsibility of reading and retelling the story to his
friends, and being the “reader” of the group got his friends interested in the manga at
hand. Being responsible for the reading also made him even more hardcore, and thus,
it fed into both maintaining the status of “hardcore fan” and getting his friends to share
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his literacy practice, creating a cycle. In a way, Ahmed was forced into this cycle
because being responsible forced him to read and be updated on the stories. Not only
did his literacy practice become in a state of ‘becoming’ as in reading and retelling,
but so did he as he wove in and out of being a “hardcore fan” and a reader. This part
manifest what Gee and Hayes (2012) describe with regards to affinity spaces, as they
write:
An affinity space allows people to achieve status, if they want it (and they
may not), in

many different ways. Different people can be good at different

things or gain repute in a number of different ways…interest-driven
spaces…tend to operate by the principle called the “80/20”…eighty
percent of the people in an affinity space produce 20 percent of the
content…and 20 percent of the people produce 80 percent of the content.
(p. 28)
The description provided above seems to resonate with Ahmed’s hardcore fan
status, as he strove to achieve the messenger/expert status by reading and going back
to his friends with the knowledge he acquired, causing him to produce most of the
content discussed in his group.
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4.4.3.3 The Dichotomy of Inside and Outside-school Literacy
So how do Ahmed’s outside-school literacy practices relate to the quote
provided at the beginning of this section as his vignette? It is relevant in that Ahmed
did not think his literacy practices belonged in school. Toward the end of my interview
with Ahmed, I asked him if he wanted to add anything. He said that when his teacher
told him about the interview, he “expected maybe they’d ask me about what I study
and such, that is, I didn’t expe- I’d get, that is, I’d get an individual who is a bit open
minded [inaudible] in these same topics”—meaning the topics of his interests: mangas,
anime, and video games. I then reiterated the purpose of the study and said, “I want to
see the interests that students are interested in out of the scope of the school and what
is—what a student does in school, the readings, the writing, paragraph, essay, if there
is, that is, a space, for example, for these interests that students are interested in to be
a bit included in school?” To which Ahmed responded that he could not see how manga
could be included in school. In response, I provided him with the example of project
in which students draw and write a manga. To which he responded with:
AHMED:

Okay, right, that is, from this point yes, but I can’t say I can do
mangas in physics, unless, that is, if, if the topic is scientific.
That is, I honestly, if, that is, the idea was initiated and they
tell me to do a project in which I do a story and such, for me,
if I do manga, that is, I’ll let it be comedy because—because I
see that comedy and sci-fi are the best thing for these things,
that is, for example, I wouldn’t do a fantasy about physics, I
mean, how? That is, it doesn’t—I mean honestly my mind
can’t grasp, that is, maybe there are some people, there’s
someone who can be creative in this.

Ahmed couldn’t fathom how his outside literacy practices could take place in
school, stating: “I can’t say I can do mangas in physics.” He just could not see how
something that he enjoys engaging in, such manga, could be embedded in a school
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subject that he reported being his least favorite subject. In Ahmed’s contention, to be
able to do that one has to be creative, otherwise it is not plausible. Ahmed not only did
not see how manga and anime could be included in inside-school practices, he also did
not see how they could be included in extracurricular activities. When I provided
Ahmed with the example of forming school clubs that are based on niches such as
reading manga and watching anime or gaming, he responded with the following:
AHMED: I, these things, even in the—I mean, in the anime,
I don’t know if in Japan they really have clubs
and such, but there we—that is, I noticed, that
they, in stories, they don’t go during class time,
there’s a time and I feel that they prolong—that
is, one has the school open for the—that is, those
in anime, they stay until dusk. I mean, would [the
school] let me? They’ll shut door on me and
leave.

Not only did he not see how it could be implemented in class, he also dismissed
the idea of having his interests included in an extra-curricular activity, such as a school
club, saying that “they’ll shut door on me and leave.” For Ahmed, such a rhizomatic
space where inside and outside literacy meet is not plausible, even though some facets
of his outside school literacy practices are brought into school premises, albeit socially.
And therefore, although Ahmed likes his school now, it’s still somewhat restrictive in
his mind. He still sees school as a rigid, old-fashioned system.
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4.4.3.4 Summary
If it seemed that Omar had a researcher’s mentality by way of trying to fill gaps
left by certain literacy modes, then so did Ahmed, who evidently went through a
similar process to “fill gaps” in literacy modes by looking for other modes that would
continue to tell the story. What becomes clear is that once Ahmed “invests” himself in
a literacy text, he goes out of his way to fill any gap that might arise.
4.4.4 “Bill Nye the Science Guy”: Hamdan’s Designs
It feels refreshing to read facts I’ve never heard of or forgot about; it puts my
mind in a positive state. I’m a person who prefers to unlock mysteries or
discover studies and sciences even if I am kind of slow [at it] (in-fact, VERY
slow. Yeah, I know laziness hits every once in a while). I try to neglect that and
just go ahead on finding out new things when I feel like it.
4.4.4.1 English-language Learning
My second interview at Dar Al Hekma School was with Hamdan, a 12th-grade
student on the scientific track. Like Omar and Ahmed, his English teacher
recommended that I interview him; this is not surprising, given that he got a 100 on
his second semester English final exam, what Hamdan described as “a very good
accomplishment.” Like Omar, Hamdan believed that his above-average English
competency was due to the video games he often plays and the movies he watches:

INT:

HAMDAN:

INT:
HAMDAN:
INT:
HAMDAN:

Why is it, Hamdan, that you feel you’re
advanced in English? What are the things
that developed your skills in English?
If I’m being honest, the reason is a bit strange.
I mean, I’m a person like any other person in
this world.
Right.
I mean whose age is 17, 16, and 18.
Right.
Who likes, that is, who enjoys playing games
and watches movies. And I’d say that my
English improved through these games
and these movies.
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In describing the reason for his improved English as “strange,” Hamdan gave
answers to speculative questions that describe, as he saw it, an unconventional way to
learn a language. What is paradoxical here is that although Hamdan used the word
“strange” to describe the ways his English had improved, he deflated this strangeness
by stating that he was like any ordinary adolescent “whose age is 17, 16, and 18 . . .
who enjoys playing games and watches movies.” Or perhaps he was saying that while
such literacy activities are not “strange” within an adolescent’s repertoire, it was a
“strange” way to improve one’s second language competency. With movies and video
games as a means to his language improvement, Hamdan’s literacy practices, like
Omar’s, were made up of “knotted loops” in that what they both practiced outside of
school had an outcome on what they practiced in school.
4.4.4.2 The Science Guy
The vignette provided above nicely captures the essence of Hamdan’s
interview, in which science was deemed the crux of his outside of school literacy
practice. He indicated that he “love[d] science,” and when he was asked about whether
he discussed the things he read outside of school with his teachers, he replied with the
following:
HAMDAN:

INT:
HAMDAN:
INT:
HAMDAN:
INT:

Wallah, [pause] rarely, I probably talk to my
English teacher, that is, about something I wrote
and read. I even talk to my physics teacher, that
is, the things that I read about science I’d show
to him. He likes scientific discovery—[like]
they’ve only just discovered it and everything
and what would happen to us in the future.
Nice.
And he likes to open the discussion to us, to the
whole class [inaudible].
So, you read external reading and you talk to the
teacher about it?
Yes, I read scientific things, discoveries, really.
Like?
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HAMDAN:
INT:
HAMDAN:
INT:
HAMDAN:
INT:
HAMDAN:

Discoveries [in] astronomy.
Nice.
Space science, I mean that is the best thing for
me, space science. I love space science.
Nice.
I mean about planets and all.
So, you read about them and then you discuss
with the—
I discuss with the physics teacher. Honestly, he
is very smart and he likes to talk about these
scientific things. He sometimes specifies classes
for these things, that is, sometimes we’re way
ahead of the curriculum so he specifies a period,
not a lecture period, but a period. He likes to
[have] a scientific discussion, he’s great, we, I
mean, we enjoy this. This is one of the best
school periods that—I love [inaudible].

What drives Hamdan is science that is not taught in the traditional way. Like
Omar, Hamdan’s “knotted” literacy practices lied in the extra-curricular reading that
he did for his physics class. As he indicated, he liked to read scientific blogs that were
mainly about space and planets, and then to discuss what he had learned with the class
and with his physics teacher. Hamdan explained his infatuation with science as being
part of his personality: “someone who loves mysteries.” This same level of interest in
mysteries is extended to other literacy practices, such as solving riddles and playing
video games.
One of Hamdan’s other reported “knotted” literacy practices was that of
solving riddles and answering puzzles during his free time in school. Hamdan
described a book he enjoys reading at the school library during his break time, he
described the book as having “more than 11,000 puzzles, all on sports or literature.”
He also described it as “versatile” containing questions on various different genres and
topics. Hamdan likes “to share them between students.” I visited Hamdan’s school
library to get a glimpse of the book he mentioned. It includes 18,888 puzzles and
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quizzes on a variety of topics including literature, history, geography, inventions,
general information, sports, science, etc. The book was not only in line with Hamdan’s
interest in “mysteries” and “discoveries,” but it also served as an opportunity for him
to share his literacy practice with his classmates and friends during their visits to the
school library. Hamdan also indicated that his readings constituted of scientific
readings. He “like[d] scientific things…an example [is] animal books—any book on
animals…uh, space books as well.” Hamdan’s interest in mysteries and discoveries
was also personified in one particular video game that he enjoyed playing, called
Einstein.
HAMDAN:
INT:
HAMDAN:
INT:
HAMDAN:

INT:
HAMDAN:

INT:
HAMDAN:

INT:
HAMDAN:
INT:
HAMDAN:

There’s a game called Einstein.
Right.
Strategic game.
Nice, like? What do you mean a strategic
game?
I mean that it, most of it is puzzles, but you
have to think of what you have to do so you
would go to [pause] the next level.
Right.
We have to find something that attaches
everything with one another, so I could go on;
there’s a door, for instance, that is locked and
all that—the place is electrified and all—I
don’t have a key, what do I have to do? I have
to think.
Right.
So I have to search for places and think and
do, that is [activate] my thinking to try
and open the door, and as such, this was
an example.
Right, uh, your friends play the same games
that you play?
No—yes, [I] play with them sometimes.
Like, for instance, Einstein and these things?
Gun games, yes, strategic games, no, they
don’t like these games. They say it’s a bit
[inaudible].

This “strategic” game forces Hamdan to “think” in order to complete the
level and move on to the next. It is challenging and compels him to tap into his
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problem-solving skills. What is interesting is that although Hamdan plays some
video games with his friends, “strategic games,” as he called them, he plays on his
own, as he indicated that his friends were not interested in such games. This might
also be why Hamdan thought that his friends’ interests are different than his: “I am,
that is, the individual who is different than everyone else.” He further elaborated that
he is different because he is “not like them. All of them, that is, are almost different
than me. They aren’t individuals who love knowledge a lot, I mean to the same
extent [as me]”
4.4.4.3 The Design: 3D Animation and Modding
4.4.4.3.1 Gap Filling
Hamdan perceived that his interests in mysteries, science, and discoveries set
him apart from others. Another thing that distinguished him from others was his
interest in creating 3D animation, he indicated that as someone who likes staying at
home he taught himself how to create 3D animations:
INT:
HAMDAN:
INT:
HAMDAN:

You do 3D animation?
I do 3D animation.
Nice, how do you do it?
I have a program known as 3D Autodesk.

What seemed initially as a simple 3D animation skill turned out to be yet
another “knotted loop,” for Hamdan creates 3D animations to use for “modding,” a
feature of PC video games in which the player adds, or moderates, the games by
including 3D animation files. Hamdan explained that to create a 3D animation he
assembles the following:
HAMDAN:

Motion—human motion. Leg movements,
fingers, body, hmmm,
this
animation
specialized in, uh, skeletons, skeletons.
I
mean, I also use 3D animation for fun, not
only for personal use—there’s something
known as modding, [I] like to change the
game in a way—I’m very good at this. In 3D
animation, so this helped me to excel in
what? Modding games.
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Similar to Omar and Ahmed, Hamdan, too, reported engaging in gap-filling.
As he creates 3D animation for modding purposes he fills gap that he perceives as has
been left by the original game. Hamdan’s modding skills are not only for his personal
use—he also shares his modding files on YouTube so that others can use them to fill
gaps as well:
I’ve shown an example I’ve made with a game called No More Room in Hell
in our previous interview. Here’s another one I made for another game, but it
hasn’t been successfully compiled into the game, unfortunately. It is a firstperson set of animations with a carbine rifle called an Aks-74u, and it was
meant to replace a weapon in the game. I’ve managed to release those files to
the public for anyone to tinker with them. The link died not too long after I
submitted it, and I couldn’t find the files anymore.

In creating 3D animation and in filling these gaps Hamdan works on what the
New London Group (1996) calls the designing and the redesigned as facets of their
multiliteracies framework. According to the New London Group, the three elements
of available designs, designing, and the redesigned “emphasize the fact that meaning
making is an active and dynamic process, and not something governed by static rules”
(p. 74). The process of designing constitutes meaning making through the use and the
transformation of available designs, or stimuli. When this is done, what is left is the
redesigned, which is considered to be the residue:
. . . the traces of transformation that are left in the social world. The texts of
designing become the redesigned, new resources for meaning in the open and
dynamic play of subjectivities and meanings. One person’s designing becomes
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a resource in another person’s universe of available designs. (Cope &
Kalantzis, 2009, p. 12)
This is exactly what had happened in Hamdan’s case. Using an available
designs program called Autodesk to create 3D animation, he created a new facet to be
added to the game, an electric saw, then he made the files accessible to anyone who
would like to use them in their own games, causing them to become “available
designs” for other users’ meaning-making processes, or in this case, modding
processes. Because Hamdan attended to meaning making through the use of nonprinted modes, specifically animated movements, he engaged in multimodality (Jewitt,
2005a; Kress & Van Leeuwen, 2001):
Beginning with the selection of available designs, multimodal text making
allows for the simultaneous designing and development of identities—an
activity that in turn becomes a “sign of learning, a material trace of semiosis”
(Jewitt, 2008, p. 259) located along a semiotic chain that can stretch across
time, space, and relationships. (Becker, 2014, p. 20).
Indeed, this is what Hamdan was afforded when he engaged in creating 3D
animations for modding. Through the available designs, he was able to develop his
identity as a 3D animator and share his identity as well as his produced text across the
internet, extending across different spaces, different people, and for a prolonged period
of time.
Hamdan’s multimodal engagement in creating 3D animation reflects Cope and
Kalantzis’ (2009) idea, in that:
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We are in the midst of a profound shift in the balance of agency, in which as
workers, citizens and persons, we are more and more required to be users,
players, creators and discerning consumers rather than the spectators,
delegates, audiences or quiescent consumers of an earlier modernity. (p. 172)
Indeed, what’s interesting about Hamdan’s use of video games is that instead
of him being merely a receiver or a consumer, he is also an agent, a producer, thanks
to the modding systems he applies to games through the 3D animation that he creates.
In this same vein, Hamdan’s gap-filling process is different than Omar and Ahmed’s,
as instead of him consuming available designs (texts) he designs these texts himself. I
asked Hamdan if he knew anyone else who does this, and he said that he did not, stating
that he was “probably the only one.” I also asked him if he discussed this rather unique
literacy practice with his friends, and Hamdan said that there were those who
understood his skills and commended him for it and those who did not. Therefore,
where there was a gap in literacy discussion pertinent to 3D animation with people
from his immediate surroundings, Hamdan sought friends elsewhere to discuss his
literacy practice of creating 3D animation and modding games. He found these people
in the form of cyber friends—people who watched his YouTube channel and became
friends with him due to their common interest in this field. Similar to Ahmed’s
situation, Hamdan represents the idea that friendships in youth can be formed by
common literacy practices. Figure 39 showcases Hamdan’s work-in-progress 3D
animation for modding a game.
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Figure 39: Screenshot of Hamdan’s Ongoing Work on 3D Autodesk
4.4.4.4 The Dichotomy of Inside and Outside-school Literacy
Like Ahmed, Hamdan did not see how his literacy of creating 3D animations
for modding purposes could be considered school literacy. Although he stated that he
would like to include it in his inside-school literacy, he said that “I don’t know any
way that I could to bring it in. I have to, that is, first of all find a way or anything, that
is, the school could benefit from these skills.” Instead of thinking of it as an opportunity
to showcase his skills or include them in school activities, Hamdan thought of ways
that he could help the school out. What is more, because he had not found “a way” to
include it in school, he had decided that for the time being, it will remain a personal
hobby that takes place outside of school. Hamdan stated: “I wish that I could benefit
from it, but for now it’s a personal hobby.”
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4.4.4.5 Summary
Finally, I asked Hamdan who he looks up to when it comes to literacy, and he
said, “Bill Nye” because he is “a person who knows a lot about science.” With the
discussion of Hamdan’s personality we come to the end of his story. Going back to the
vignette, Hamdan is a guy who likes scientific discoveries and mysteries.
The stories of Omar, Ahmed, and Hamdan exemplify that all of their literacy
practices permeated rhizomatic literacies and reflected in it, with variation, the
philosophical and theoretical frameworks that underpin this study. Omar showcased
how his literacy practices fell under the philosophy of the rhizome; the in-betweenness
of his literacies. Ahmed’s case illustrated his literacy practices, which reflected
Deleuze and Guattari’s (1987) notion of “becoming.” Hamdan’s literacy practices
were connected to proponents of the New London Group’s (1996) multiliteracies
concept of design. What is important in the cases examined here is not merely their
connectedness to and embeddedness within theoretical discourses, but rather that they
paint a picture of the multiplicity and complexity of the literacy practices of
adolescents in the UAE. In narrating their stories, it was challenging to pinpoint their
literacy practices to a specific space. These cases lead me to conclude that these
students are highly literate in the 21st-century sense of literacy. They showed great
abilities in pursuing their interests. In other words, they were able to “fill gaps,” retell,
reproduce, transfer, and transform various modes of text or stimulus to make meaning
and to project their current identities and niches. Finally, to channel the rhizome, upon
which this chapter’s analyses was heavily based upon, the case studies illustrated
began in the middle, instead of it providing a neat linear hierarchy it rather showcased
the three participants’ literacy practices rhizomatically; whereupon their literacy
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practices were depicted as being “full of ruptures and of heterogeneous connections”
(Slivka, 2013, p. 31).
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Chapter 5: Discussion and Conclusion
5.1 Introduction
This mixed-methods study explored the rhizomatic literacy practices of high schoolers
in the United Arab Emirates. The study investigated these students’ inside-school and
outside-school literacy practices, which were quite complex and intricate. Although
inside-school literacy practices were mostly observed within the school setting, and
outside-school literacy practices were mostly observed outside of school, there were
instances in which the two overlapped and students utilized literacy practices of the
alternate space. This chapter reiterates these perspectives with reference to the
published literature. At the same time, this chapter will address the prominent findings
of the research questions, provide interpretations of these findings, and suggest
implications for instruction, curriculum planning, and future research. The conclusion
examines the contributions that can be applied from this study to the literature on new
literacy studies in general and adolescent literacy specifically.
5.2 Discussion
As mentioned previously, the mixing in this mixed-methods takes place here
in the discussion chapter, where segments of the quantitative analysis can be used to
analyze the qualitative results. Additionally, some quantitative conclusions have
seeped into the qualitative conclusions, causing an intersection between the two, as
will be indicated in the subsequent discussion.
5.2.1 Research Question 1
With regard to the first research question–What are the literacy practices of
UAE high school students in schools?–the data gathered from the quantitative and
qualitative instruments indicated that students engaged in activities that are typically
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considered academic. They participated in reading exposition and reading poetry,
critiques, and articles in Arabic. In English, they engaged in reading articles and
exposition, mostly. When it came to writing, they generated essays, critiques,
expositions, and reports in both English and Arabic. Students’ writing was found to be
regimented, following rules or strict guidelines, a feature of which Gee and Hayes
(2012) argue about, in that the teacher or curriculum necessitates what is taught in
school, which means that writing tasks are based on the principle of the assignment
rather than on a choice made by students. They further elaborate that:
Student productions rarely become a lasting feature of school; that is, students
do not see and learn from prior student work, nor do they use that work as a
starting point for their own innovations and achievement. They have no sense
that their own work might be used and appreciated by others. (p. 13)
Academic literacy was prevalent in students’ inside-school literacy practices,
as the participants reported following guidelines and rules that were in their textbooks
or relayed by their respective teachers. Results from the quantitative instruments
indicated that students mostly engage in writing short answers to questions,
paragraphs, as well as reports and essays. To these students, success in academic
writing was equivalent to following guidelines and fulfilling task requirements. In
producing academic literacy practices, these students seemed to engage in what Street
(2003) called autonomous literacy and which Collins and Blot (2003) explained as
those sorts of literacy practices that are characterized by “identifiable stages” and
“predictable consequences” (p. 4); students recognized that, in order to do well, they
would have to fulfill these identifiable stages. However, academic literacy practices
were not the only literacy tasks in which students were engaged in the classroom.
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In addition to the academic literacy, the participants also reported in engaging
in creative and aesthetic literacy inside the school premises not as part of their formal
in-class activities but rather as extracurricular activities. The students reported writing
stories for competition, writing autobiographical narratives, and reading extensively
as part of non-official curriculum activities. The lack of a creative element in literacy
was evident in both participants’ surveys and interviews. Lenhart et al. (2008) found
that adolescents “report greater enjoyment of school writing when they have the
opportunity to write creatively” (p. iii). Similarly, Glenn (2007) wrote that “many of
my students express a personal and pedagogical interest in writing creatively but claim
that there is little to no room in the school curriculum for such work” (p. 12). These
results, which coincided with this study’s findings, were problematic, especially since
most of the students who participated in this study’s interviews deemed writing
creatively to be quintessential to their sense of literacy achievement. Such a
categorization of academic versus aesthetic literacy is parallel to arguments related to
multiliteracies and new literacy studies, in that the inside-school literacy practices took
precedence over other forms of literacies, including creative or personal literacy.
Moreover, the instances in which students indicated having meaningful literacy
experiences was when the literacy activities were relevant to the students’ lived
experiences, as indicated by the female students, or when the topic of discussion was
allowed to explore topics other than what was in the textbook, as expressed by Omar
and Hamdan who discussed their physics literacy assignment. Another element
revealed here, also found in the study conducted by Lenhart et al. (2008), was that
adolescents indicated that they felt motivated to engage in writing in a school context
when writing tasks were relevant to their lived experiences and interests. As a matter
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of fact, Smith and Wilhelm (2002) similarly found in their study of male adolescents
that students would find the school content engaging, provided that it catered to their
interests and outside-school lived experiences.
Students’ sense of literacy achievement, or the literacy practices of which they
were most proud of accomplishing, provided insightful glimpses into what constituted
an achievement for them. The participants indicated that they considered a literacy
practice to be an accomplishment when they had choice and agency in executing it.
Choice and agency were found to be a driving factor in many adolescents’ literacy
practices (Alvermann et al., 1999; Ruben & Moll, 2013; Smith & Wilhelm, 2002).
Uniqueness was another factor that students believed contributed to their sense of
accomplishment. Producing work that was distinct from what other students created
or that exclusively belonged to them was crucial for the participants’ sense of
accomplishment. For instance, one of the students, Ahmed, did not believe that his
attainment of a full mark on his English test warranted recognition as an
accomplishment, because two other students also received full marks. On the other
hand, Hamdan perceived that his earning a full mark on his first-term English final
was an accomplishment, because he was the only student in all three scientific track
classes to receive such a mark. The participants’ perception concerning achievement
resonated with Wolsey, Lapp, and Fisher’s (2012) claim that “in written discourses,
students must assert their identity as knowledgeable participants in and outside of the
classroom while constructing an identity with a unique voice within the learning
community” (p. 716).
What was intriguing in students’ responses about their sense of literacy
achievement was that the majority of them considered activities that was in a way
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related to school activities. The majority of these activities were related to in-class
activities, such as writing they had completed in class or writings they had produced
for competitions. Pytash (2009) argued that a sense of achievement is still tied to
school achievement or school activities. Only two students pointed to an outsideschool literacy practices as an achievement. What was interesting in Manal’s, one of
these student, response was that, in so doing, she pointed to a non-print-based literacy
activity of drawing.
Despite the fact that the participants’ inside-school literacy mostly revolved
around school-based literacy practices, there were times in which the participants
seemed to engage in what seemed like outside-school literacy practices within the
school premises, resembling what de Freitas (2012) calls “knotted loops” (p. 588) in
which the outside-school literacy practice seemed to be entangled with inside-school
literacy practice. Saeed provided an example of how his outside literacy practice of
reading Ali Al Tantawi’s books helped him decide to focus on that author in his
biography-writing task, which prompted him to learn more about his favorite author.
As another example, Ahmed brought his Nintendo 3DS game to school and engaged
in playing it with some of his friends during break time. Sara and Raisa brought their
novels in to school to read during breaks or in between classes. These instances suggest
that, whenever permissible, students tried to insert facets of their outside-school
literacy practices into the cracks in the wall of their formal education and the official
curriculum.
5.2.2 Research Question 2
As for the second research question—What are the literacy practices of these
high school students outside of school—it was found that despite engaging in literary
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activities, such as reading for pleasure outside of school, the majority of the students
did not initially identify themselves as readers. Specifically, in the surveys, most of the
participants chose the lowest numerical option 0—10 to indicate to the amount of
reading they fulfilled during a year. It was only during the course of the interviews
that it turned out that the participants did read. This perplexing phenomenon illustrated
Pytash’s (2009) claim that:
academic achievement is significant in how students view themselves as
literate members of the school community. Many adolescents assume reading
is completely tied into academic reading; therefore, because they do not
view themselves as readers in school, they do not view themselves as readers
out of school, even when they are involved in extensive literacy activities.
(p. 17)
In fact, Pytash (2009) went on to cite Pitcher et al.’s (2007) study, writing that students
viewed themselves differently as readers inside and outside of school:
On surveys students identified themselves as non-readers; however, during
interviews students discussed reading magazines, websites, and graphics. Their
literate acts were immersed in particular social contexts; when these contexts
conflicted with school, the adolescents did not recognize their significance.
(p. 17)
Discussion of outside-school literacy practices strengthened the arguments of
the New London Group (1996) and proponents of New Literacy Studies, in that the
participants engaged in multiliteracies not restricted to print-based literacy practices,
although those were present as well and took precedence specifically when it came to
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reading for pleasure. Data from the surveys and interviews from the current study
showed that novels took precedence over other types of texts. Data also showed that
students engaged in outside-school writing activities, such as writing stories, poetry,
and tweeting, echoing Pitcher et al.’s (2007) claim that, where inside-school literacies
were print-based, “out-of-school reading involves a range of multimedia” (p.379).
One particular aspect that arose with regard to writing as an outside-school
literacy practice was how private an ordeal it is considered by the students to share
their writings with others. Whether they were working with poetry, fiction, or
exposition, students indicated that they did not feel comfortable sharing various forms
of writing with others and preferred to keep it private for various reasons, including
because their work was not complete or because they did not think it was the right time
to share it. In questioning whether personal writing could be assigned and evaluated in
class, Short (2013) found that students felt personal writing to be “highly confessional”
and private (para. 1). They indicated that such types of writing were secretive and that
they did not wish to share them with teachers or others. In Finders’ (1998) study, one
of the “tough cookie” girls indicated that, whenever they had to exchange papers for
peer review, she would change her handwriting and peer review her own paper under
one of her classmates’ names, because she did not want others to see her writings. She
said that, “Sometimes, sometimes it’s private. It’s personal. I don’t like other people
to see it” (p. 107). Feeling such vulnerability toward sharing their writing suggests that
students’ writing outside of school is expressive and that they use it as an outlet to
express their innermost thoughts, identities, and experiences, a feat that suggests that
writing, for these students, is autobiographical in nature.
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Given the age of these participants, it was not surprising to see that their
outside-school literacy practices were seeped in pop culture. Hinchman, Alvermann,
Boyd, Brozo, and Vacca (2003) indicated that pop culture played an important role in
informing students’ outside-school literacy practices. The male participants in this
study disclosed watching Japanese anime and reading manga, and some also revealed
being avid video game players. They also indicated that they watched movies and TV
shows as part of their outside-school activities. The female students particularly
divulged their viewing of a Turkish TV series, a trend that started in the Arab region
quite recently, but, instead of watching the shows dubbed on TV, they watched the
series online with the original Turkish audio and Arabic subtitles, a process that helped
them learn some Turkish words. Hall (2011), in a study of social studies classes, found
that “students’ talk about pop culture texts accounted for nearly one-fourth of the
discussions” (p. 299). Hall also found that students “placed a high value on pop culture
texts” (p. 303), a finding that prompted the author to urge teachers to incorporate pop
culture as an integral part of their instruction.
Twitter was indicated as a platform on which students projected their identities;
through it, they retweeted miscellaneous phenomena such as jokes, famous quotes,
poetry, religious quotes, etc. In a large study conducted by Lenhart, MacGill, Madden,
& Smith (2007), the authors revealed that “the use of social media is gaining a greater
foothold in teen life as they embrace the conversational nature of interactive online
media” (para. 1).
Through their discussion of literacy practices, students articulated their
identities with a common thread of a sense of “being different,” which they viewed in
a positive light. They stated positive things about themselves directly after pointing
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out that they were different than their same-aged peers. Being different and being
distinguished was seen positively by those participants. Citing the works of Erikson
(1986), Wolsey et al. (2012) accentuated adolescents’ need for blending in in their
respective societies, while at the same time being distinguished members in that
society. A sense of being different permeated the participants’ literacy practices, as the
participants indicated that they were distinguished by the academic subjects that they
liked, their relationships with teachers, their English language competency, their
hobbies and interests, and their ways of thinking. For instance, Omar indicated that he
was different than his peers in that he extensively used the internet and was, therefore,
exposed to the English language more than his peers. He also indicated that he was
different from his peers in that he liked physics but disliked Arabic. Another
participant, Hamdan, indicated that he was different from his friends in that he liked
to cultivate himself by reading articles on scientific discoveries and self-teaching
himself how to create 3D animations. He was also different in that he played strategic
video games, whereas his friends did not, and believed himself to be the only person
he knew who did 3D animation. Similarly, Ahmed saw himself as different from his
friends in that he read manga and they did not. He was also different in that he and his
friend were “only ones who play Pokémon in the whole school, maybe even in the
whole of UAE.” Saeed and Wadhha both talked about how they thought differently
than their friends. Saeed indicated that his classmates’ thinking was shallow, whereas
Wadhha indicated that her thinking was beyond her years.
Braun (2007) indicated that “being different does not mean not being literate.
It just means expanding the concept of what it means to be literate” (p. 5). The various
forms of being different with regards to literacy resonate well with notion of
multiliteracies, or what Gee calls “Discourses,” in which he posits that “Discourses are
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about being ‘different kinds of people’” (p. 52). Students’ desires to be distinguished
played into another theme that emerged in the participants’ articulation of identity and
the degree to which they possessed “identity kits” (Gee, 2014) to render them as part
of a social or an affinity group. Although the participants indicated that they did
possess identity kits to a particular social group or affinity group, they did not wish to
use these kits when they did not share a certain affinity with the groups to which they
belonged. In other words, there did not seem to be pressure on the participants to adopt
interests pertinent to their social groups when they did not wish to. For example, Omar
provided an example of how he did not wish to learn about cars even though that was
his social group’s “specialty.” Moje et al. (2009) argued that “it is this process of
negotiation – deciding for oneself how much one ‘fits’ with a given group and in what
ways – that provides individuals with what social psychologists tend to think of as a
relatively stable sense of identity” (p. 420).
The participants were forthcoming in describing their positive attributes, as
well as those attributes that they deemed negative, when they identified the traits by
which they were distinguished. Being able to do so generated the perception of
participants as having well-developed identities. Marcia (1980) defined identity as:
a self-structure – an internal, self-constructed, dynamic organization of drives,
abilities, beliefs, and individual history. The better developed this structure is,
the more aware individuals appear to be of their own uniqueness and similarity
to others and of their own strengths and weaknesses in making their way in the
world. (p. 100)
The looking-glass self was another way that students articulated their identities.
As previously explained, the looking-glass self is the negotiating of one’s identity
through others’ perceptions (LaRossa & Reitzes, 2009). These, in turn, fed back into
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the theme of discussion of literacy practices. The participants provided dichotomous
descriptions of how teachers and friends viewed them as individuals. They indicated
that their teachers saw them as good, rule-abiding students, but that their friends saw
them as good friends and mischievous. This dichotomy reinforced students’ beliefs
that teachers did not understand them or know their true identities and individualities,
and, for that reason, they might not find it interesting to discuss their literacy practices
with them. With their friends, who the participants believed knew them well, the
students believed that their literacy practices would be understood. It could also be that
students separated their identities into “student” and “friend” and deliberately did not
discuss their literacy practices with their teachers because they wished for their
teachers to look at them only as students.
5.2.3 Research Question 3
Finally, the part of this paper that focused on the third research question—the
rhizomatic element—particularly the rhizomatic stories of the three students, showed
the blurriness of the boundaries between the inside- and outside-school literacy
practices of the students. These students seemed to take activities typically belonging
to one space and introduce them into the other. This practice reinforced what Leander
(as cited in Larson, 2006) indicated, that “as a result, the division between inside and
outside is blurred as literacy learning occurs across time and in multiple spaces” (p.
322). Students took what they learned outside the classroom back to school, and they
took school learning experiences back to their lives at home. In the same vein,
Alvermann and Moore (2011) indicated that:
Many young people of the Net Generation find their own reasons for becoming
literate—reasons that include, but go beyond, reading and writing to
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comprehend school-related texts, pass required tests, and eventually graduate.
This is not to say that academic literacy is unimportant, but rather, to
acknowledge the potential in young people’s multiliteracies for informing
classroom instruction, school library/media centers, and the curriculum. (p.
157)
For instance, Pytash (2009) wrote:
Youth are engaged in literacy practices outside of school because they choose
to do so. In school adolescents do not usually have the power of choice as to
what they read and learn. As noted, some youth read and write for the teachers’
approval even when they do not see themselves reflected in their literacy
practices while at school. Out of school, however, youth use literacy to create
social networks and relationships; communicate with other youth; learn about
their world; and express their ideas, feelings, and emotions. Their literacy
practices are personal and functional. These are not trivial motives, but
powerful reasons for engaging in literacy practices. (pp. 18-19)
Such a motivation was evident in students’ “hardcore-fan-ness” in their
attempts to fill gaps in texts and in their experiences with “designing” texts (New
London Group, 1996). The participating students went far out of their way to “become
literate” in niches and areas that they found intriguing. In doing so, they blurred the
lines between inside- and outside-school literacy practices, weaving in and out of each,
so that they were no longer confined to one space or the other. These cases were
exemplified by the use of critical literacy and critical reading of texts for a physics
class discussion, and in the taking of a challenging pronunciation in something read at
home back to school to learn the correct form of pronunciation, and in the ways in
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which affinity groups were formed and took place in school to discuss materials read
or viewed at home, such as was the case with Ahmed and his manga/anime group.
Nicolaus Copernicus’ quote “To know that we know what we know, and that
we do not know what we do not know, that is true knowledge” captures the essence of
the three participants’ literacy practices. Students engage in one form of literacy
practice until they reach a point of rupture (Deleuze and Guattari, 1987). At this point,
they put on their thinking hats and engage in multiliteracies to fix the rupture left by
an available design. In some cases, they fill gaps by means of an available design, such
as gaining anime knowledge by reading manga, or expanding their investment in a
canon by reading a book while awaiting the release of movies. In other cases, such as
Hamdan’s, filling a gap was a means of designing and becoming a producer of texts,
as he did when he created 3D animation to be included in a PC shooting game he
played. It is in these instances that students’ literacies go beyond that which is available
to them and reshapes itself to be in a “becoming” state, to be “rhizomatic,”
“multiliterate,” “multimodal,” in a “third space” and many more. It transforms beyond
its fixed form and mean and becomes malleable as the students grapple with it to make
meaning.
A fundamental theme in students’ literacy practices is expertise in what Gee
(2008a) calls “semiotic domain” (p. 137). According to Gee (2008a), mastery of
semiotic domain means that use is made of one or a multiplicity of stimuli to convey
a certain meaning. Students tried to use this process in their respective semiotic
domains: Ahmed, with his role in becoming a hardcore fan and reader of manga, or
Hamdan with his work on mastering 3D animation for modding purposes. In order to
reach the master level of a specific “semiotic domain,” one must be able to recognize
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the “design grammar” that governs each domain, with “design grammar” referring to
“a set of principles or patterns in terms of which materials in the domain are combined
to communicate complex meanings” (p. 138). In trying to gain mastery of a semiotic
domain the participants used literacy practices to gain or maintain access to their
respective affinity spaces, such as Hamdan befriending a group of 3D animators online
or Ahmed maintaining his status as a reader of his group. What is important in
understanding students’ affinities to certain groups is that the adolescent students in
this study, while belonging to close-knit groups of friends and same-age peers, used
affinity groups or affinity spaces to compensate for the lack of literacy interests present
in their friends. For instance, Omar joined the Comic-Con Cosplay group to feed his
interest in anime and cosplaying, an interest that was not satisfied in his other social
groups. Another example would be Hamdan’s looking for online friends to engage in
discourses pertaining to 3D animation and modding, a feat that provided him with a
community who validated and supported the interests that his peers did not find
relatable.
One other important finding from this study is that literacy, for the study’s
participants, was essentially social. Results from both databases, the quantitative and
the qualitative, emphasized students’ social interaction with regard to literacy
practices. In particular, students’ self-reports from both the surveys and the interviews
indicated that students engaged in discussion of literacy practices with their friends
and same-aged peers, a practice which the literature has identified time and again
(Hopper, 2005; McKenna, 2001; Partin & Hendricks, 2002; Pitcher et al., 2007). A
particularly problematic finding pertinent to the social nature of students’ literacy
practices was that students do not seem to share their literacy practices, specifically
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their outside-school literacy practices, with their teachers. In most cases, students
indicated that they do not discuss those practices either, because such a discussion does
not come up in class or because they don’t think teachers would care to engage in such
a discussion with them.
Such an evident distance in the relationship between students and teachers is
not new (Al-Harthi, 2005; Gay, 1993). Lutterel and Parker (2001) found in their
ethnographic study that teachers were not aware of students’ outside-school literacies.
Like the students in this study, adolescents in other contextual studies reported that
they did not feel that their teachers cared about their interests, cultural experiences,
and life outside of school (Martin, 2014; Ray, 2015; Tatum, 2008). It could be inferred
from the participants’ reports that students did not feel they were respected, and,
therefore, they did not seem to want to take risks in expressing their outside-school
practices and lived experiences with their teachers (Moore et al., 1999). Moreover, the
participants of this current study indicated that they did not feel that there were spaces
within the school for their literacy practices to be included, whether in their classes or
as part of extracurricular activities, as noted by Ahmed who said, “They’ll [the school
personnel] shut the door on me and leave.” Previous literature has also indicated that
schools did not provide spaces in which students could exercise their outside-school
literacy practices; rather, students are compelled to solely engage in school-assigned
tasks and activities (Garcia, 2012; Nagle, 1999).
5.3 Pedagogical Implications
The pedagogical implications offered henceforth are heavily influenced by
Eisner’s (2002) typology of curriculum: namely, the explicit, the implicit and the null
curriculums. The explicit curriculum is that which is explicitly taught in school, such
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as school subjects. In contrast, the implicit curriculum includes concepts that are not
included in the official curriculum; for example, the students are expected to
maintain punctuality. The null curriculum, on the other hand, includes subjects the
school does not teach at all. According to Klein (1991), this type of curriculum exists
“because the school cannot teach all that students need to know in order to lead
personally satisfying, productive lives in this complex, diverse society…[as] the time
students spend in school is limited” (p. 217). Another way of understanding this
concept is through Aoki’s (1999) notion of a “curriculum-as-planned” and a
“curriculum-as-lived.” Like Eisner’s conceptualization, the curriculum-as-planned
serves as the official curriculum in the school, the lessons and concepts taught to
students and thus can be likened to the explicit curriculum. The curriculum-as-lived
is what students learn outside of school and thus can be likened to the null
curriculum. These pedagogical implications provide ways in which the explicit and
null curricula or the planned and lived curriculums might intersect in order to provide
balance between inside- and outside-school literacy practices. With that in mind, this
section discusses pedagogical implications that inform instruction and curriculum
planning.
5.3.1 Instruction
A recurrent finding that emerged from the quantitative and the qualitative data
was that students did not feel that they should share their literacy practices, particularly
outside-school literacy practices, with their teachers. This finding pointed to the nature
of the discourse between teachers and students, which remains formal and revolves
around school and schoolwork. However, the finding does not indicate which party is
responsible for such discussion, or lack thereof; it may be the students who are
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reluctant to share with the teachers, or it may be the teachers who do not invite students
to share their experiences with them, or it could be a combination of both. It is essential
that such a discourse be developed in schools in order to bridge the gap between
students’ inside- and outside-school literacies.
As advised by Curwood, Magnifico, and Lammers (2013), one way to correct
this is to “design a survey and ask students about their experiences with fan culture
and online communities. Inquire about their reading and writing practices in out-ofschool contexts and then create literacy learning activities to connect with these
experiences” (p. 684). Inventories and beginning-of-the-year learners’ profiles and
surveys are easy, affordable, and time-efficient ways to get to know “what’s hot” in
adolescents’ everyday experiences. Asking students about what they are interested in,
what they are currently reading, what games they are playing, and what movies they
are watching can help teachers to incorporate these topics into their teaching and can
also help students to feel that their literacies, particularly their outside-school literacy
practices, are validated. Vasudevan (2006) argued that “teachers should know each
student as more than ‘a nonreader,’ ‘low literate,’ or ‘a troublemaker’ – and see instead
artists, poets, and designers” (p. 255).
Teachers might argue that learning about their students’ outside-school literacy
practices does not feed into the curriculum or the subject matter that they teach. Here,
I relay the advice of Carol Ann Tomlinson (2001) who writes: “every student does
some things relatively well. It’s important to find those things, to affirm them” (p. 13).
Indeed, students come to class with “funds of knowledge” (Moll, Amanti, Neff, &
Gonzalez 1992), and wise teachers are those who can find ways to incorporate them
in their teaching. The purpose of doing so is not to romanticize the outside-school
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literacy practices of the students but rather “to suggest their potential for creating
alternative inroads into classwork that draw upon students’ languages, abilities, and
interest” (Simon, 2012, p.524) to validate students’ outside-school literacy practices
as equally crucial to their growth and learning as inside-school literacies.
Stock (2001), who invited her students to teach her to read the texts that they
read for pleasure after school, found that “tapping into students’ prior experiences,
knowledge, and interests positions students to invest themselves in their learning and
that students who are invested in their learning are often successful learners” (p. 102).
Moreover, encouraging students to access and make use of their “fund of knowledge”
with regards to pop culture would help them “gain awareness of reading skills they
already use in everyday life, such as thinking critically and unraveling figurative
language” (Fredricks, 2006, p. 106).
The aim here is for teachers to mediate the inside-school literacy practices with
outside-school literacy practices. And what better way to incorporate these literacies
than to ask students themselves for suggestions? For example, Hagood (1999) includes
a case in which she used, in her classroom, an opportunity for exploring how students
read pop culture images and how they approach such texts critically. Instead of
specifically asking students to be critical about what they read, she kept an open
platform for students to discuss what they knew and felt about the songs that they
listened to and the lyrics and images that accompanied the CD jackets. She concluded
that:
The students incorporated both what they learned from the lesson as well as
other media texts not discussed in class in order to form their images.
Furthermore, these students, although all part of the same audience during the
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lesson, exerted their own personal beliefs to develop interesting and
thought-provoking images that were unique. And, by allowing students time to
discuss and explain their rationale for their image formation and song lyrics, I
learned about their active construction of the interplay of these components on
their reading of popular culture. (p. 84)
These examples show how teachers can invite discourse in their classrooms to
encourage discussion of literacy practices. Such a discussion would reveal the
relevance of the texts. Teachers, especially in language classes, should find a balance
between creativity and exposition.
Many students indicated that they either did write stories, poetry, reflections,
and so on, or they attempted to, but these remained hidden or invisible. Teachers
should bring these creative aspects to the forefront, so that students are afforded
opportunities for creativity and agency in order to reach their academic potential. The
activities that students enjoyed the most at school and which they considered to be
their most important literacy achievements were those in which these two elements
were incorporated. Giving students opportunities to react to a text through a digital
story, a poem, a drawing, or even a 3D animation is crucial. Walsh (2007) found that
Chinese immigrant students in middle school who were previously known to do poorly
in literacy excelled in creating multimodal literacies when given the opportunity to
create websites about a lesson on migration. In creating their websites, the students
tapped into their creativity by using a multiplicity of representation modes, such as
words, images, and music, a feat that eventually helped them win a first-place prize in
a Thinkquest competition held in New York. Language teachers, specifically teachers
of Arabic and English, could foster students’ creativity through aesthetic writing or
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creative writing. The students in the study identified the literacy activities that gave
them the greatest feeling of accomplishment; these included writing poetry, writing
fictional or autobiographical stories, writing reflections, writing advice, drawing, and
producing 3D animations. Teachers could foster this as a standard classroom practice,
as opposed to relegating these activities to competitions or other extracurricular
activities.
Finally, teachers should consider broadening the definition of literacy beyond
the written word. In many of these interviews and in the surveys as well, students did
not consider themselves readers or writers, but then they would go on to talk about
things that they had read and written about. Could it be that reading, to them, only
replicates what schools believe to be academic reading or writing? Teachers,
educators, curricularists, and parents should go beyond the dichotomy of “reader or
non-reader” and adopt a new definition of what it means to be a reader and a writer in
this century. The relativist view of literacy, in addition to the autonomous view, should
be embraced by these entities in order to validate and celebrate students’
multiliteracies. Gee and Hayes (2012) nicely advocated for accommodating students’
interests in literacy instruction:
Here is the sad fact: Humans do not learn anything deeply by force. Humans
do not learn anything in depth without passion and persistence. That is why,
for most people, what they learn in school is short-lived unless they practice it
in work or other settings after school. It is also why so many people, children
and adults, learn more important things in their lives out of school than in it.
(p. 25)
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5.3.2 Curriculum Planning
The other recommendation is related to curriculum planning, and it revolves
around the concept of relevance. The participating high schoolers indicated that the
texts they were using in class were not relevant or related to their daily lives. Bowmer
and Curwood (2016) emphasized the importance of making inside-school literacy
practices relevant. They posited that “there is strong consensus among scholars that
students’ home and school lives are disconnected and that making school more
relevant can promote student engagement” (p. 142). Furthermore, they cited a 2014
study by Willms which found that students’ motivation and engagement in the English
classroom was linked to the use of relevant texts. This, in turn, supported the notion
that relevance was an important element of students’ engagement in literacy practices
(Bowmer and Curwood, 2016).
Creating an up-to-date curriculum that matches the events of the day is not
plausible when curricularists do not know what events will unfold. It is therefore
important for teachers to bridge the gap between the curriculum and the lived
experiences of the students by making “lines of flight” from what exists in the
curriculum as academically relevant but also relevant to the lives of the students. In
doing so, teachers would provide what Aoki (1999) coined “curriculum-as-lived,” a
curriculum that influences and is influenced by the everyday lives of the students. One
of the female students posed an important question, asking why students did not write
about the upcoming Expo 2020 scheduled to take place in Dubai. Indeed, the female
students indicated that a classroom task was “fun” when it was relevant. The program
that Wadhha critiqued, for example, was a fun activity for the students, because they
analyzed talk shows or radio broadcasts that they themselves watched. The assignment
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was not specifically drawn from the textbook; she and her classmates, she claimed,
found it worthwhile. Another student, Manal, indicated that their English teacher asked
them to write about certain current events, which provided students with the
background information they needed to write about something about which they
already had some knowledge. It boosted their confidence, and it made the activity
meaningful. Gee and Hayes (2012) argued that “humans learn things like facts,
information, and principles (‘content’) well and deeply only when they are learned as
tools for doing something meaningful and important to them” (p. 26). Students’
outside-school literacy practices fall under what is known as the null curriculum,
which is “what schools do not teach, [and which] has an important influence on the
options youths consider and the perspectives from which they can view a situation or
problem” (Davidson, 1996, p. 218). Slattery (1995) described a curriculum in a
postmodern era, proposing:
The emerging postmodern holistic and ecological models of curriculum
dissolve the artificial boundary between the outside community and the
classroom. Postmodern teaching celebrates the interconnectedness of
knowledge, learning experiences, international communities, the natural world,
and life itself. (p. 169)
It is therefore crucial for curricularists and teachers alike to investigate
students’ outside-school literacy practices and provide spaces in which those literacy
practices can be permissibly exercised in lieu of the official curriculum. Doing so
would help the curriculum remain relevant to the lived experiences of the students.
The participants in the study perceived inside-school literacy practices as essential
tasks when they were pragmatic and translatable to their outside-school lived
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experiences, as was the case with Jassim, for example, who saw résumé-writing as a
relevant exercise, since it was needed for university applications.
As students felt most comfortable about sharing their literacy practices with
their friends and same-aged peers, why not provide a platform for that as part of a
school’s extracurricular activities? The idea of creating school clubs which Ahmed
saw as far-fetched may not be so. Schools could encourage students to form clubs with
various niches and interests and have teachers supervise these clubs. These clubs
should not only conform to typically academic interests, like the chess club or the math
club, but should include students’ current outside-school literacies as well as a
Japanese anime club, a video game club, a vlogging club, or anything else students can
engage in. Research has indicated that students whose niches and interests are met at
school experience better learning outcomes (Brandt, 1998; Tomlinson, 2001).
5.4 Suggestion for Future Research
Given the broad nature of this study, I suggest that future studies be conducted
within a longitudinal ethnographic frame in which researchers would be afforded the
opportunity to live the lives of the participants and get a better grasp on the
participants’ inside- and outside-school literacy practices rather than to rely solely on
students’ reports through interviews. Moreover, longitudinal studies would help
provide insights into the formation and reformation of literacy over time. Second, as
this study was exploratory in nature and investigated emerging themes, for future
studies I would suggest the exploration of the literacy practices of specific cultural
groups, such as the literacy practices of 3D animators, of poem writers, or of anime
fans, in order to situate the study further within specific affinity groups and contextual
spaces. Additionally, since the female students discussed the relevance of the texts, it
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would be interesting to conduct a content analysis of the English and/or Arabic
textbooks and measure the relevancy of the texts and topics included. It would also be
interesting to consider the relevance of gender with regards to text relevance, as only
the female students discussed it in the current study.
One particular variable that emerged as notable through the interviews was the
language of the material being read. Students who read in English seemed to only read
in English, and students who read in Arabic also focused on reading Arabic; students
did not read both languages equally. That, I think, opens the door for further research
into whether the language of the material being consumed dictates any reading habits,
such as the kind or amount of reading, among students in the UAE. Such a study would
especially be helpful in the context of the UAE, where English and Arabic are taught
in school as standard languages. Additionally, it would shed light on the depths of the
foundation of knowledge that bilingual learners possess.
Finally, through this study, the students pointed to the writing processes they
utilized when they produced academic writing. These processes were formulaic and
systematic, adhering to the criterion of task achievement set for these writing tasks.
What did not emerge through this study were the processes that students utilized to
produce writing as part of their outside-school literacy practices. It would, therefore,
be interesting to explore how the processes used to produce inside- and outside-school
writing compare to one another and to consider their similarities and differences. It
would also be interesting to investigate how students’ literacy practices emerge in
creative writing or creative productions and how students view creativity, how they
define it, what leads to it, and how they go about producing it.
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5.5 Conclusion
This study helped to strengthen the original assumption about adolescents, in
that they are highly literate in this day and age, especially with the ubiquity of the
internet. With information coming at them from different devices and different
sources, they were able to fill gaps that they came across in one form of literacy with
information they encountered in another form. Moreover, the study also helped shed
light on the complexity and intricacy of adolescents’ literacy practices and the way
that one forms of literacy fed into another. Finally, adolescents had information about
a wide variety of topics, and it would behoove teachers to bring students’ knowledge
and experiences into the class and bridge what they learn in school with what they
learn in the world. I cannot help but say that I was proud of these students, as they
defied the ever-persistent image of adolescent students as lazy and incompetent. On
the contrary, these students were very sure of themselves; they knew their strength and
weaknesses. Their self-possession and devotion to their various interests and niches
could reinvigorate curriculum planning by merging outside-school literacy practices
with traditional forms of inside-school instruction.
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Appendix A

البيانات الشخصية
 .1الجنس :

أ .ذكر

ب  .أنثى

 .2الجنسية (اختياري)________________ :
 .3العمر________________ :
 .4عدد اإلخوة واألخوات________________ :
 .5الصف :أ .العاشر

ج .الثاني عشر

ب .الحادي عشر

 .6النسبة المئوية للسنة الدراسية________________ :
 .7اللغة األم________________ :
 .8اللغات األخرى المستخدمة في المنزل________________ :
 .9الهوايات________________ :
Background Survey
b. Female

1. Gender: a. Male

2. Nationality (optional): -------------------3. Age: -------------------c. 12

b. 11

4. Grade: a. 10

_________________ 5. Total School Percentage:
________________ 6. Mother tongue:
______________ 7. Other Languages Spoken at home:
________________ 8. Hobbies:
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Appendix B
بسم هللا الرحمن الرحيم

استبانةExploring the Rhizomatic Literacy Practices of UAE High :
Schoolers
صممت هذه االستبانة للتعرف على كيفية توظيف طالب المرحلة الثانوية في دولة
اإلمارات لمهاراتهم القرائية والكتابية اليومية.
تحتوي االستبانة على  35سؤال ولن تستغرق أكثر من  15-10دقيقه إلكمالها إن شاء
هللا .بعض األسئلة تتطلب إجابة واحدة فقط ،والبعض اآلخر يتطلب أكثر من إجابة.
األسئلة التي تتطلب أكثر من إجابة واحدة سوف تتبع بـعبارة " اختر جميع ما ينطبق"
أود اإلحاطة بأن كافة المعلومات المقدمة منكم ستعامل بسرية تامه.
مشاركتكم ستضفي الكثير من القيمة لهذا البحث ،وستساهم في إثراء النتائج ودعم
المعرفة في هذا المجال.
أشكركم جزيل الشكر على تعاونكم.

االستبانة

 .1ما عدد الكتب األكاديمية التي تمتلكها أسرتك؟
□ 50-1
□ 100-51
□ 150-101
□ 200 -151
□ 250 -201
□ أكثر من 250
 .2ما عدد الكتب غير األكاديمية التي تمتلكها أسرتك؟
□ 50-1
□ 100-51
□ 150-101
□ 200 -151
□ 250 -201
□ أكثر من 250
 .3كم من الكتب التي تمتلكها أسرتك خاصة بك؟
□ 50-1
□ 100-51
□ 150-101
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□ 200 -151
□ 250 -201
□ أكثر من 250
 .4اختر من القائمة أنواع الكتب المتوفرة في منزلك( .اختر جميع ما ينطبق)
□ قصص األطفال
□ روايات
□ مجالت منوعة
□ قصائد ودواوين شعرية
□ قصص مصورة
□ موسوعات علمية
□ كتب الكترونية
□ كتب دينية
□ كتب مدرسية
□ سير ذاتية
□ أخرى (يرجى التحديد)________________ :
 .5ما عدد الكتب العربية التي تجرؤها في السنة ألغراض دراسية؟
□ 20-10
□30-21
□40-31
□ 50-41
□أكثر من 50
6
 .6ما عدد الكتب االنجليزية التي تقرؤها في السنة ألغراض دراسية؟
□ 20-10
□ 30-21
□ 40-31
□ 50-41
□ أكثر من 50
 .7ما عدد الكتب العربية التي تقرؤها في السنة لالستمتاع؟
□ 10-1
□ 20-11
□ 30-21
□ 40-31
□أكثر من 40
 .8ما عدد الكتب االنجليزية التي تقرؤها في السنة لالستمتاع؟
□ 10-1
□ 20-11
□ 30-21
□ 40-31
□أكثر من 40
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 .9اختر من القائمة أنواع الكتب التي تقرؤها( .اختر جميع ما ينطبق)
□ روايات
□ مجالت منوعة
□ قصائد ودواوين شعرية
□ قصص مصورة
□ موسوعات علمية
□ كتب الكترونية
□ كتب دينية
□ كتب المدرسية
□ سير ذاتية
□ أخرى (يرجى التحديد)________________ :
 .10ما هي اللغة التي تفضل أن تقرأ بها؟
□ اإلنجليزية
□ العربية
□ ال أحبذ أي منهما
□ ال أميز أي منهما على اآلخر
□ أخرى (يرجى التحديد)________________ :
 .11مع من تناقش ما تقرؤه؟ (اختر جميع ما ينطبق)
□ ال أحد
□ الوالدين
□األخوة واألشقاء
□ األصدقاء
□ المعلمين
□ أخرى (يرجى التحديد)________________ :
 .12كم مرة تكتب باللغة العربية ألغراض دراسية؟
□ مرة واحدة في الشهر
□ مرة واحدة كل أسبوعين
□ مرة واحدة كل أسبوع
□ عدة مرات في األسبوع
□ كل يوم
 .13كم مرة تكتب باللغة اإلنجليزية ألغراض دراسية؟
□ مرة واحدة في الشهر
□ مرة واحدة كل أسبوعين
□ مرة واحدة كل أسبوع
□ عدة مرات في األسبوع
□ كل يوم
 .14كم مرة تكتب باللغة العربية ألغراض غير دراسية؟
□ مرة واحدة في الشهر
□ مرة واحدة كل أسبوعين
□ مرة واحدة كل أسبوع
□ عدة مرات في األسبوع
□ كل يوم
 .15كم مرة تكتب باللغة اإلنجليزية ألغراض غير دراسية؟
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□ مرة واحدة في الشهر
□ مرة واحدة كل أسبوعين
□ مرة واحدة كل أسبوع
□ عدة مرات في األسبوع
□ كل يوم
 .16اختر من القائمة أنواع الكتابة التي تقوم بها ألغراض دراسية؟ (اختر جميع ما ينطبق)
□ الجواب على أسئلة قصيرة
□ كتابة الفقرات
□ رسائل البريد اإللكتروني
□ تدوين المالحظات والتوجيهات والتعليمات
□ كتابة المقاالت والبحوث
□ الكتابة اإلبداعية
□ إنشاء باور بوينت أو الوسائط المتعددة (كالفيديو(
□ كتابة التقارير
□ الكتابة في مجالت
□ تجميع ملفات إنجاز (بورتفوليو)
□ المدونات االلكترونية (البلوج)
□ الكتابة في برامج الحاسوب
□ أخرى (يرجى التحديد)________________ :

.17اختر من القائمة أنواع الكتابة التي تقوم بها ألغراض غير دراسية( .اختر جميع ما ينطبق)
□ الكتابة اإلبداعية
□ رسائل البريد اإللكتروني
□ رسائل الدردشة
□ الرسائل النصية عبر الهاتف
□ الكتابة في مجلة
□ تدوين مالحظات والتوجيهات والتعليمات
□ كلمات أغاني وأشعار
□ الكتابة على شبكة االنترنت أو بلوق
□ الكتابة على برامج الحاسوب
□ أخرى (يرجى التحديد)________________ :
 .18ما هي اللغة التي تفضل بها الكتابة؟
□ اإلنجليزية
□ العربية
□ ال أميز بين اللغتين
□ ال أفضل أيا ً منها
□ أخرى (يرجى التحديد)________________ :
 .19مع من تناقش ما تكتبه؟ (اختر جميع ما ينطبق)
□ ال أحد
□ الوالدين
□ األخوة واألشقاء
□ األصدقاء
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□ المعلمين
□ أخرى (يرجى التحديد) ________________:
 .20ما عدد الساعات التي تقضيها مع األصدقاء؟
□  4-0ساعات
□  9-5ساعات
□  14-10ساعة
□ أكثر من  14ساعة
 .21كم مرةً تلتقي بها بزمالئك خارج المدرسة؟
□ مرة واحدة في الشهر
□ مرة واحدة كل أسبوعين
□ مرة واحدة كل أسبوع
□ عدة مرات في األسبوع
□ كل يوم
 .22كيف تتواصل في الغالب مع أصدقائك؟
(اختر جميع ما ينطبق)
□ وجها لوجه
□المكالمات الهاتفية
□ سكايب،IMO ،
□الرسائل النصية عبر الهاتف
□ وسائل التواصل االجتماعي
أخرى (يرجى التحديد)________________ :
 .23ما عدد الساعات التي تقضيها في مشاهدة التلفاز في اليوم الواحد؟
□  4-0ساعات
□  9-5ساعات
□  14-10ساعة
□ أكثر من  14ساعة
 .24اختر من القائمة أنواع البرامج التي تشاهدها على شاشة التلفاز؟ (اختر جميع ما ينطبق)
□ نشرات األخبار
□ برامج تلفزيون الواقع
□ برامج حوارية
□أفالم وثائقية
□أفالم الكرتون
□أفالم الترفيه
□ عروض الموسيقى ومقاطع الفيديو
□المسلسالت
□ أخرى (يرجى التحديد)________________ :
 .25ما هي اللغة التي تفضل أن تشاهد بها برامج التلفاز؟
□ اإلنجليزية
□ العربية
□ ال أميز بين اللغتين
□ ال أفضل أيا ً منها
□ أخرى (يرجى التحديد)________________ :
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 .26مع من تناقش ما تشاهده على التلفاز؟
□ ال أحد
□ الوالدين
□ األخوة واألشقاء
□ األصدقاء
□ المعلمين
□ أخرى (يرجى التحديد)________________ :
 .27أي من األجهزة االلكترونية التالية تمتلكها أسرتك؟ (اختر جميع ما ينطبق)
□ الحاسوب
□الهاتف /الهاتف المحمول
□ األلواح الذكية (آي باد)
□التلفاز
□أجهزة ألعاب الفيديو االلكترونية
□الراديو
□مشغالت الوسائط (آي بود)
 .28كيف تتواصل في الغالب مع أسرتك؟ (اختر جميع ما ينطبق)
□ وجها لوجه
□المكالمات الهاتفية
□ سكايب ،IMO ،الخ
□ الرسائل النصية عبر الهاتف
□ وسائل التواصل االجتماعي
□ أخرى (يرجى التحديد)________________ :
 .29ما عدد المرات التي تستخدم جهاز الحاسوب المحمول /جهاز الحاسوب المحمول؟
□ مرة واحدة في الشهر
□ مرة واحدة كل أسبوعين
□ مرة واحدة كل أسبوع
□ عدة مرات في األسبوع
□ كل يوم
 .30ما عدد المرات التي تستخدم الهاتف المحمول؟
□ مرة واحدة في الشهر
□ مرة واحدة كل أسبوعين
□ مرة واحدة كل أسبوع
□ عدة مرات في األسبوع
□ كل يوم
 .31ما عدد المرات التي تستخدم األلواح الذكية؟
□ مرة واحدة في الشهر
□ مرة واحدة كل أسبوعين
□ مرة واحدة كل أسبوع
□ عدة مرات في األسبوع
□ كل يوم
 .32ما عدد المرات التي تستخدم أجهزة األلعاب االلكترونية؟
□ مرة واحدة في الشهر
□ مرة واحدة كل أسبوعين
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□ مرة واحدة كل أسبوع
□ عدة مرات في األسبوع
□ كل يوم
 .33كم ساعةً في اليوم تتصفح فيها شبكة اإلنترنت في اليوم الواحد؟
□  4-0ساعات
□  9-5ساعات
□  14-10ساعة
□ أكثر من  14ساعة
 .34اختر من القائمة األجهزة التي تستخدمها لتصفح شبكة االنترنت؟ (اختر جميع ما ينطبق)
□ الحاسوب
□الهاتف /الهاتف المحمول
□ األلواح الذكية (آي باد)
□التلفاز
□أجهزة ألعاب الفيديو االلكترونية
□الراديو
□مشغالت الوسائط (آي بود)
 .35من الشخص الذي تتناقش معه ما تتصفحه على شبكة اإلنترنت؟
□ ال أحد
□ الوالدين
□ األخوة واألشقاء
□ األصدقاء
□ المعلمين
□ أخرى (يرجى التحديد)________________ :
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Appendix C

أسئلة المقابلة
•
•
•
•
•
•

ما هي أكثر وأقل مادة دراسية تفضلها؟ ولم؟
هل تستمتع بالذهاب إلى المدرسة؟ لم؟
ما هي أنواع الكتابة والقراءة التي تقوم بها في المدرسة؟
ما هو الشيء الذي أنجزته في المدرسة وتعده أكبر مصدر للفخر؟
أي نوع من الطالب أنت؟ ولم تعتقد ذلك؟
هل تتحدث مع المعلمين لتخبرهم عن القراءات والكتابات التي قمت بإنجازها خارج إطار الدراسة؟
لم؟
ما الذي يمكن للمدرس  /مدرسة القيام به لجعلك أفضل قارئ  /كاتب؟

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

أخبرني عن أسرتك.
ما هي اللغات التي تتحدث بها أسرتك؟
كيف تقضي يومك في عطلة نهاية األسبوع؟
متى تجلسون معا كأسرة واحدة في المنزل للتحدث والمناقشة؟
فيم تتناقشون به؟
هل يطلب والديك منك قراءة كتب معينة؟
ماذا تقرأ في المنزل؟ ولم؟
ماذا تكتب في المنزل؟ لم؟
عند اإللمام بالقراءة والكتابة أتفضل العربية أم االنجليزية؟

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ما هو روتين يومك عند فراغك من المدرسة؟
مع من تقضي معظم وقتك بعد الفراغ من المدرسة؟ كيف تقضون وقتكم؟
أي نشاط تفضل تأدية خالل وقت فراغك؟ ولم؟ ومع من؟
هل تنضم إلى أي أندية أو أنشطة ما بعد المدرسة؟
هل لديك أصدقاء تقضي معهم وقت الفراغ في القراءة والكتابة؟
أين تجتمع أنت وأصدقاؤك في معظم األحيان؟ وماذا تفعل عندما تقابلهم؟ وفيم تناقشهم؟
هل تناقشهم في القراءات أو الكتابات التي تقوم بها؟

•
•
•
•
•
•

فيم تستخدم التكنولوجيا؟
لم تستخدم اإلنترنت وألي غرض؟
ما التطبيقات والبرامج التي تستخدمها؟
كيف عرفت عن هذه التطبيقات؟ هل تشترك مع أصدقائك في تطبيقات معينة؟ ا\كرها إن وجدت؟
هل تقرأ من خالل أي من هذه األجهزة  /تطبيقات؟ اذكرها .وسبب اختيارك لها ومتى تستخدمها؟
هل تكتب من خالل أي من هذه األجهزة  /تطبيقات؟ اذكرها .وسبب اختيارك لها ومتى تستخدمها؟

•
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Interview Questions Item Pool
Literacy and School
1. What are your most and least favorite subject? Why?
2. Do you enjoy going to school? Why?
3. What kinds of reading/writing do you do in school?
4. What is the one thing that you have accomplished at school that you are most
proud of?
5. What kind of student are you? Why do you say so?
6. Do you talk to your teachers about the reading and writing you do outside of
the classroom? Why (not)?
7. What can the teacher/school do to make you a better reader/writer?
Literacy and Home
1. Tell me about your family
2. What languages are spoken at your home?
3. How do you spend your day on weekends?
4. When do you sit together as a family at home to talk and discuss?
5. What issues and topics do you talk about when you sit together as a family?
6. Do your parents ask you to read specific books?
7. What do you read at home? Why?
8. What do you write at home? Why?
9. What’s your literacy preference? Arabic, English?
Literacy and Social Activities
1. What's your after-school routine like?
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2. With whom do you spend most of your time after school? What do you do
together?
3. What do you enjoy doing in your free time, why, with whom?
4. Do you join any clubs or activities after school?
5. Do you have friends that you spend time reading and writing with?
6. Where do you mostly meet? And what do you do when you meet? What do
you discuss with them?
7. Do you discuss the things you read or write with them?
Literacy and Technology
1. What do you use technology for?
2. Why do you use the Internet and for what purposes?
3. What apps and software do you use?
4. How did you know about these apps? Do you and your friends have apps in
common? Which ones?
5. Do you read through any of these devices /apps? Which? Why? When?
6. Do you write through any of these devices apps? Which? What? Why?
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